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STATE OF CALIFORNIA                                                                                                                      Edmund G. Brown Jr., Governor 

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
505 VAN NESS AVENUE                                                                                                                                                                                             

SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3298 

 

 

NOTICE OF INTENT TO ADOPT  
A MITIGATED NEGATIVE DECLARATION  

 

TO: All Interested Parties 

Pursuant to California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) General Order 131-D, Pacific Gas 

and Electric Company (PG&E) filed an application with CPUC for a Permit to Construct the 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project (Application No. A. 12-02-012).  

Project Background: PG&E proposes to construct and operate the Santa Cruz 115-kV 

Reinforcement Project, which involves three components: 

 Northern Alignment: Converting an existing 7.1 miles of existing single-circuit, 

115-kV power line into a double-circuit, 115-kV power line by: 

o Replacing existing wood transmission poles with an average height of 60 

feet tall with new tubular steel poles (TSP) with an average height of 90 

feet tall 

 Cox-Freedom Segment: Constructing a new, approximately 1.7-mile-long, 

single-circuit, 115-kV power line along an existing distribution alignment by: 

o Installing 4 new TSPs averaging 98 feet tall 

o Replacing existing distribution wood poles averaging 39 feet tall with 

new wood transmission poles averaging 89 feet tall 

 Rob Roy Substation:  

o Modifying the Rob Roy Substation and existing power lines into the 

substation to accommodate the new circuit and install 1 new TSP and 

replace existing wood structures with 3 new TSPs within the substation 

area, with an average height of 84 feet tall 

The project is located in unincorporated southern Santa Cruz County, California, between the 

cities of Watsonville and Aptos. Construction is targeted to start in July 2015 and finish in late 

2016. 

Information Available: The CPUC Energy Division prepared a Mitigated Negative Declaration 

and supporting Initial Study (IS/MND) describing the project and its potential environmental 

effects. Based on this document, it was determined that the proposed project, as modified, will 

not have any significant effects on the environment. CPUC’s environmental document may be 

reviewed at the following locations:  
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CPUC Energy Division 

505 Van Ness, 4th Floor 

San Francisco, California 94102 

Santa Cruz Public Library, Aptos Branch 

7695 Soquel Drive 

Aptos, California 95003 

Watsonville Public Library, Freedom Branch 

2021 Freedom Boulevard 

Freedom, California 95019 

 

For electronic access to the MND and other project information/reports, please go to CPUC’s 

website: 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/environment/info/panoramaenv/SantaCruz_115kVReinforcement/Sant

aCruz_115%20Reinforcement%20Project.html 

A public information meeting will be held at 6:00 PM on Wednesday, November 6, 2013, at 
 

Corralitos Grange Hall 

165 Little Corral Way 

Watsonville, California 95076 

 

Public Review: This IS/MND will undergo an extended 45-day public review period from 

October 18, 2013, through December 2, 2013. Comments must be received in writing by 5:00 

p.m. on December 2, 2013, at the following address:  

Lisa Orsaba 

California Public Utilities Commission 

c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 

1 Embarcadero Center, # 740 

San Francisco, California 94111 

Fax: (650) 373-1211 

santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA                                                                                                                   Edmund G. Brown Jr., Governor 

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION                                                 
505 VAN NESS AVENUE 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA  94102-3298 

 

 
To: State Clearinghouse, Responsible and Trustee Agencies, Property Owners, and Interested 

Parties 

From: Lisa Orsaba, Environmental Project Manager 

Subject: NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND SCOPING 
MEETING: Pacific Gas & Electric Company’s Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project (A-
12-01-012) 

Date: January 17, 2014 

Introduction 

Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) filed an application A. 12-01-012 for a Permit to Construct 

(PTC), , with the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) on January 25, 2012, for the proposed 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project. The CPUC released a Draft Initial Study/ Mitigated Negative 

Declaration (IS/MND) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) for a 49-day public 

review period on October 18, 2013. After a review of comments received on the Draft IS/MND, the 

CPUC determined that an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) should be prepared in accordance with 

CEQA. The CPUC is serving as the lead agency for preparation of the EIR. This Notice of Preparation 

(NOP) is being sent to interested agencies and members of the public to inform the recipients that the 

CPUC is beginning preparation of the EIR. Comments from the public on the scope of the EIR are being 

requested. 

The Draft IS/MND and other project documents are available for public review on the CPUC’s project 

website: 

(http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/environment/info/panoramaenv/SantaCruz_115kVReinforcement/SantaCruz_11

5%20Reinforcement%20Project.html). 

Project Location 

The project is located in southern Santa Cruz County, California (Figure 1). The project corridor extends 

from near Watsonville to near Aptos. The project corridor travels through the communities of Amesti, 

Corralitos, Aptos Hills-Larkin Valley, and Day Valley.  

Project Purpose 

The proposed project would improve the reliability of the transmission system in the Santa Cruz area and 

thereby prevent potential large-scale service interruptions if there are outages in the existing local 

electricity supply system. The existing 115-kV system serving the Santa Cruz area was constructed and 

put into service in the 1970s. Since the system was built it has been upgraded once by  adding voltage 

support equipment at an area substation in 1997. Rob Roy and Green Valley Substations and associated 

power lines have not been upgraded, though the population and demand in the service area has increased 

substantially since 1970. Current peak winter demand has reached 175 megawatts, which is almost 60 

percent higher than the demand recorded in 1970. Additional information regarding the purpose and need 

of the project will be included in the EIR. 
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Figure 1: Project Alignment 

 
 

Project Description 

The Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project includes the following major elements. Additional details 

on the proposed project are provided in the Draft IS/MND.  

 Northern Alignment: Converting an existing 7.1 miles of single-circuit, 115-kV power 

line into a double-circuit, 115-kV power line by: 

o Replacing existing wood transmission poles with an average height of 60 feet tall with 

new tubular steel poles (TSP) with an average height of 90 feet tall 

o Installing new conductor on both circuits 

 Cox-Freedom Segment: Constructing a new, approximately 1.7-mile-long, single-

circuit, 115-kV power line  along an existing distribution alignment by: 

o Installing 4 new TSPs averaging 98 feet tall 

o Replacing existing distribution wood poles averaging 39 feet tall with new wood poles 

averaging 89 feet tall 

 Rob Roy Substation: Modifying the Rob Roy Substation and existing power lines into 

the substation to accommodate the new circuit and install 1 new TSP and replace existing 

wood structures with 3 new TSPs with an average height of 84 feet tall within the 

substation area 
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Potential Environmental Effects to be Addressed in the EIR 

The EIR will address impacts of the construction, operation, and maintenance of the proposed project, 

including impacts identified as being potentially significant prior to mitigation as well as impacts for 

which there were public comments on the Draft IS/MND that may warrant further discussion in the EIR.  

Table 1 provides a brief summary of potential impacts by resource area.  

PG&E has proposed measures (termed “Applicant Proposed Measures”) that could reduce or eliminate 

potential impacts of the proposed project. The EIR will evaluate the effectiveness of these measures, and 

will develop mitigation measures to further reduce impacts where a potentially significant impact has 

been identified. The CPUC will establish and define mitigation measures to be adopted as a condition of 

project approval and will require implementation of a mitigation monitoring program should the CPUC 

approve the project. 

The EIR will also address potential cumulative impacts of the proposed project on these resource areas, 

when considered in context with other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable future projects in the area.  

Table 1: Potential Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Project 

Environmental Parameter Potential Impact 

Aesthetics  Change in visual character of project area 

Agriculture and Forestry Resources  Temporary and permanent conversion of agricultural and forest land to 

non-agricultural and non-forest use  

Air Quality  Emission of criteria pollutants 

Biological Resources  Injury and/or mortality to special status plants and animals  

 Tree removal 

 Habitat degredation 

 Nest failure 

Cultural Resources  Damage or destruction of known and unknown cultural and historic 

resources and paleontologic resources 

Geology and Soils  Exposure of people to adverse effects due to seismicity or other ground 

instability 

 Soil erosion 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions  Greenhouse gas emissions 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials  Accidental release of hazardous materials 

Hydrology and Water Quality  Alterations of runoff patterns  

 Degradation of surface water quality 

Land Use  No impact 

Mineral Resources  No impact 

Noise  Noise generation 

Population and Housing  No impact 

Public Services  Increased demand for fire and police services 

Recreation  Increase in use of other recreational facilities 

Transportation and Traffic  Traffic increases 

 Traffic and safety hazards 

Utilities and Service Systems  Interruption of other services 
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Resource areas anticipated to be addressed in the EIR include: 

 Aesthetics  Hydrology and Water Quality 

 Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases  Noise 

 Biological Resources  Recreation 

 Cultural Resources  Transportation and Traffic 

 Geology and Soils  Utilities and Service Systems 

 Hazards and Hazardous Materials  

Alternatives 

The EIR will analyze a reasonable range of alternatives to the proposed project, including the No Project 

Alternative, in accordance with CEQA. Alternatives to the proposed project may include, but may not 

necessarily be limited to, those listed in Table 2. Table 2 also includes a brief overview of the potential 

impacts from each alternative. The Southern Alignment and the Valencia Alignment are shown in Figure 

2. Public comments on alternatives are requested. 

Table 2: Potential Alternatives to be Discussed in the EIR 

Alternative Description Potential Environmental Impacts 

Underground 

portions of 

the Cox-

Freedom 

Segment 

 Same as the proposed project, 

except underground portions of 

the Cox-Freedom Segment 

 Wider easements needed 

 Two 100-plus foot tall steel 

transition structures would be 

required at each end of the 

underground segments 

 Existing distribution lines would 

not be undergrounded 

 Trenching would result in road closures, dust, noise, 

limited emergency and local access, and greater area of 

ground disturbance than the proposed project 

 Impacts would last longer due to an extended 

construction period (five to ten times greater than that 

of an overhead line) 

 Additional property/right-of-way may need to be 

required for staging and permanent facility installation 

which may require tree, fence, and landscaping removal 

and would generate noise, dust, and traffic impacts 

 Repairs may require excavation and take weeks to 

months to complete and require similar traffic impacts 

as original installation 

Valencia 

Alignment 
 Rebuild Northern Alignment from 

Green Valley Substation to Day 

Valley 

 Construct new single circuit 115-

kv line from Day Valley to the 

Southern Alignment 

 Rebuild Southern Alignment with 

two circuits to Rob Roy 

substation 

 Greater level of impacts overall than the proposed 

project due to longer length (10.5) 

 Greater loss of coastal oak woodland vegetation 

 Additional impacts to robust spineflower critical habitat 

 Similar visual impacts as proposed project 

Southern 

Alignment  
 Rebuild Southern Alignment from 

a single circuit to a double circuit 

 Loss of coastal oak woodland vegetation due to the 

need for greater right-of-way and avoidance of a gas 

pipeline 

 High risk of take of Santa Cruz long-toed salamander 

due to higher quality habitat along this alignment 

(federal endangered species; state fully protected, 

endangered species) 
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Figure 2: Southern Alignment and Valencia Alignment Potential Alternatives 

 

 

Scoping Meeting 

The CPUC is holding a public meeting during the EIR scoping period in order for the public and 

regulatory agencies to become informed about and submit comments on the scope of the EIR. Comment 

forms will be supplied for those who wish to submit written comments at the scoping meeting. 

Commenters may also hand deliver prepared written comments at the scoping meeting. The scoping 

meeting will be held: 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 

6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

Corralitos Grange Hall 

165 Little Corral Way 

Watsonville, California 95076 

Scoping Comments 

The CPUC is soliciting information regarding the environmental topics and project alternatives that the 

EIR should address. All comments for the CPUC’s CEQA scoping period must be received or, if by 

U.S. mail, postmarked by 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, February 18, 2014. Please include a name, address, 
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and telephone number of a contact person for all future correspondence on this subject. You can submit 

comments in several ways: (1) U.S. mail, (2) e-mail, (3) fax, (4) making a verbal statement or handing in 

a written comment at the scoping meeting. Send comments on the scope and content of the EIR to: 

Ms. Lisa Orsaba 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 

c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 

One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

Fax: (650) 373-1211 

E-mail: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com. 

Issuance of NOP 

The California Public Utilities Commission hereby issues this Notice of Preparation of an Environmental 

Impact Report. 
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SANTA CRUZ 115-KV REINFORCEMENT PROJECT 
DRAFT IS/MND PUBLIC MEETING 

NOVEMBER 6, 2013 
 
 

 

AGENDA 

Meeting Time - 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm 

 

 

Meeting Commences 6:00  

Introduction 6:00 – 6:05 

CPUC Presentation of Project 
Description and CEQA Review 

6:05 – 6:35 

Open Floor to Public Comments 6:35 – 7:55 

Closing and Meeting End 8:00 
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SANTA CRUZ 115-KV REINFORCEMENT PROJECT 

DRAFT IS/MND PUBLIC MEETING COMMENT 
 

Name:  

Address:  

Phone:  

Email:  

 

Write your comment in the space below. Attach additional sheets or use the back of this sheet if you need more space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SANTA CRUZ 115-KV REINFORCEMENT PROJECT 

DRAFT IS/MND PUBLIC MEETING COMMENT 

Name:  

Address:  

Phone:  

Email:  

 

Write your comment in the space below. Attach additional sheets or use the back of this sheet if you need more space. 
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Pacific Gas & Electric Company’s
Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project

Application No. 12‐01‐012

California Public Utilities Commission
November 6, 2013

Public Meeting
Draft Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration
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Meeting Agenda

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

1. Purpose of the Meeting
2. Overview of the Proposed Project
3. California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) Role and 

Review Process
4. Environmental Review
5. Public Participation During Environmental Review
6. Public Comments

11/6/2013 2
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Purpose of Meeting
• To provide information to the public and responsible 

agencies about the proposed Santa Cruz 115‐kV 
Reinforcement Project

• To provide information to the public about the 
environmental document and review process

• To explain how the public can participate in the CPUC 
decision‐making process

• To collect public comments

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 3
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Roles
• CPUC:

– Lead Agency under the California Environmental Quality Act 
(CEQA)

• Pacific Gas and  Electric Company (PG&E):
– Project Applicant

• Panorama Environmental, Inc.
– CPUC Environmental Contractor

• Other agencies 
– Several permitting/review agencies consulted for input

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 4
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Project Location

11/6/2013 5
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Overview of Proposed Project
• Add a second 115‐kV circuit 
between Green Valley 
Substation and Rob Roy 
Substation

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 6
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Overview of Proposed Project

Northern Alignment

Cox Freedom Segment 

11/6/2013 7
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Project Elements

• Convert 7.1 miles single‐circuit 115 kV to double‐circuit
• Replace ~60 ft wood poles to ~90 ft tubular steel poles 
(TSP)

Northern 
Alignment

• Build 1.7 miles new single‐circuit 115kV along existing 
distribution alignment
• Replace ~ 39 ft wood distribution poles with ~89 ft wood 
transmission poles

• Install four new ~98 ft TSPs

Cox‐Freedom 
Segment

• Modify substation and existing power lines
• Changes to accommodate line
• Install 4 new ~84 ft TSPs replacing 3 wood poles

Rob Roy 
Substation 

Modifications

11/6/2013 8
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Site Map (Eastern Project Corridor)

Insert updated alignment 
map.

11/6/2013 9
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Site Map (Western Project Corridor)

Insert updated alignment 
map.

11/6/2013 10
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Typical Pole Drawings
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Project Purpose
• Improve the area electrical system’s capacity 
and reliability
– Population and demand has increased 
substantially since the system was built in the 
1970s

– Rob Roy Substation and associated power lines 
have never been upgraded

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 12
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CPUC Review Process
Utility Files 
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Environmental Review Topics
• Aesthetics
• Agriculture and forestry 

resources
• Air quality/greenhouse gas 

emissions
• Biological resources
• Cultural resources
• Geology and soils
• Hazards and hazardous 

materials
• Hydrology and water quality

• Land use and planning
• Mineral resources
• Noise
• Population and housing
• Public services (fire, police, 

schools, and parks)
• Recreation
• Transportation and traffic
• Utilities and service systems 

(water, wastewater, and 
solid waste)

**Per CEQA Guidelines App G.
Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 14
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Potential Environmental Impacts

Impact 
Determination

• Determined 
during review 
under CEQA

• Based on 
information from 
applicant and 
CPUC’s additional 
research

Applicant Proposed 
Measures (APMs)

• Proposed by 
PG&E

• Considered part 
of the project

• Revised through 
process

Mitigation 
Measures (MMs)

• Developed by 
CPUC

• Mitigate 
potentially 
significant 
impacts

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 15
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Key Environmental Issues

Key 
Environmental 

Issues
Aesthetics

Air Quality

Biological 
Resources

Geology/
Soils Hazards/

Hazardous 
Materials

Noise

Traffic/
Transportation

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 16
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Key Environmental Issues
• Issues: Changes to visual character from changes in pole types and 

heights and tree removal
• Studies: A series of visual simulations by landscape unit were prepared 

to assess the visual impacts of the project
• Analysis: Less than significant impacts

– New power line similar to existing power lines in character and configuration 
in existing ROW

– TSPs rust colored to look like wood and blend with surroundings
– Other utility infrastructure in project corridor
– No view obstruction
– Incremental change but less than significant
– Loss of trees along current alignment – will not significantly change tree 

density and patterns in area

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 17
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Corralitos Road near Skylark Lane, Looking North
(Corralitos: Before Proposed Project)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐7

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 18
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Corralitos Road near Skylark Lane, Looking North
(Corralitos: Visual Simulation)

Source: 
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐7

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 19
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Arroyo Drive at Mark Avenue Looking Southwest
(Green Valley: Before Proposed Project)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐8

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 20
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Arroyo Drive at Mark Avenue Looking Southwest
(Green Valley Visual Simulation)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐8

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Pinto Lake County Park Looking East
(Green Valley: Before Proposed Project)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐9

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 22
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Pinto Lake County Park Looking East
(Green Valley: Visual Simulation)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐9

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 23
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Hames Road near Pleasant Valley Road Looking North
(Pleasant Valley/Day Valley: Before Proposed Project)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐10

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 24
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Hames Road near Pleasant Valley Road Looking North
(Pleasant Valley/Day Valley: Visual Simulation)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐10

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Jingle Lane near Day Valley Road Looking Southeast
(Pleasant Valley/Day Valley: Before Proposed Project)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐11

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Jingle Lane near Day Valley Road Looking Southeast
(Pleasant Valley/Day Valley: Visual Simulation)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐11

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Intersection of Day Valley Road and Cox Road
(Cox‐Freedom: Before Proposed Project)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐12

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 28
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Intersection of Day Valley Road and Cox Road
(Cox‐Freedom: Visual Simulation)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐12

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Intersection of Freedom and McDonald Boulevards
(Cox‐Freedom: Before Proposed Project)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐13

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

11/6/2013 30
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Intersection of Freedom and McDonald Boulevards
(Cox‐Freedom: Visual Simulation)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐13

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Freedom Boulevard
(Cox‐Freedom: Before Proposed Project)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐14

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Freedom Boulevard
(Cox‐Freedom: Visual Simulation)

Source:
Draft IS/MND, 
Figure 3.1‐14
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Key Environmental Issues ‐ Biology
Biological Resources
• Issues: Monterey spineflower, other special status 

plants, sensitive habitats, and Monterey pine and 
oaks

• Studies: Surveys in project corridor – locations for tree removal 
identified

• Analysis: Less than significant impacts with mitigation
• Mitigation

– No work in designated Critical Habitat
– Avoid plants/habitat or implement 

Revegetation, Restoration, and Monitoring Plan
– Replacement of Monterey pine and oaks 

– trees replaced off‐site

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting

By UCSC Natural Reserves
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Key Environmental Issues ‐ Biology
Biological Resources
• Issues: Special status animals – dusky‐footed 

woodrat, bats, birds (including white‐tailed 
kite and bald eagle)

• Studies: Habitat assessments for project 
corridor

• Analysis: Less than significant impacts with 
mitigation 

• Mitigation
– Woodrat ‐ Pre‐construction survey for woodrat houses; avoid woodrat houses or 

disassemble unavoidable woodrat houses
– Bats ‐ Assessment of suitable habitat; establishment of no‐work exclusion area 

around roosting habitat
– Birds ‐ Tree removal preferred outside of nesting season; no removal of trees with 

active nests; no‐work buffers around active nests; monitoring of nests

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
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Key Environmental Issues‐Biology
Biological Resources
• Issue: Santa Cruz long‐toed salamander
• Studies: Detailed habitat assessment of all 

project work areas around and west of 
Corralitos Creek

• Analysis: Less than significant impacts with 
mitigation 
– USFWS/PG&E study will result in relocation of 

salamanders prior to start of project
• Mitigation:

– Seasonal ground disturbance windows and fencing requirements
– Limitations on vegetation and tree removal
– No work in areas where salamanders have not been previously excluded
– Surface barriers over burrows along access roads
– Habitat restoration

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Key Environmental Issues ‐Geology
Geology and Soils
• Issues: Site stability on slopes and during 

seismic events; erosion
• Analysis: Less than significant impacts with 

mitigation 
• Mitigation:

– Stability ‐ Geotechnical investigation and 
implementation of recommendations

– Erosion – Implementation of construction 
best management practices and a stormwater
pollution prevention plan (SWPPP)

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Key Environmental Issues‐Hazards
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
• Issues: Release of fuels and other hazardous materials; increased fire 

risks
• Analysis: Less than significant impacts with mitigation 
• Mitigation:

– Hazardous material release: Environmental Training and Monitoring Program; 
Spill Prevention, Countermeasure and Control Plan; Hazardous Substance 
Control and Emergency Response Plan; Health and Safety Plan

– Fire risks: Smoking is restricted; fire suppression equipment in construction 
vehicles; brush clearing from roads; lines would be maintained to minimize 
risk of breakage

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Key Environmental Issues‐Noise
Noise
• Issues: Noise from construction equipment 

including helicopters
• Analysis: Less than significant impacts with 

mitigation
– Temporary and intermittent
– Activities generally between 7am and 5pm, Monday 

through Saturday
– Helicopter flight altitude restrictions

• Mitigation:
– Noise barrier for stationary equipment within 50 feet of residences

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Key Environmental Issues‐Traffic
Transportation and Traffic
• Issues: Traffic congestion during construction; traffic and pedestrian 

safety hazards during construction and operation
• Analysis: Potentially significant impacts with mitigation on traffic 

congestion during construction; Less than significant impacts on traffic 
safety during operation
– Replacement poles in same locations as existing poles
– TSPs set back a minimum of 20 feet from roads
– Some wood poles set back on Cox Road from current 

locations

• Mitigation:
– A Traffic Management Plan will be prepared

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
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Key Environmental Issues‐ Air Qual.
Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases
• Issues: Generation of exhaust emissions, fugitive dust, and 

greenhouse gases
• Studies: Air pollutant and greenhouse gas emissions were modeled 

using CalEEMod 2011
• Analysis: Less than significant impacts 

– Criteria pollutant, greenhouse gas, and fugitive dust emissions below 
significance thresholds

– Watering or stabilizing active construction areas, unpaved access roads, 
parking areas, and staging areas

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
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Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)
• Public interest regarding health effects from exposure to 

electric and magnetic fields from power lines
• Per CPUC policy, the IS/MND does not consider magnetic 

fields in the context of CEQA
– Disagreement among scientists that EMF creates a potential health 

risk
– No defined or adopted CEQA standards for defining health risk from 

EMF

• The CPUC requires utilities to incorporate “low‐cost” or “no‐
cost” measures to mitigate EMF from new or upgraded 
electrical utility facilities up to approximately 4 percent of 
total project cost. 

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
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Public Participation
• A Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) was 

published and distributed for review beginning on October 
18, 2013.

• The review period has been extended from required 
minimum 30 days to 45 days.

• The public review period ends on December 2, 2013.
• The Final MND will address public comments.
• CPUC Commissioners will consider the Final MND in 

deciding whether to grant the PTC.

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
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Ways to Comment
• Oral comments and questions tonight

• Fill out a comment card to submit comments and questions 
tonight

• Submit comments after this meeting by mail, fax, or email

• Comments due by 5:00 p.m. on December 2, 2013

Mail Fax Email

Lisa Orsaba
CPUC c/o Panorama
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111

(650) 373‐1211 santacruz115kvproject@
panoramaenv.com
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For More Information
• Check website (digital IS/MND, other documents)

– http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/environment/info/panoramaenv
/SantaCruz_115kVReinforcement/SantaCruz_115%20Rein
forcement%20Project.html

– Search for “cpuc santa cruz reinforcement” online
• Project email

– santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
• Project voicemail

– (650) 373‐1200
• Local Information repositories (hard copy IS/MND)

– Aptos Branch Library
7695 Soquel Drive
Aptos, CA 95003

– Freedom Branch Library
2021 Freedom Boulevard
Freedom, CA 95019

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Comment Guidelines

• State name and affiliation

• One person speaks at a time

• Avoid side conversations

• Keep input concise (to maximize participation)

• Respect others’ opinions/interests

Santa Cruz 115‐kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting
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Scoping Meeting Comment Card  
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SANTA CRUZ 115-KV REINFORCEMENT PROJECT 

SCOPING MEETING COMMENT 
 

Name:  

Address:  

Phone:  

Email:  

Write your comment in the space below. Attach additional sheets or use the back of this sheet if you need more space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SANTA CRUZ 115-KV REINFORCEMENT PROJECT 

SCOPING MEETING COMMENT 
 

Name:  

Address:  

Phone:  

Email:  

Write your comment in the space below. Attach additional sheets or use the back of this sheet if you need more space. 

 

You may also submit comments to: 

California Public Utilities Commission 

c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.  

1 Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 

Fax: 650-373-1211 
Comments due February 18, 2014 

You may also submit comments to: 

California Public Utilities Commission 

c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.  

1 Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 

San Francisco, CA 94111 

santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 

Fax: 650-373-1211 
Comments due February 18, 2014 
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Pacific Gas & Electric Company’s 
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 

Application No. 12-01-012 

California Public Utilities Commission 
January 29, 2013 

Scoping Meeting 
Draft Environmental Impact Report 
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Presentation Overview 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

1/29/2014 2 

1. Project History 

2. CEQA and the EIR Process 

3. Overview of the Proposed Project and Alternatives 

4. Environmental Topics 

5. Public Comment Period 
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Project History 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

1/29/2014 3 

• PG&E submitted a Proponents Environmental Assessment (PEA) 
and Application for a Permit to Construct to the CPUC in Jan. 
2012 

• The CPUC initially prepared an Initial Study and Mitigated 
Negative Declaration (IS/MND); MND circulated for a 45+ day 
public review in October and November 2013. 

• CPUC determined an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) is 
appropriate based on review of comments/public feedback,  
– NOP Issued January 17th for 30+ day public review 

– Purpose to receive public input on issues to address in the EIR 
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Purpose of an EIR 

4 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

1/29/2014 

What is an EIR? 
• Identifies potentially significant environmental effects 
• Identifies ways to minimize or eliminate the significant 

effects 
• Evaluates a reasonable range of alternatives 

How is it Different than the IS? 
• Provides additional environmental analysis 
• Provides an evaluation of alternatives 
• Additional opportunities for public review and input 
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CPUC Review Process 
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Draft EIR Issued 
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CPUC Review Process 

1/29/2014 6 

Utility Files 

Application and 
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PEA Review and 

Deemed 

Complete 

Scoping and 
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We are 
here 
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Next Steps in EIR Process 

7 

Activity Purpose Estimated Timeframe 

**Scoping Period To collect comments from the public 30+ days to Feb. 18th 

Prepare Draft EIR Complete the analysis of environmental 
effects – develop and analyze 
alternatives 

~June 2014 

**Public Review 
of Draft EIR 

Public reviews the analysis and provides 
comments - - Additional public meetings 

45 day review period  
June – July 2014 

Response to 
Comments and 
Final EIR 

Respond to public comments and make 
any changes to the EIR  

~October 2014 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

1/29/2014 

** Opportunities for public input 
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Questions on Process? 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

1/29/2014 
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Project Purpose 

• Improve the area electrical system’s capacity and 
reliability 

– Population and demand has increased substantially since 
the system was built in the 1970s 

– Rob Roy Substation and associated power lines have not 
been upgraded 

• EIR will expand on the purpose and need for the 
project 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting 

11/6/2013 9 
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Proposed Project 

10 
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Proposed Project 

• Add a second 115-kV circuit 
between Green Valley 
Substation and Rob Roy 
Substation 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Public Meeting 

11/6/2013 11 
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Project Elements 

• Convert 7.1 miles single-circuit 115 kV to double-circuit 

• Replace ~60 ft wood poles to ~90 ft tubular steel poles 
(TSP) 

Northern 
Alignment 

• Build 1.7 miles new single-circuit 115kV along existing 
distribution alignment 

• Replace ~ 39 ft wood distribution poles with ~89 ft wood 
transmission poles 

• Install four new ~98 ft TSPs 

Cox-Freedom 
Segment 

• Modify substation and existing power lines 

• Changes to accommodate line 

• Install 4 new ~84 ft TSPs replacing 3 wood poles 

Rob Roy 
Substation 

Modifications 

1/29/2014 12 
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CEQA Alternatives 

• CEQA requires consideration of Alternatives 

– Meet project objective 

– Reduces environmental effects 

– Substantially obtain the objectives of the proposed project 

• Alternatives - types 
– No Project Alternative 

– Alternatives considered but eliminated 

– Feasible alternatives – carried forward for analysis 

• CEQA Guidelines (Section 15126.6(e)(2))requires identification 
of the “environmentally superior alternative” 
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Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 
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Preliminary Alternatives 

1/29/2014 14 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

 

Alternative Description 

Alternative: 
Underground 
Portions of the Cox-
Freedom Segment 

• Still evaluating feasibility 
• Wider easements needed  
• Two 100-plus foot tall steel transition structures would be 

required at each end of the underground segments  
• Existing distribution lines would not be undergrounded 

Alternative: Valencia 
Route Alternative 

• Rebuild Northern Alignment from Green Valley Substation 
to Day Valley  

• Construct new single circuit 115-kv line from Fern Flat Road 
to the Southern Alignment  

Alternative: 
Southern  Alignment 

• Rebuild Southern Alignment from a single circuit to a 
double circuit 

• New easements required to move alignment away from gas 
line 
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Preliminary Alternatives 

1/29/2014 15 
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Questions? 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

1/29/2014 
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Environmental Review Topics 

• Aesthetics 
• Agriculture and forestry 

resources 
• Air quality/greenhouse gas 

emissions 
• Biological resources 
• Cultural resources 
• Geology and soils 
• Hazards and hazardous 

materials 
• Hydrology and water quality 

 

• Land use and planning 
• Mineral resources 
• Noise 
• Population and housing 
• Public services (fire, police, 

schools, and parks) 
• Recreation 
• Transportation and traffic 
• Utilities and service systems 

(water, wastewater, and 
solid waste) 

**Per CEQA Guidelines App G. 

1/29/2014 17 
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Potential Impacts Proposed Project 

18 

 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

1/29/2014 

• Aesthetics – change in visual character 
• Agriculture– impacts to existing agricultural land and uses 
• Air Quality – emissions during construction 
• Biological Resources – special status plants and animals; impacts from tree 

removal; impacts to nesting birds 
• Cultural Resources – impacts to known and unknown resources 
• Geology and Soils – effects of seismicity on safety; soil erosion 
• Hydrology and Water Quality – degradation of water quality during 

construction from runoff 
• Noise – helicopter noise; noise during construction 
• Transportation and Traffic – safety hazards during and after construction; 

traffic delays during construction 
• Utilities – Central Water District lines; disruption of service 
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Potential Impacts of Alternatives 

1/29/2014 19 

 
Alternative Potential Impacts (Compared to Proposed Project’s Impacts) 

Underground 
portions of Cox-
Freedom Segment 

• Trenching, resulting in road closures, dust, noise, limited 
emergency and local access, and greater ground disturbance 

• Longer construction period 
• Need for additional property/right-of-way and removal of trees, 

fences, and landscaping 
• Potentially reduces visual impacts 

Valencia Alignment • Greater loss of coastal oak woodland vegetation 
• Additional impacts to robust spineflower critical habitat 
• Potentially reduces visual impacts 

Southern Alternative • Loss of coastal oak woodland vegetation due to need for 
greater right of way and avoidance of a gas pipeline 

• High risk of take of Santa Cruz long-toed salamander due to 
higher quality habitat along this alignment 

• Potentially reduces visual impacts 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 
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Ways to Comment 
• Oral comments tonight 

• Fill out a comment card to submit comments and questions 
tonight 

• Submit comments after this meeting by mail, fax, or email 

 

 

 

 

• Comments due by 5:00 p.m. on February 18, 2014 

1/29/2014 20 

Mail Fax Email 

Lisa Orsaba 
CPUC c/o Panorama 
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

(650) 373-1211 santacruz115kvproject@ 
panoramaenv.com 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 
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What is an effective scoping comment? 

1/29/2014 21 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

• The EIR should address noise impacts from the use of 
helicopters for construction 

• I would like the EIR to address traffic safety hazards during 
and after project construction. 

• The EIR should explain and provide support for why the 
project is needed. 
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What are less effective scoping comments? 

1/29/2014 22 

Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
Scoping Meeting 

• The EIR should examine aesthetic impacts. 

• The project should be located somewhere else.  

• The project is not needed. 

• I am against the project. 

• The analysis in the EIR will be biased and 
untrustworthy. 
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Comment Guidelines 

• State name and affiliation 

• Only speak at the podium 

• Avoid side conversations 

• Keep input concise (to maximize participation) 

• Respect others’ opinions/interests 

1/29/2014 23 
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Environmental Resource Areas 
• Aesthetics 

• Agriculture and forestry 
resources 

• Air quality/greenhouse gas 
emissions 

• Biological resources 

• Cultural resources 

• Geology and soils 

• Hazards and hazardous materials 

• Noise 

• Hydrology and water quality 

• Population and housing 

• Land use and planning 

• Mineral resource 

• Public services (fire, police, 
schools, and parks) 

• Recreation 

• Transportation and traffic 

• Utilities and service systems 
(water, wastewater, and solid 
waste) 

• Alternatives 

• Cumulative Impacts 
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Ways to Comment 
• Oral comments tonight 

• Fill out a comment card to submit comments and questions 
tonight 

• Submit comments after this meeting by mail, fax, or email 

 

 

 

 

• Comments due by 5:00 p.m. on February 18, 2014 
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Lisa Orsaba 
CPUC c/o Panorama 
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

(650) 373-1211 santacruz115kvproject@ 
panoramaenv.com 
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY SANTA CRUZ 115-KV REINFORCEMENT PROJECT - January 29, 2014

JAN BROWN & ASSOCIATES (415) 981-3498 or (800) 522-7096

1

1             Pacific Gas and Electric Company

2        Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project

3

4           Pacific Gas and Electric Company

5              Application No. 12-01-012

6

7                   January 29, 2014

8

9                          at

10                CORRALITOS GRANGE HALL

11                165 LITTLE CORRAL WAY

12             CORRALITOS, CALIFORNIA  95076

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 Reported by:

20 HEATHER L. ROSEMAN
CSR 10820

21 -------------------------------------------------------

22                  JAN BROWN & ASSOCIATES

23       WORLDWIDE DEPOSITION & VIDEOGRAPHY SERVICES

24  701 Battery Street, 3rd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94111

25              (415)981-3948 or (800)522-7096
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY SANTA CRUZ 115-KV REINFORCEMENT PROJECT - January 29, 2014

JAN BROWN & ASSOCIATES (415) 981-3498 or (800) 522-7096

2

1         (On the record at 6:07 p.m.)

2         MS. ORSABA:  My name is Lisa Orsaba.  I'm the

3 project manager for the California Public Utilities

4 Commission.  California Public Utilities Commission is

5 the permitting authority for PG&E's Santa Cruz 115-kV

6 Reinforcement Project.

7         Can you all hear me, first of all?  Can you

8 hear me?  Okay.  Let me know if you can't.  I have a

9 bit of a cold tonight, so please forgive me and bear

10 with me.

11         First of all, again, I want to welcome you and

12 thank you for your interest in this project and for

13 your involvement in the project so far.  I'd like to

14 begin by letting you know that there are

15 representatives from Pacific Gas and Electric in the

16 room.  I'd like them to raise their hands to identify

17 themselves so that you can see.  So PG&E is here, but

18 this is not PG&E's meeting.  This is the California

19 Public Utilities Commission's meeting.

20         I just want to say a few things about the roles

21 of the various parties here.  So PG&E files an

22 application, and, as you know, in this project, they

23 filed an application for a permit to do this project.

24 They can't do the project unless the Public Utilities

25 Commission grants the permit.  Under California
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PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY SANTA CRUZ 115-KV REINFORCEMENT PROJECT - January 29, 2014

JAN BROWN & ASSOCIATES (415) 981-3498 or (800) 522-7096

3

1 Environmental Quality Act law, we can't grant that

2 permit unless the project complies with CEQA.

3         So what the California Public Utilities

4 Commission does is we hire consultants; in this case,

5 it's Panorama Environmental.  Tania Treis is the

6 project manager for Panorama Environmental.  And they

7 conduct the environmental analysis.

8         So you're going to hear a lot about this.  And

9 I just want to briefly tell you that PG&E, when they

10 file their application, they give us a lot of

11 information.  All of this information, by the way, is

12 on the website.  We take their information.  It's a

13 large document that they file with their application.

14 And we conduct our own independent analysis.  And from

15 that analysis, we determine, the CPUC, determines what

16 kind of environmental document should be prepared.  We

17 did that in this proceeding.

18         Part of the requirements of CEQA are that the

19 public has an opportunity to comment and that we hold

20 public meetings.  You did comment.  We reviewed your

21 comments.  And we determined subsequently that an EIR

22 should be our next step.  And that's what we're here to

23 talk about tonight.

24         Tonight, we have Nicholas Dewar, who's going to

25 be facilitating the meeting.  Tania will be talking
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1 about the environmental processes.  I'm here also to

2 answer any questions.  We have an agenda and we have a

3 process.  Nicholas will speak to that.  So I'm going to

4 hand it over to Nicholas.  And again, thanks all of you

5 for coming.

6         MR. DEWAR:  Thank you, Lisa.  So this evening

7 really -- although you've just had a few minutes of

8 Lisa talking with you and you'll have a few minutes

9 next from Tania talking with you -- this is really all

10 about you talking to the CPUC.

11         Almost all of the meeting is going to be

12 dedicated to comments from you.  We're going to start

13 with a presentation from Tania about the project, so

14 you're all on the same base in terms of information.

15         We reckon that the presentation will probably

16 take less than a half an hour.  So by about 20 minutes

17 of 7:00, we'll be getting to the comments.  When we get

18 into the -- even during the presentation, there will

19 probably be opportunities for you to ask questions to

20 make sure you understand what's being told to you.

21         I normally ask you to tell me what kinds of

22 ground rules you'd like me to help you follow.  I don't

23 know if you have anything where you in your community a

24 kind of set of ground rules that you're used to

25 following.  Does anybody have any ground rules that
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1 you'd like me to help you follow?  I'll prompt you to a

2 few that might help.

3         One of them is, like, one person talks at a

4 time.  Another would be speak respectfully.  One of the

5 things that's going to help, I expect you'll be hearing

6 from people who have different opinions.  So you may

7 hear somebody making a comment you don't agree with.

8 I've been at meetings where the group actually said

9 that they wanted there to be no cheering, which

10 surprised me.  But as the meeting went on, I could see

11 why.  They all disagreed with each other.  And if there

12 was cheering and hissing and booing, before you know

13 it, the person speaking feels uncomfortable about

14 saying what they need to say.

15         So these are ideas.  I leave it up to you to

16 decide what you want me -- I'll try to keep the peace,

17 but I'm not -- I don't have a badge or anything, so I'm

18 only able to do what you want me to do.  Yes, sir?

19         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  You know, be respectful and

20 one person speak at a time.

21         MR. DEWAR:  Speak respectfully.

22         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  The last meeting, we were

23 concerned that our comments and questions were not

24 recorded.  Can we have our comments and questions --

25         MR. DEWAR:  Let me explain that.  There is a
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1 stenographer, Heather.  When you make a comment, you're

2 to come up here.  I'll give you a kind of -- yes,

3 Heather is going to get the whole thing.  You're going

4 to have a transcript.  I'm sure it'll go up on a

5 website somewhere at some time quite soon.  At the same

6 time, Bridget is going to keep a non official record.

7 This one is not official.

8         Just so you know, you can keep track of what

9 you're saying and what other people have said.  We'll

10 keep what we call -- we'll rip off a page and put them

11 on the wall, so that, if we want to, we can refer back.

12 So that will take care -- that takes care of that.

13         Other ground rules that you'd like me to

14 follow?

15         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Keep it short and sweet.

16         MR. DEWAR:  Keep it short and keep it sweet.

17 You know, normally, sometimes we have a little light

18 that comes on at three minutes.  We don't have a light

19 tonight.  How many of you are expecting to make a

20 comment?  Just raise your hand.  So there's probably

21 going to be time for us to kind of get through comments

22 without making you sort of complete it in two minutes

23 or three minutes.  But I think you, at the same time,

24 want to respect the other people who might have

25 something to say.  If it gets to -- if I feel that
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1 you're kind of taking longer than people in the room

2 might have expected, I'll start walking towards you.

3 That will be your clue.  So if I'm walking towards you,

4 it means think about maybe wrapping up.  Yes, sir?

5         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Can we ask -- during the

6 comments, can we ask a question and get an answer after

7 our comment?

8         MR. DEWAR:  Generally, it's a good idea to kind

9 of keep the comments coming.  We've got until 9:00

10 o'clock tonight.  So perhaps what we should do, if

11 you've got questions that you aren't able to address

12 during the presentation, then we'll have a kind of a

13 question time at the end.  Does that sound okay?  So at

14 about 8:00 o'clock maybe, we'll have an hour to go, and

15 we'll sort of take stock of things and see if there are

16 questions.  Can we try that?  Yes, ma'am?

17         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  So this meeting is different

18 from last meeting because we can ask questions and they

19 might get answers?

20         MR. DEWAR:  This meeting is different from last

21 meeting.  Questions and answers -- there's going to be

22 a presentation.  The focus of this meeting really is on

23 getting the best comments that we can get out of --

24 from all of you.  That's what this is all about.

25         During the presentation, we've broken down the
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1 presentation into sort of three segments.  At the end

2 of the segment, we'll take a break and take questions

3 about that piece of the presentation.  General

4 questions, I think, you're going to find are already --

5 we don't know yet.  Certainly, we can -- this is

6 different from the last meeting.  This is a scoping

7 meeting for an EIR.  Tania is going to explain that.

8         In fact, I'm beginning to feel that I'm getting

9 into Tania's things.  Any other ground rules that you

10 want to help stick to?  And then we'll move on.  So be

11 respectful; one person speaks at a time; short and

12 sweet.  And we can add to that if it turns out we need

13 another rule.  It'll be obvious.  We'll go on to the

14 presentation.  Tania?

15         MS. TREIS:  So I'm Tania Treis.  Lisa had

16 introduced me.  I'm with Panorama Environmental.  We

17 are the environmental consultants who are preparing the

18 EIR.  We also worked on the initial study.  Many of you

19 saw me last time at the meeting a couple months ago.

20         So really quickly, I'm going to give a brief

21 overview of what I'm going to cover in the

22 presentation.  Like Nicholas said, we'll have some

23 break points for some questions about the material I

24 just presented.

25         So I've got a brief project history.  A little
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1 bit of this will be a brief repeat of what Lisa had

2 just gone over.  We'll talk a little bit about CEQA and

3 the EIR process that we're going to embark on now.  And

4 then we'll give a little break so that you can ask

5 questions about the process.

6         We'll continue on with an overview of the

7 proposed project and the alternatives.  And I'll talk a

8 little more about alternatives, because this is

9 something that's very different from the last time.

10 I'll introduce you to the environmental topics of an

11 EIR.  And again, this is to give you an introduction to

12 what the EIR is going to look at and where you can give

13 input and feedback.  And then we'll open it up to the

14 comment period.  Before we open up to the comment

15 period, I'll pass it back to Nicholas and he'll get us

16 all set up for how we're going to do the comments and

17 the comment period.

18         MS. ORSABA:  Can I just interrupt?  Tania, will

19 you remind them of the close of the formal comment

20 period that is February 18th?  That's a date to keep in

21 mind.

22         MS. TREIS:  Yes.  A date to keep in mind for

23 the scoping comments is February 18th.  We have it a

24 few times in the presentation as well.  That's the

25 cutoff for submitting your comments.  And again, you
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1 can submit them via e-mail, via mail, at this meeting.

2 Again, we'll have a record of comments that are

3 provided orally at the meeting.  We'll reiterate that

4 again.  And we have a final slide that has the date as

5 well.

6         So a little bit of history.  As Lisa had

7 mentioned, PG&E submitted an application and a

8 Proponents' Environmental Assessment for this project

9 in early 2012.  CPUC reviewed that application, and it

10 was deemed complete in about April of 2012.

11         After that point, we had put all the

12 information up on the CPUC website and we embarked on

13 an initial study.  And initially we thought that a

14 Mitigated Negative Declaration would be the appropriate

15 decision document for this project.  We circulated that

16 initial study, the MND, for a 45-day plus review, which

17 was beyond the CEQA requirement of 30 days, to allow

18 the public to have a little more time to review and

19 digest the information.  And that occurred in October

20 and November of 2013.  We also did a public meeting in

21 November of 2013, where we were able to hear a lot more

22 of your concerns.

23         And again, through early December, we received

24 many of your concerns over e-mail in the close of the

25 comment period.  We received many, many comments, as
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1 I'm sure many of you know.  Many of you submitted

2 comments.  And we looked at those comments and decided

3 that it was appropriate, based on the feedback from the

4 public and what you guys have said, that we should do

5 an EIR for this project.

6         And once that decision was made, under CEQA, we

7 were required to issue a notice of preparation for an

8 EIR.  That's where we are right now.  That was issued

9 on January 17th, for a 30-day public review period.

10 And the purpose of the NOP is really to get your

11 feedback again on what your concerns are with this

12 project, what you want to see in the EIR, what issues

13 you think are significant, may need mitigation, to give

14 input, so that we can look at that and make the EIR

15 address your concerns.

16         So what is an EIR?  Environmental Impact

17 Report.  This is an informational document.  And its

18 purpose is to inform the public, as well as the

19 decision makers, of what a proposed project is and what

20 are the potential environmental effects.  Document

21 looks at the effects and it looks at and presents ways

22 where there could be significant effects, ways to

23 minimize those effects, with mitigation measures.

24         Another purpose of the EIR is to look at a

25 range of alternatives.  And this is one area that is
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1 different from the initial study that we had sent out

2 before.  So again, it'll provide some additional

3 environmental analysis.  It'll go beyond what we did in

4 the initial study.  We'll look at the comments received

5 from the public, during the scoping period, as well as

6 the comments we received on the draft IS.  We'll do

7 some initial analysis and do some additional analysis

8 and mitigation in the EIR.  We'll include a robust

9 evaluation for alternatives as required by the CEQA and

10 many opportunities for public review and input in this

11 process.

12         So this slide just shows the process.  It's a

13 process flow diagram.  What this shows is, on the left

14 hand side, is the CEQA process.  This is what we're

15 focused on here tonight.  At the same time, there's the

16 administrative process with the CPUC.  And as we get

17 through the CEQA process, the information from the CEQA

18 process will be provided to the administrative law

19 judge, who will make a decision on this project.

20         So the EIR will be one piece of information

21 given to the judge in terms of whether or not to

22 approve this project.  And again, we're early again

23 here.  We're at the scoping and public meeting phase.

24         The next step will be issuing a draft EIR.

25 That will go out for a 45-day public review period.
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1 And we'll look at the comments and respond to comments

2 and issue a final EIR at the end of that.  The next

3 steps -- again, we're in the scoping period from here

4 through February 18th.

5         We're going to be collecting comments from the

6 public based on the Notice of Preparation that many of

7 you received.  It's also available on the website.

8 We're going to take that input.  And over the next

9 several months, we're going to work on the analysis and

10 prepare the draft EIR.

11         We anticipate the draft EIR will be out for

12 public review around June.  This is really tentative.

13 There's a lot of things that can change the schedule.

14 But that's our target right now for the release of the

15 draft EIR.  June, July, will be the public review

16 period.  And then we expect and will need a couple

17 months to go through those comments and to prepare

18 meaningful responses and to adapt or edit the EIR as

19 appropriate.  So we're looking at around maybe October

20 to have a final EIR.

21         Again, the website will be updated as things

22 change, as new information comes in.  We're constantly

23 updating the website, so that's a good place to look to

24 find out where we are on the schedule.  You can also

25 contact us if you have questions about the progress of
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1 the project or the schedule on the project.

2         MS. ORSABA:  This presentation will be on the

3 website also this week probably.

4         MS. TREIS:  Yes.

5         MR. DEWAR:  Questions about the process?  This

6 is one of the three little moments we have to really

7 ask questions about what we just heard from Tania.

8         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  You give all the information

9 to a judge, one person, who then makes the decision?

10 And who is that person.

11         MS. ORSABA:   There's an administrative law

12 judge assigned to every proceeding at the California

13 Public Utilities Commission.  This proceeding, by the

14 way, has a number.  It's 12-01 -- anyway, it has an

15 administrative number, And there's a law judge

16 assigned.  And the law judge takes the information from

17 those of us who are doing the CEQA review and he makes

18 the final right to --

19         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  What's his name?

20         MS. ORSABA:   His name is Robert Mason.

21         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  What jurisdiction is he in?

22         MS. ORSABA:   He's an administrative law judge

23 at the California Public Utilities Commission.

24         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  He works for you?

25         MS. ORSABA:   He works for the Commission.
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1         MR. DEWAR:  You in the back, ma'am?

2         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  So going back, Panorama

3 originally made a study and gave a negative mitigated

4 declaration to the Public Utilities Commission saying

5 we don't need an EIR.  What changed that?  And if

6 you're doing the study again, it's the same agency that

7 already said we don't need an Environmental Impact

8 Report.  Why is the PUC still staying with Panorama?

9         MS. TREIS:  It's actually a CPUC document.

10 Panorama is a third party.  We're actually considered

11 one with the CPUC in terms of the preparation for this

12 document.  We work under their guidance.  Again, this

13 is part of the CEQA process.

14         The reason why we're going to an EIR now is

15 there's a step where the document goes out for public

16 review, and the public can provide us with input that

17 maybe we didn't have feedback in terms of your concerns

18 that we didn't have before that point.  You can provide

19 us with evidence of what you think may be in effect.

20 And that's what happened in this case.  We received a

21 lot of comments, a lot of concerns about visual

22 impacts.  So under the law, we determined that, based

23 on that review, there's new evidence and, therefore, we

24 should prepare an EIR.

25         MR. DEWAR:  We have a few questions.  I'm
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1 hesitant about doing a lot of questioning now.  We'll

2 do --

3         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I have a couple really good

4 questions.  Just for clarification.  I understand that

5 number that's linked to this study.  I've been on the

6 CPUC website.  The commissioner who's assigned to

7 monitor this is the head commissioner.  And I'm just

8 clarifying.  This Robert Mason, administrative law

9 judge, is not the same as the head CPUC commissioner,

10 or is he?

11         MS. ORSABA:   I'll answer that question.  Can

12 you hear me?  So any proceeding that comes to the

13 California Public Utilities Commission is assigned to a

14 commissioner's office.  So there are five

15 commissioners.  Any proceeding is assigned to one of

16 those commissioners.

17         Commissioner Peevey is the president of the

18 commission.  The proceeding is also assigned to an

19 administrative law judge, and the administrative law

20 judge writes a proposed decision at the end of this

21 process.  This is true for any proceeding, all

22 proceedings, all kinds of things.

23         Administrative law judge writes a proposed

24 decision.  And the commission, the full commission,

25 votes on that decision.  They can either adopt the
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1 decision that the judge writes, or they can decline to

2 adopt it.

3         So the commission is the final authority.  The

4 judge writes a decision, making basically a

5 recommendation, a reasoned decision, as decisions are

6 supposed to be, and judicial proceedings.  And that's

7 how this, as all other proceedings, make their way

8 through the California Public Utilities Commission.

9         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Just to clarify really

10 quickly.  So who vets the judge?  Is there anybody who

11 vets the judge, or is that the last judge?

12         MS. ORSABA:   I don't understand what you mean

13 vets the judge?

14         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Is that the last step?  So

15 once it gets to the administrative law judge, there is

16 no more room for development?  He writes it, and that's

17 the final document and it goes to the CPUC, right?

18         MS. ORSABA:   That's not the final document.

19 The final document is the final decision, not the

20 proposed decision.  The final decision that is voted on

21 by the full California Public Utilities Commissioner.

22         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Five commissioners.  Who

23 received the January 17th notice for 30-day public

24 review?  Because I'm kind of surprised.  I never knew

25 about this project until after the first meeting was
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1 held.  I was never on that list.

2         MS. ORSABA:   There are noticing requirements

3 for all applications of this kind at the CPUC.  They're

4 governed by General Order 131-D.  So PG&E has to send

5 out notices.  They did that in compliance with 131-D.

6 I know that, because I had to find their application

7 complete.  I couldn't have done that if their notices

8 weren't adequate.  They were adequate.

9         In addition, CEQA has notice requirements.  And

10 in both, with the first round of the Initial Study,

11 Mitigated Negative Declaration, we noticed according to

12 CEQA.  And again, this Notice of Preparation for the

13 EIR, we again noticed.  If you're not within a certain

14 distance of the proposed distance --

15         MR. DEWAR:  Hang on a second.

16 Go ahead.

17         MS. ORSABA:   If you're not a property owner

18 within 300 feet of those alignments, you're not

19 required -- we're not required to notice you.  This is

20 also -- this project, as you know, has also received

21 press attention.  I'm sorry if you didn't hear about

22 it.  But I do know that we exceeded the noticing

23 requirements.  This is a big project.  Already a lot of

24 people interested in it.  We went to lengths to make

25 sure that you were adequately noticed.
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1         MR. DEWAR:  We've got a line here.

2         (Brief pause.)

3         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Are our previous comments

4 considered, or are we starting all over again?

5         MS. ORSABA:   The comments that you've already

6 submitted were taken into account, getting to this

7 decision to move forward with an EIR.  They will most

8 certainly be taken into account in our analysis in the

9 EIR.  So you don't have to reiterate them, write them,

10 resubmit them.  If you have anything new, please do

11 submit those questions.  But be assured that the

12 comments you've already given us, we have.  And we have

13 a record of them.  And we heard you.

14         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Could you go back to slide

15 two?  One more.  That one.  So in bullet number two and

16 bullet number three, what's the process for those?

17 Identifying ways to minimize the effects and also

18 evaluating the range of alternatives.  What's the

19 process?

20         MS. TREIS:  So the -- yeah.  The process is,

21 again, looking at the project as it's proposed, looking

22 at the requirements under CEQA.  CEQA identifies

23 several environmental parameters to be looked at.  And

24 it identifies what are thresholds of significance in

25 terms of effects.  And then we look at the project --
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1 we may have to do some studies, things like visual

2 simulations.  We'd done those in the draft, and I know

3 there was a lot of concern about them, so those were

4 revisited, and do biological studies.  And we take the

5 outcome of the studies and we prepare an analysis.

6         And if we find that there is a significant

7 threshold tripped, then we try to find mitigation to

8 reduce below that threshold.  It varies by parameter.

9 Sometimes it's a little more subjective.  Sometimes

10 something like air quality, you have strict standards

11 and you can do an emissions model and look at how much

12 the project is going to emit and you can say it's less

13 than the threshold or it's more than it, therefore we

14 have to do something to make this less than

15 significant.

16         Sometimes it's a little more subjective and we

17 use experts to make the call in terms of whether that's

18 going to be a significant effect or what can be done to

19 reduce the effect.

20         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  So Panorama identifies the

21 ways to minimize or eliminate the effects?

22         MS. TREIS:  Our technical specialists, yes.

23 These are people who have qualifications and

24 credentials in this area.  For example, we have a

25 biologist who has good a background in biology, many
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1 years of experience.  The biologist we have is actually

2 permitted in the Santa Cruz long-toed salamander.  So

3 he's an expert in the Santa Cruz long-toed salamander

4 area.  He's a recognized expert.  He's worked with the

5 agencies.  He's done these surveys before.  He's going

6 to be the person who's going to go through and look at

7 and say what is this project and what effects could it

8 have, and, based on his knowledge of the biology, what

9 can we do to reduce those effects.

10         MR. DEWAR:  Ma'am, go ahead.  Actually, before

11 you start, we're getting -- this is longer than we

12 anticipated.  What I propose is we take these three

13 questions and move on to the next topic.

14         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  My questions touch on the

15 subjects already discussed.  This will be quick.  On

16 the administrative judge's decision, how often is his

17 decision not abided by by the five commissioners?

18         MS. ORSABA:   I couldn't tell you.

19         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Do they usually take his

20 suggestions?

21         MS. ORSABA:   I really can't answer that

22 question.  I don't think it's knowable.

23         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Sure it's knowable.

24         MS. ORSABA:   I don't have statistics on how

25 often a proposed decision is accepted by the
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1 commission.  It really depends.

2         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I've had a doctor's

3 appointment, so I was really late coming in.  Are you

4 with Panorama?

5         MS. ORSABA:   I'm with the California Public

6 Utilities Commission.  Just so that you know, the

7 contract that we have with Panorama requires them to

8 provide resumes for all of the specialists and all the

9 various CEQA Appendix G, all those areas.  So all of

10 the people that work for Panorama or the contractors

11 that we do have to -- we have to hire somebody who

12 knows about air quality.  We see their resumes.  We

13 have to approve them.

14         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  To follow up on, since you

15 are with the Public Utilities Commission, there are no

16 statistics, there's no public records showing when the

17 judge, the administrative judge, gives his decision to

18 the commissioners?  Isn't that part of public record

19 someplace, all of those decisions?

20         MS. ORSABA:   I don't even know if that's been

21 compiled.  It might be, historically.

22         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Let's just say in the last

23 five years.

24         MS. ORSABA:   I'm sure it's something that

25 someone could --
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1         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  But you don't have access --

2         MS. ORSABA:   I'm not saying I don't have

3 access.

4         MS. TREIS:  Just hasn't been done.

5         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Is it typical, atypical?  Is

6 it typical that the commissioner follows the judge's

7 report?  We have no idea whether it's half the time or

8 80 percent of the time.

9         MS. ORSABA:   I wouldn't want to say.

10         MR. DEWAR:  I think that's the most

11 satisfaction you're going to get.  You're not finished?

12         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  No.  Another issue was the

13 public notice.  I called and spoke with somebody at

14 Panorama.  She was very, very helpful.  But I received

15 the letter last week.  I did not realize that it

16 affected our property -- literally, in front of our

17 house -- until the neighbor called up and said, "Did

18 you get the letter?"  And so then I called Panorama to

19 find out what roads specifically were involved and the

20 various alternative routes, and I was told that wasn't

21 available, even though the letters had been sent out.

22         I asked if they could please post it to the

23 website before this meeting.  This was just the end of

24 last week.  I said it seemed like this meeting was

25 rather premature, since a lot of the people involved
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1 did not receive the letter or did not realize it

2 literally affected their homes.

3         Now, the alternative routes, I've gone through

4 the last several pages of your document -- I didn't

5 read it all because there wasn't time -- but I did read

6 the alternative routes.  We're Aptos Ridge Circle in

7 the Aptos hills.  I don't know if we're the southern

8 route or are we part of the flight road route.  It

9 seems like, if we're having a public meeting, you're

10 supposed to review and have the public know about it,

11 and if the public hasn't been informed fully, it seems

12 like this is going to be a little bit premature.  Those

13 that are going to have their lives dramatically

14 impacted by this project, a lot of them don't know

15 about it yet.

16         MS. ORSABA:   Thank you for the comment.  We've

17 done the Notice of Preparation, which is required by

18 CEQA, and went out on January 17th.  The comment

19 period -- this is a CEQA requirement -- is 30 days.  We

20 strive to have a meeting somewhere on the early side,

21 giving people enough opportunity to look at the

22 information and then come to the meeting and still have

23 enough time on the other side of the meeting to provide

24 comments.

25         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Can you post on the website
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1 all of the roads for the specific alternative routes,

2 so that people that are involved --

3         MS. TREIS:  We don't necessarily have that

4 information.

5         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  The letters have gone out to

6 the --

7         MS. TREIS:  So, again, this is early in the

8 process.  If you notice, the posters, we call them

9 preliminary alternatives.  It has not been ironed out

10 what these are to the level of detail of the proposed

11 project.  Part of this meeting is to get your input in

12 order to help us further develop those.  The chance

13 where you're going to get to see what those

14 alternatives are will be on the draft EIR.  Again,

15 there's a big comment period on the draft EIR, where

16 you have more information, you've got the alternatives

17 fully flushed out, and you can go through it and look

18 at that and provide feedback and comments.

19         Under CEQA, once the lead agency determines

20 that an EIR is going to be prepared, they're obligated

21 to send out the NOP immediately.  We actually have a

22 lot more information than most EIRs have at this phase.

23 Usually it's a very early step in the process, where

24 you're just getting feedback and input from the public.

25         MR. DEWAR:  I'm kind of anxious to move on.
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1         MS. ORSABA:   Let me just say one thing.  This

2 is for everyone here, and especially for you.  Please

3 make sure that your name and your e-mail address is on

4 the list at the door.  We have a distribution list,

5 apart from property owners, and we will make sure that

6 you are notified of everything going forward.  You can

7 always check the website.  But you can get on the list.

8 Your neighbors can get on the list.  People in other

9 counties can get on the list.  Anybody who wants to say

10 something about this project can do that by getting on

11 our distribution list, whether or not you have property

12 in the area.  So please make sure your name is on the

13 list.

14         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I am on the list.  But I'm

15 just curious --

16         MR. DEWAR:  Hang on a second.  We're going to

17 make another ground rule.

18         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I'm curious what roads are

19 actually involved, and you're saying you don't know at

20 this point.

21         MR. DEWAR:  Please keep quiet so we can hear

22 the question.

23         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  One of your comments actually

24 mentions a resident on Bens Way, two residents on White

25 Road, that would be displaced.  Now, in another
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1 document --

2         MR. DEWAR:  You know what?  I want to

3 interrupt.  That's not what we've been discussing.  So

4 let's move on.  There's another ground rule that I want

5 to propose, and it's up to you whether you want it or

6 not.  Just ask one question.  And then we come back to

7 you if there's time for your subsequent questions.

8 Would anyone object to that?

9         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Turn off cell phones, please.

10         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Can we do a single follow-up

11 on a question?

12         MR. DEWAR:  Any objections?  With a single

13 follow up?  Okay.  Go ahead.  With a single follow-up.

14         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Is the judge's decision

15 appealable by other courts?

16         MS. ORSABA:   Decisions -- not the judge.  The

17 judge's decision goes to the full commission.  The

18 commission makes a final decision.  The final decisions

19 at the California Public Utilities Commission and CEQA

20 can be appealed to the California Supreme Court.

21         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I just want to make a

22 statement that we were not notified, and it's within 26

23 feet of our home.  And our notification was to

24 occupant.

25         MR. DEWAR:  Thank you.
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1         MS. ORSABA:   I'd like to -- give us your name

2 after, and we'll try and figure out what happened.

3         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I actually have the same

4 question as that woman did about whether the

5 commissioners ever vote against the judge's decision.

6         MS. ORSABA:   Oh, yes, they do vote against the

7 judge's decision.  She asked how often and what the

8 statistics are.  And that, I don't know.  But yes, they

9 do vote against them.  Often.

10         MR. DEWAR:  Thank you, everyone.  Let's move

11 on.  We'll come back for questions at the end of the

12 presentation.  Go ahead.

13         MS. TREIS:  So this next section is about the

14 proposed project.  Again, a lot of you are probably

15 aware of what the proposed project was from the

16 previous meeting and Initial Study.

17         Just to reiterate, the purpose of the project

18 is to improve the electrical reliability of the system.

19 The population and demand has increased substantially.

20 This line was put in in the 1970s and has not been

21 upgraded since, or has had only minor upgrades since.

22 The demand has increased 30 to 60 percent.  And

23 therefore, there's regional reliability issues.  The

24 purpose of this project is basically to address those

25 issues.
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1         Now, I will say that we did receive a lot of

2 comments about the purpose and need that, it was too

3 brief from the Initial Study.  So one of the things

4 we'll put in the EIR is more information for you on why

5 this project is needed.  That's going to be addressed

6 with a more robust section on the purpose and need in

7 the EIR.

8         This graphic just shows the project location.

9 So the project includes two segments.  There's the

10 Northern Alignment, which follows an existing 115-kV

11 power line.  What that section includes is doing two

12 circuits where there's one circuit now.

13         MR. DEWAR:  I can point.  This is the Northern

14 Alignment.

15         MS. TREIS:  This is the Northern Alignment

16 here.  Again, we have some posters up over in the

17 corner after if you want to take a look.  They're more

18 detailed.  The Northern Alignment, like I said, there's

19 an existing 115-kV single-circuit line.  Proposed

20 project is going to place a second line, a second

21 115-kV circuit on that line.

22         And then there's the Cox-Freedom Segment, which

23 is this segment here, which will include a

24 single-circuit new 115-kV power line that's going to be

25 installed along an existing distribution line.
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1         So just a summary of what I just said.  It's

2 adding a second 115-kV circuit and a single-circuit

3 along Cox-Freedom into the Rob Roy Substation.  The

4 project elements include the Northern Alignment, the

5 Cox-Freedom Segment, the Rob Roy Substation

6 modifications.

7         The Northern Alignment is roughly 7.1 miles

8 long.  As many of you know, this section includes pole

9 replacement.  So existing 60-foot approximately wood

10 poles are going to be replaced roughly one for one by

11 90-foot tubular steel poles that will be a rust color.

12         The Cox-Freedom Segment is 1.7 miles long and

13 roughly 39-foot tall wood poles will be replaced with

14 transmission poles, 89-foot transmission poles.  This

15 is a large size jump.  This is something we know is of

16 concern to the community.  It includes four steel poles

17 along the alignment; two on the ends and two in the

18 middle.

19         Rob Roy Substation is some minor modifications

20 with poles and some equipment there.  That's a little

21 bit less of a concern.

22         So as part of this process, the EIR process,

23 which was not required under the Initial Study, is to

24 look at alternatives.  We may have some new people in

25 the room, because we did -- though it's not required
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1 under CEQA, we did try and notify people roughly along

2 the preliminary alternative routes.  And CEQA requires

3 under an EIR that alternatives are looked at.  We

4 looked at alternatives that meet the project objective.

5         Our objective generally here is to improve the

6 reliability and upgrade the system.  Alternatives are

7 looked at to reduce environmental effects.  What other

8 routes can you use, what other methods can be done to

9 reduce the effects of the proposed project.

10         Again, under CEQA, we're only required to look

11 at alternatives that substantially meet the objectives

12 of the proposed project.  You know, putting the

13 transmission somewhere else, or building a new power

14 plant, is not necessarily meeting the objectives of the

15 proposed project and, therefore, doesn't have to be

16 considered in detail.

17         There's a couple different types of

18 alternatives.  We're obligated to look at the no

19 project alternative, feasible alternatives -- there's

20 three different types of alternatives.  One is a no

21 project alternative.  This is if the project is not

22 constructive, what does that look like, what are the

23 effects, is that possible.  We look at alternatives

24 considered but eliminated.  So some alternatives may be

25 looked at, but they may be determined to be infeasible,
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1 for engineering reasons, for various reasons they may

2 be determined infeasible.  We describe those

3 alternatives, we describe how we came to the conclusion

4 that they're infeasible, and we present that in a

5 document.  And then we look at feasible alternatives.

6 So these are carried forward for analysis.  These are

7 ones that meet the objective and reduce the

8 environmental effects and are feasible.

9         Under CEQA guidelines, we'll be required to

10 identify what's the environmentally superior

11 alternative.  Again, here are three preliminary

12 alternatives.  As has been noted, these have been

13 described in the proponent's environmental assessment

14 by PG&E.  They're going to be refined.

15         There may be additional alternatives.  This is

16 area the public may comment.  If you think you have an

17 alternative that will work nicely, you can present that

18 as a comment during this process to be considered.  Or

19 if there's adjustments in the alternatives, you can

20 present those in your comments.  We're still looking at

21 it.

22         One of the alternatives we're going to look at

23 is undergrounding.  We're looking at, in particular,

24 portions of the Cox-Freedom Segment and whether

25 portions of that segment can be undergrounded.
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1 The feasibility is still being evaluated.  So we don't

2 know at this time that it's feasible.  PG&E is out

3 there.  I think you're going to see some people out in

4 the streets doing some studies to try and determine if

5 this is an option along the alignment and, if it is,

6 what portions is it feasible.  It will require some

7 wider easements.  It will also require some additional

8 tall steel poles on either end of the underground

9 segment.  So you don't get completely away from the

10 visual facts.  You're going to have some poles to

11 transition to underground.  And just of note is, with

12 undergrounding, the existing distribution lines would

13 not be undergrounded.

14         So another alternative is the Valencia Route.

15 This basically follows the Northern Alignment, but it

16 shoots down to Green Valley Substation along a

17 different road.  So it crosses that Fern Flat Road, so

18 that the segment of the new 115-kV is shorter.

19         And then there's the Southern Alignment, which

20 includes rebuilding the southern and existing 115-kV

21 line along the south between the substations.  So this

22 one requires new easements, and there's also some

23 issues with gas lines that are located in that area.

24         So this figure just quickly shows -- this is

25 the Southern Alignment here.  It's a little hard to see
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1 without color.  It goes between Green Valley and Rob

2 Roy, and it basically follows an existing 115-kV line

3 the whole way.  But there are some technical issues

4 with this alignment.  And then this is the Valencia

5 Alternative.  It follows the Northern.  But instead of

6 coming down Cox and freedom, it goes a little further

7 to Fern Flat and goes this way.

8         MR. DEWAR:  Okay.  So now we'll take questions

9 on this segment.  We're a -- we're quite far behind our

10 schedule.  We'll see how it goes.

11         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I'm wondering if this is just

12 one section of a larger project?  Because on those

13 maps, it goes to Rob Roy, but then there's a green line

14 that goes out to Highway 17.

15         MS. TREIS:  That map shows the overall -- the

16 whole system.  This is a contained project in and of

17 itself, and the purpose is to upgrade between the Green

18 Valley and the Rob Roy Substation.

19         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Just this section needs

20 upgrading?  It's not like, okay, we're gonna do that,

21 and then we're gonna do that?

22         MS. TREIS:  Right now, this is the section

23 that's proposed.

24         MS. ORSABA:  Let me just -- I can answer that

25 question as well.  This is an application for this
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1 project.  PG&E cannot construct another project without

2 another application and another round of public

3 hearings.  So this is for this project only.

4         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I used to live right by the

5 high power lines on Cox Road and moved away from them

6 after I read this book.  And I want this included.  The

7 Great Power-Line Cover-Up; How the Utilities and the

8 Government Are Trying to Hide the Cancer Hazard Posed

9 by Electromagnetic Fields, Paul Brodeur's book.

10         MR. DEWAR:  Ma'am, this is a comment.

11         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I am making a comment.

12         MR. DEWAR:  This is a question and answer

13 period.

14         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  The question is, will you put

15 this in the record?  I want this in the record on the

16 environmental and health impact.

17         MR. DEWAR:  What I'd like you to do, ma'am, so

18 that we get it in the record, is come up and make a

19 comment during the comment period and/or do a written

20 comment.  Is that okay?

21         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  And PG&E is not interested.

22 Think of Erin Brockovich.

23         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  How are costs factored into

24 the decisionmaking process and the alternatives chosen?

25         MS. ORSABA:  Under CEQA, which is what we're
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1 doing, we don't take into account costs.  The

2 commission may review costs.  The judge may review

3 costs.  But that's not what we're doing.  Yes, ma'am?

4         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Gas lines; where are they?

5         MS. ORSABA:   I don't know where the gas lines

6 are.  This is something --

7         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  They're right under the

8 existing lines.

9         MS. ORSABA:   These are all questions that you

10 can write down and we can ask PG&E.

11         MR. DEWAR:  You, sir?

12         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  The question is, the original

13 Mitigated Negative Declaration was five alternatives,

14 and we notice in the letter this time around there was

15 three alternatives.  It's interesting that we're kind

16 of decreasing, rather than looking at more.

17         MS. TREIS:  Again, those were preliminary.

18 We're at the early stage.  As we're developing

19 alternatives, we may add those in.  It could be that it

20 didn't reduce an environmental effect to the degree

21 that we would need to consider this feasible

22 alternative.  We could add those back in, if you think

23 one of them should be submitted as a comment.  This

24 just what we presented here are the preliminaries, so

25 it could give you something to comment on.
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1         MR. DEWAR:  Yes, sir?

2         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Why was the possibility of

3 the existing lines being put underground not

4 considered, as long as they're putting the new lines

5 there?

6         MS. ORSABA:   Are you talking about the

7 distribution lines?  Let me answer that question,

8 because it's governed by a CPUC rule.  It's CPUC

9 Electric Rule 20.  It requires that existing overhead

10 power lines, they can be underground, but generally --

11 it's a little confusing, and bear with me.  I

12 understand it, but it's a little hard to explain.

13         All new distribution lines are underground.

14 This isn't a new distribution line, the one at

15 Cox-Freedom.  It's an existing overhead distribution

16 line.  So Rule 20 governs that.  And it would

17 require -- it can be underground, but all of the

18 facilities on those poles, the cable, the

19 telecommunications, fiber optics, those have to be

20 underground, and the companies that own those

21 facilities also have to underground their facilities.

22         And the costs are borne by you basically, by

23 customers.  Your yards would have to be trenched

24 through, because the line that is now overhead would

25 have to be underground.  That would be your expense.
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1 It's an expense borne by the rate payers of the state

2 for distribution facilities.  I know in some ways you

3 wonder why PG&E -- should this alternative be adopted,

4 they're undergrounding 115-kV, why they don't

5 underground distribution.  It's because of the cost

6 involved.  So the cost would be borne by property

7 owners.

8         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  What if the neighborhood

9 agreed to bear those costs?

10         MS. ORSABA:   It can be done.

11         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  How would we do that?

12         MS. ORSABA:   Look at Rule 20.  It's on the

13 website.  It's not on this website.  CPUC.  Not Google.

14 Use your search engine to look at CPUC Electric Rule

15 20.

16         I think localities also -- for instance, a

17 downtown area, in Santa Cruz, for instance, may decide

18 that they want to underground the existing overheads.

19 For instance, in San Francisco, full of ugly overhead

20 distribution lines, but to underground them is very

21 expensive.  So San Francisco would float a bond to

22 underground those facilities.  So it's a big process.

23         MR. DEWAR:  You, ma'am?

24         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I'm from Old Adobe Road.  I'm

25 a road secretary.  We have 20 homes on that road that
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1 are affected.  It's an alternative, which I just

2 learned tonight.  I didn't understand that.  And the

3 idea of submitting comments, it's unclear to us what it

4 is you're planning to do.  We do have high-powered gas

5 lines running alongside the electrical lines.

6         And I'm sure that you that we would have

7 comments if we understood what it was that maybe you're

8 going to do.  If you can help us out on that, I'm sure

9 that we can get some comments in to you.

10         MS. TREIS:  So, again, as we said earlier,

11 there's going to be two comment periods.  Now, these

12 alternatives aren't entirely flushed out.  We're going

13 to work on developing them in more detail.  You can

14 submit a comment saying there are high-powered gas

15 lines, this is a concern to us, please address that in

16 the EIR.

17         When the draft EIR comes out, there's going to

18 be more information for you to comment on.  Once we

19 issue the draft EIR, you're going to have an

20 alternative analysis with more information.

21         That being said, the next part of this slide

22 show is going to go over the environmental parameters,

23 things that could be affected that the EIR will

24 address.  That will give you some more guidance on

25 comments you want to make.  For example, that Southern
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1 Alignment has more Santa Cruz long-toed salamanders, so

2 there could be more effect.  Biology is a topic covered

3 in the EIR.

4         MR. DEWAR:  Let's switch to this side of the

5 room.

6         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Some of the stuff in the

7 letter and in your presentation says different or

8 larger easements might be required.  What sort of

9 authority and process is used when new easements are

10 required?

11         MS. ORSABA:   If we're talking specifically

12 about the Cox-Freedom Segment -- because we received a

13 lot of comments about that segment, most of the

14 comments were about the Cox-Freedom Segment -- we did

15 receive a lot of comments asking that underground be

16 considered.  In order for undergrounding to be

17 considered, it might be the case that PG&E needs

18 greater easements.  We don't know.  These questions are

19 all things that we'll be looking at in the next round

20 in the analysis.  So we don't know now how much larger

21 easements, if they would need to be enlarged at all.

22         MS. TREIS:  That's a good comment to submit,

23 saying, "Please indicate in the description of the

24 alternatives of the EIR what additional easements and

25 what size they may be for undergrounding."  That's a
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1 great comment to submit at this stage of the process,

2 so we know to look at it and include it.

3         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  My question was really what

4 do you do if you think you need different easements,

5 then what happens?  You don't just send us a letter

6 saying, "We're taking a bigger easement."

7         MS. ORSABA:   No, no.  The utilities and the

8 state work with property owners to come to agreements

9 about extending easements and right-of-ways.

10 Generally, that's what happens.  It's not something

11 that is under the purview of the CEQA document.  We can

12 get you information in the end, if they need additional

13 easements.  They have to work with property owners.

14         MR. DEWAR:  Gentleman in the blue shirt.

15         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  In the beginning, you

16 mentioned 1970s, this line was installed.  That's 40

17 years ago.  Going from three lines to six lines.  What

18 happens in 30 years when the population doubles in

19 Santa Cruz County, is it going to 12 lines?  That's why

20 people are bringing up the idea of underground.  Who

21 wants to be looking at this 30 years from now, or even

22 next year, when they start?  You see?

23         MS. TREIS:  I don't think we really have an

24 answer to that one.  It's noted.  And that would be,

25 again, something you can submit as a comment in terms
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1 of addressing what are related actions to this project.

2         MR. DEWAR:  The lady in the white hat, and then

3 the lady with the glasses.

4         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  It looked in the Green Valley

5 section that part of the lines are going -- or are

6 around Pinto Lake.  If that's correct, is the Army

7 Corps of Engineers involved?  And then are the Feds

8 involved then?

9         MS. TREIS:  No.  The proposed alignment does

10 not go through Pinto Lake.  It goes through the park,

11 but it doesn't touch the water.  There are a couple

12 small wetland areas, really small wetland areas.

13         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Are the Army Corps of

14 Engineers involved in that?

15         MS. TREIS:  Yes.  PG&E will have to obtain a

16 permit from them for those specific areas.

17         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Does that mean, even if it's

18 really small, doesn't that mean, under law, that the

19 National Environmental Policy --

20         MS. TREIS:  They'll have to comply with those

21 permits specifically, but not for the overall project.

22         MR. DEWAR:  We're going beyond the follow-up

23 question rule.  Do you want to be really brief?

24         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Does that mean that the Feds

25 trump the state act?  Should we then be following the
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1 Feds guidelines?

2         MS. ORSABA:   Actually, no.

3         MS. TREIS:  That's just specific to the permit

4 for those little wetland areas.

5         MR. DEWAR:  I want to make sure we move on.

6 Let's take a question from the lady with the glasses,

7 and then the lady with the red shirt.

8         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  It seems like the focus has

9 really been shifted away from the Northern Alignment.

10 I didn't see any alternatives proposed to that.  That's

11 right out here in the apple orchard and the whole

12 Corralitos scenic view corridor.  I live right next

13 door to the poles.  And I just haven't heard anything

14 about alternatives to that.

15         MS. TREIS:  So the Southern Alignment is an

16 alternative to it.  It doesn't touch the Northern and

17 the Corralitos area at all.  The Southern Alignment --

18 you're asking about, is there an alternative to the

19 Northern Alignment, and that is the Southern Alignment.

20         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Oh.

21         MS. TREIS:  The whole thing.  There's a map

22 over there after that probably will make it a little

23 more clear.  It was a little hard to see on the map.

24         MR. DEWAR:  Yes, ma'am?

25         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Who pays for the EIR?  Who
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1 pays Panorama?  Who writes the check to Panorama?

2         MS. ORSABA:   All of these proceedings are

3 billed into the rates.

4         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  That's not an answer.  Who

5 pays?

6         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Rate payers.  Rate payers.

7         MS. TREIS:  Our contract is with CPUC.

8         MS. ORSABA:   Let me understand the question.

9 The EIR is paid for the same way that everything else

10 having to do with the electric system in the state is

11 paid for.  They're paid for through rates.  That's how

12 it's paid for.

13         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Who writes the check?

14         MS. ORSABA:  The California -- the State of

15 California writes a check to our contractors.

16         MS. TREIS:  Our contract is with CPUC; not

17 PG&E.  Our obligation is to California Public Utilities

18 Commission.  We're third party contractors to CPUC.

19 We're contracted with them and --

20         MS. ORSABA:   The Department of General

21 Services.  I took the question in a broader way than

22 you meant it.  The State of California pays for that.

23         MR. DEWAR:  We're going to move on now to the

24 next and the last part of the presentation.  And we're

25 about half an hour behind.
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1         MS. TREIS:  We'll keep this brief.  This slide

2 here just identifies the environmental topics that are

3 covered in an EIR.  And these are according to the CEQA

4 guidelines Appendix G.  We've listed out all the topics

5 that are covered.  Because we did an Initial Study,

6 some of these topics that have no effects may be worked

7 out of the EIR, because there's no effects to those

8 areas.  But again, anything that we get feedback from

9 the public, anything with potential effect, will be

10 addressed.

11         So this is just a really brief summary based on

12 what we know now.  Again, we're going to do additional

13 analysis, looking at them in more depth.  This is a

14 brief summary of some of the topics where we found some

15 potential environmental effects.

16         Aesthetics, everyone knows; agricultural, we

17 received some comments from the public about potential

18 organic farms; air quality, both the alternative in the

19 proposed project, during construction, could release

20 emissions.  And we'll look at that.  Biological

21 resources, there's several potential effects to

22 biological resources along the proposed routes and the

23 alternative routes; cultural resources; geology;

24 hydrology and water quality, again, we received some

25 comments about water quality and runoff, effects to
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1 streams.

2         Noise is an issue.  We'll address helicopter

3 noise.  The project does include some use of

4 helicopters for construction.  Transportation and

5 traffic was another area where we received a lot of

6 comments.  That will be addressed in the EIR in terms

7 of safety during and after construction.  And utilities

8 will be addressed.  The Central Water District lines,

9 there may be some disruption in service.  This is not

10 an exhaustive list.

11         This is just a summary of some of the potential

12 impacts of the alternatives for undergrounding.

13 Trenching would be required, which requires road

14 closures.  Could require more dust, more noise, and a

15 disruption of emergency access.  Obviously, greater

16 ground disturbance.  This obviously needs to be looked

17 at.  Longer construction periods.  It takes a longer

18 time to underground than an overhead line.  Need for

19 additional property and right-of-ways.  It also reduces

20 the visual effects.  Valencia Alignment could have a

21 greater loss of oak woodland vegetation.  Also some

22 additional impacts to robust spineflower.  And then the

23 visual impacts.

24         The Southern Alignment, it would also involve

25 greater tree removal and woodland and vegetation
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1 effects.  And the proposed project may, because the

2 route may have to be moved due to the location, gas

3 pipelines.  There's more Santa Cruz long-toed

4 salamanders, which is a state and federally endangered

5 species, so the potential effect on that species may be

6 higher on the Southern route than the proposed

7 alignment.  It could reduce visual impacts.  But again,

8 we'll do that analysis.

9         Ways to comment.  Again, just to reiterate, you

10 probably already know we're going to take oral comments

11 right after the presentation.  We have the

12 stenographer, who will record.  You're going to state

13 your name.  And all of those comments will go into the

14 record.  You can fill out a comment card in the back of

15 the room tonight if you don't feel like coming up here

16 and speaking.  You can write your comment down and

17 deposit it with the ladies in the back.  And then you

18 can also submit your comments by mail, e-mail or fax.

19 This is the contact information.  If you're going to

20 fax, we've got a fax number, an e-mail address.  Most

21 people e-mailed last time on the draft EIR.  You can

22 also mail as well.  And they're due by 5:00 p.m.

23 on February 18th.

24         So as we move into the scoping comment period,

25 we have a couple slides here that just help to give you
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1 guidance on what are comments that will help us that

2 can give meaningful impact to how we write the EIR.  I

3 understand that many people have concerns.  The idea

4 here is just to give you some guidance.  If you want to

5 see your comment effectively addressed in the EIR,

6 here's some guidance on what you can do.  This is just

7 an example of some effective comments that we'd be able

8 to look at the comment, be able to directly address it

9 in the EIR.

10         "The EIR should address noise impacts from the

11 use of the helicopter construction."

12         "I would like the EIR to address traffic safety

13 hazards during and after project construction."  Again,

14 that's addressing the traffic impact.  That's one of

15 the sections we look at in the EIR.

16         "The EIR should explain and provide support for

17 why the project is needed."  That addresses the

18 project's purpose and needs.

19         These comments are less effective.  What I mean

20 by less effective is it's just not a comment that's

21 easy for us to look at and address in the EIR.  Again,

22 if you have a comment for the record, we can't stop you

23 from making it, but you may not see that addressed

24 directly in the EIR.

25         "The EIR should examine aesthetic impacts."
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1 Too general.  It's hard for us to know exactly what you

2 want.  We're obviously going to address aesthetics.

3 Try and be more specific.

4         "The project should be located somewhere else."

5 It's hard to address without specific information.  We

6 can understand you may not want it here.

7         "The project is not needed."

8         "I am against the project."

9         "The analysis in the EIR will be biased and

10 untrustworthy."  Again, you are entitled to your

11 opinion, but it's hard for us to address that

12 meaningfully in preparing the EIR.

13         Comment guidelines.  We have speaker cards.

14 We'll call people up in order that they submitted the

15 speaker cards.  It's important for you to please state

16 your name and affiliation, if you want.  You're going

17 to be speaking to the stenographer.  So that she can

18 record you, speak clearly and slowly.  Only one speaker

19 at a time.  If someone is at the podium, respect them

20 and do not speak over them.  Keep your input concise.

21 This is following some of the ground rules that we laid

22 out earlier.  And respect other people's interests and

23 opinions.  We're going to leave this slide up just to

24 help you out.  We'll leave this up so you can state the

25 category.  With that, I would pass it to Nicholas, I
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1 guess, if anyone has any questions.

2         MR. DEWAR:  Let's do questions.

3         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I have questions and maybe

4 other people do that are beyond the scope of the EIR,

5 but are relevant to the project.  Economic.  There

6 could be other factors.  When and where should those

7 comments be directed and to whom?

8         MS. ORSABA:   Well, I'd need to know the

9 nature --

10         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Economic.  I'm a property

11 owner.  It may affect the property value of my

12 property.  Residents may be concerned about that.  They

13 may be concerned about how long this project -- not

14 just this piece -- but other pieces that may be

15 necessary for Santa Cruz to get the power they want.

16 They go beyond the scope of the EIR, but they're

17 relevant to the project overall.

18         MS. ORSABA:   You can send those to the judge,

19 Judge Robert Mason.

20         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Do we have an address for

21 him?  I don't see contact information for that judge.

22         MS. ORSABA:   I'll give you that.  It's the

23 CPUC in San Francisco.

24         MR. DEWAR:  Yes, ma'am?  Go ahead.

25         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I just have a quick question.
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1 I was wondering how the environmental impact of these

2 various bullet points are evaluated and if there is a

3 hierarchy between them.  In other words, if you would

4 consider one kind of aesthetics over noise, and, if so,

5 that would be very important to know.  If not, that

6 would be very important to know.

7         MS. TREIS:  So there isn't a hierarchy.  Right

8 now, they're largely listed alphabetically.  But there

9 really is -- we're looking at, along any of these

10 parameters, is the effect going to be significant or

11 less than significant.  Less than significant.  That's

12 what we're looking at in any of these parameters, is

13 there a topic that could have a significant

14 unmitigatable effect.

15         Say you had unmitigatable effect for land use

16 and cultural resources.  We just identified that

17 there's an effect that can't be mitigated.

18         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  That's a very interesting

19 approach, I must say.  But I was wondering, for obvious

20 reasons, there are areas in which people have really

21 pushed the parameters of the particular area in the

22 environmental concerns, such as a biological resources.

23 And if that were proven to be an exceptionally

24 important thing, it might shut the whole project down.

25 And do we know about these things?
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1         MS. TREIS:  I guess I'm not entirely clear on

2 the question.  The EIR is going to address biology.

3 And that is an area from the IS-MND, there's a lot of

4 resources.  Again, we need to identify where there's

5 potentially significant effects.  So long-toed

6 salamanders, for example, may need to include

7 mitigation.  If we can include mitigation that reduces

8 that effect to less than significant levels, then that

9 is the goal in that particular analysis.

10         MS. ORSABA:   I just want to say that the

11 California Environmental Equality Act is also something

12 you can use your search engine on.  It's a body of law.

13 It's not something we make up.  It's not arbitrary.  It

14 prescribes a lot of things just about what you're

15 talking about.

16         MR. DEWAR:  You raised your hand a while ago.

17 Go ahead.

18         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Is there a threshold --

19         MR. DEWAR:  I called on you by mistake.  I

20 missed the order.  The gentleman over here had his hand

21 up.

22         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Earlier, you gave a

23 photograph of the existing 60-foot wood power poles.

24 Is there a rendering of the proposed 90-foot tower

25 structures?
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1         MS. TREIS:  That's in the analysis.  We didn't

2 present it here in the scoping meeting.  Again, this is

3 the scoping period.  You'll see that after the analysis

4 is complete.  We're not yet at that stage.  There are

5 some existing simulations from the IS-MND.  But again,

6 everything will be -- they're on the website.

7         MR. DEWAR:  Yes, sir?

8         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Is there a threshold of

9 number of unmitigatable areas on the list or a degree

10 of them, one that shuts the project down?

11         MS. TREIS:  If you haven't -- again, this is --

12 it's a larger complex question.  CEQA is a very complex

13 law.  If you find an impact that is potentially

14 significant and not mitigatable, the decision makers

15 have to write overriding considerations in order to

16 approve the project.  So they have to say, "We

17 acknowledge that there's an effect that can't be

18 mitigated.  However, X-Y-Z reasons, it should be

19 overridden and approved anyway."  So that's where you

20 have less than significant or less than significant and

21 unavoidable.  And there's not a weighing of noise is

22 more important than aesthetics or biology is more

23 important than traffic.

24         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  What would be an example of

25 an override?
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1         MR. DEWAR:  I don't know.  It happens.

2         MS. TREIS:  It does happen.  There could be --

3 anything, Jeff?  There could be a noise threshold that

4 you just can't mitigate the noise levels down to below,

5 say, a local jurisdiction's ordinance or standard, but

6 the project is needed because it serves outages --

7 depending on what the project is -- the decision is,

8 even though this project is going to have a significant

9 unmitigatable effect, it's needed because of this

10 reason.

11         MR. DEWAR:  We'll take a couple more questions.

12 You, ma'am?

13         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  How do you measure

14 significance or say that something is less than

15 significant?  How is that measured?  Who measures it?

16 Is it opinion?  Is it measurable?

17         MS. TREIS:  I touched on this briefly earlier.

18 There are some parameters that are more quantitative.

19 Like, air quality, where there's a standard.  If you

20 emit more than this amount in a jurisdiction, that's --

21         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Yourself?

22         MS. TREIS:  An expert in air quality would look

23 at equipment used, they look at the emissions amount.

24 Other parameters are a little more subjective.  Again,

25 you have resource experts, people that have worked in
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1 this field and can recognize experts and have a

2 methodology in order to say whether an impact is

3 significant or not.

4         MS. ORSABA:   The contractors that we use are

5 contracted by the CPUC.

6         MR. DEWAR:  Your question?

7         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I just wonder, if there's

8 going to be a pole going up on Cox road that's 50 feet

9 higher, how are you going to accommodate that?  It's on

10 a hillside.  Are you going to destroy our road and

11 hillside?

12         MS. TREIS:  Again, that's part of the impact

13 analysis that will be in the EIR.  That's not something

14 that we address right now at this phase in the scoping

15 phase.  Again, that's a type of thing to be addressed

16 in the EIR.

17         MR. DEWAR:  We're going to move on now.  You

18 really want to ask a question.

19         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  So are the poles really going

20 to top out at 90 feet?  I read everything, including

21 the PA, which I found online, and there were a lot of

22 statements that they were going to be 115-foot poles.

23 Is it really topping out at 90 feet, or is the pole

24 itself 90 feet and then a base?

25         MS. TREIS:  The project description in the EIR,
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1 as well as the one in the IS, identifies the heights.

2 There's some that are, I think, 101 feet tall.

3         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I think I remember 115.

4         MS. TREIS:  Then that's what it is, if that's

5 what you saw.

6         MR. DEWAR:  You want to follow up -- go ahead.

7         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Just so that everyone has the

8 same information, PG&E also sent a letter a day before

9 yours, and it says that, "This is including electrical

10 service in your area."  Where is this line going?  Is

11 it serving our area, or is it serving another area?

12         MS. TREIS:  It's part of --

13         MS. ORSABA:   The grid is the grid.  It goes

14 through your area.

15         MS. TREIS:  It's yours and other areas.

16         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  So we are actually getting

17 electricity from them?  We're getting electricity from

18 this line that crosses up all the way, or the Southern

19 Alignment?  Is it feeding Santa Cruz, or is it feeding

20 our community here?

21         MS. ORSABA:  The grid is interconnected all

22 over the state, if not the country.  I just want to

23 make one thing clear, so that you know.  Before PG&E

24 submitted this application, they had to have the

25 approval of the California Independent System Operator,
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1 CAISO.  It's an independent agency.  They're the ones

2 that say there's outages, yes, you can increase

3 reliability.  Then they come to the CPUC for this

4 permit.  The outages are a record.  They're a matter of

5 fact.

6         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Where's the record, Lisa, for

7 the outages?

8         MS. ORSABA:   It's not -- you can ask PG&E.  We

9 can try to find it.

10         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  That'd be nice.  Thanks.

11         MS. ORSABA:   There's a record of the number of

12 outages in your area.

13         MR. DEWAR:  There are a lot more questions, I

14 think, in the room.  We were going to take a break.

15 What I'd like to propose is that we take a 10-minute

16 break.  So we'll be back in 10 minutes.  We need a

17 break.  Sorry.  We need a break.  During the break, if

18 some people have questions that you're really burning

19 to ask, come on up, if we're not in the bathroom.

20 Wait, wait, wait.

21         When we come back, we're going to start the

22 comments.

23         (Recess taken.)

24         MR. DEWAR:  We're getting going now.

25         MR. KLEVINS:  Hi.  Good evening, everyone.
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1 Richard Klevins, Aptos Ridge Circle.

2         I want to talk about the Southern Alternative

3 first.  It affects our house, literally.  It's

4 approximately 25 feet from our home, not the property,

5 but the actual physical structure.  As far as

6 upgrading, it was upgraded in approximately 1989.  I'm

7 not sure where your information comes from.  That is

8 shortly after we built the house in 1988.  With no

9 notice that we've received.  We had an existing gas

10 line also running very close to the property underneath

11 the wires, and we were told that initial easements

12 would be needed, but given no indication of where you'd

13 get those easements.

14         As the line passes through our neighborhood

15 into the next neighborhood and the other ridges, it

16 comes within 50 feet of our neighbors next to us and

17 probably under a hundred feet from our neighbors who

18 are in the next.  So if PG&E needs to add a hundred

19 additional feet next to the existing easement, they're

20 going to have to go right through our home or through

21 one of the neighbors' homes.  Either that, or they have

22 to zigzag.  They won't be able to go straight.

23         As far as the plans that are shown, it's hard

24 for us to comment, because, at first, I thought that

25 you were going to remove all of the smaller poles, in
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1 some cases, three or four poles in the same place, and

2 replace it with a single pole that might have a much

3 larger span.  According to the plans I'm seeing here,

4 in most cases, you're leaving the original poles and

5 placing them on top of it.

6         The negatives on our route, other than the

7 problem with the easement, which is going to be

8 disastrous, as most of our homeowners, the biggest case

9 is the environmental issue, which I'm not an expert on.

10 But I know, when we built the home, it was a major

11 issue where we could place the home, where wells could

12 be.

13         There's also a water return area and that I

14 didn't see here addressed at all.  There were areas in

15 our community excluded from development because they

16 are water return areas.  If lines or poles run through

17 those -- probably even more important than the

18 electricity.

19         Also, on our street, which is Aptos Ridge

20 Circle -- I'm not sure if other communities have

21 similar problems -- our roads were built with fill, and

22 quite a bit of it is sliding down the roads now.  If

23 they put foundations for 90-foot poles -- it's hard to

24 imagine how big that is.  The tallest ones in Santa

25 Cruz are about seven stories.  We're talking about 20
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1 or 30 feet higher than the buildings in Santa Cruz.

2 And you're putting them in areas where the ground is

3 moving continually.  We just had the area repaired.

4 And I was told that the EIR doesn't deal with the

5 effects of personal values, the value of the property

6 is not taken into consideration at all.

7         And also, the health issues.  The company that

8 does the EIR told me that they don't consider these

9 lines to be any sort of health issue because they have

10 a report dated from 1993 that tells them it's not an

11 issue, and that it was reviewed in 2006, but they still

12 have the 1993 information.  And I think that really

13 needs to be brought into the 21st century, using proper

14 equipment to test the effects.

15         A question.  Are we talking about 115,000

16 volts?

17         AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Kilovolts.

18         MR. KLEVINS:  Is it 115,000?  Yes.  Well,

19 that's for our local area.  And there are probably

20 other issues.  But I'll stop at that.

21         Regarding the notice, we got our notice last

22 week.  Almost everyone I've spoken to has either not

23 gotten a notice or considered it junk mail because it

24 is sent in a junk mail format with no addressing on it.

25 And apparently it doesn't look very official.  That
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1 should be changed.

2         Also, one person said that you sent them up to

3 300-foot radius from the lines.  Someone else told me

4 that you made an exception to this project and sent

5 them out to homes within a thousand feet.  I talked to

6 several of our neighbors who can see the lines, and

7 they have no notification at all.  I think 300 feet,

8 when you're talking about a nine-story high tower, is a

9 little shortsighted.

10         When we built our houses up on the hillside, we

11 were prohibited from using certain colors.  We had to

12 plant trees to block views.  I believe those are still

13 in effect.  There's some sort of law having to do with

14 the view corridor off of Highway 1.  And the proposed

15 line for the Southern Alternative would come right

16 across the ridges and be very highly visible from the

17 highway.  The new lines would be well above the tree

18 line.  In this case, it would actually be above the

19 ridge lines, and it'll be the highest spot in that area

20 in Santa Cruz.  Thank you.

21         MS. BENSON:  My name is Nancy Benson.  I've

22 lived on Cox Road for over 38 years.  They currently do

23 not have 115-kV lines.  Cox Road, Day Valley, and

24 McDonald Road are very narrow, country roads and were

25 designed and planned for 22-kV distribution power lines
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1 with ten-foot easements, not the 40-foot to 60-foot

2 easements that accompany the 115-kV lines on the

3 Northern Alignment or the Southern Alignment.

4         Adding the easements that PG&E will need to

5 complete this project encompasses placing poles and

6 115-kV lines dangerously over and near houses that

7 currently do not have this issue now.  This project

8 will make our rural residential area look like San

9 Jose, without the infrastructure needed to serve the

10 residents of the area.

11         Our roads do not have adequate shoulders for

12 pedestrians, bike lanes, and for bicyclists, and

13 existing distribution lines and wood power poles are

14 dangerously located on the edge of the narrow roadways

15 and many are up against steep banks.  There are places

16 on Cox Road where the northbound and southbound lane is

17 only nine feet wide.  Pedestrians have to jump into a

18 ditch or onto a steep bank out of the way of oncoming

19 cars.

20         It's scary.  I just walked the road the other

21 day.  I was petrified, I tell 'ya.  There have been

22 three serious car accidents on Cox Road in the proposed

23 area, numerous car versus bicycle accidents, and two

24 separate incidences where children were hit and killed

25 by a car in our neighborhood.
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1         Furthermore, the proposed 100-foot wood and

2 steel poles would prevent future widening and future

3 improvements of our road.  Our country is already

4 developed.  This is not a third world country.  PG&E

5 already has easements and right-of-ways.  Why invade an

6 established neighborhood?

7         I've studied the route on the Southern

8 Alignment and alternate B and C is routed around

9 neighborhoods and heavily populated communities, yet

10 PG&E insists on slicing right through our populated

11 neighborhood.  PG&E employs an army of engineers that

12 should be figuring out how to use existing easements,

13 rather than overrunning our neighborhood.

14         With the Southern alignment and the Northern

15 Alignment, in our little neighborhood, we all have

16 endangered species.  We have all kinds of things.  We

17 have plants, animals.  We have the same problems.

18 Okay?  The lines need to be kept in existing easements

19 and right-of-ways where the project impacts the least

20 amount of people and traffic.

21         Look at all the alternatives.  Look at more new

22 alternatives.  Underground all utilities when needed to

23 make our neighborhood whole.  You know, you're talking

24 about a neighborhood that doesn't have these lines.

25 They're putting them in our neighborhood.  And it's not
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1 like we're not accepting it, but with the

2 undergrounding, they're not going to put all the lines

3 underground, and it seems like those rates that keep

4 everybody in Santa Cruz County pay should be paying to

5 put all of our poles and everything and utilities

6 underground.

7         According to CEQA, a hundred more trees are

8 going to be eradicated in our neighborhood.  Cutting a

9 hundred more trees is not acceptable.  We do not want

10 to see the natural beauty along our roadway further

11 destroyed by PG&E.  The Santa Cruz 115-kV reinforcement

12 project proposed in the Day Valley corridor will create

13 a visual blight and will destroy the wooded rural area

14 that we now enjoy.  Don't rape and pillage our

15 neighborhood and leave us there to suffer the losses of

16 our beautiful tree-lined country roads.

17         MR. BRACAMONTE:  My name is Ralph Bracamonte.

18 I'm the district manager for Central Water District,

19 and I'd like to thank CPUC for this forum.  It's great

20 to see some of the people from the forum here.

21         You already have our letter with our main

22 concerns.  I'd just like to go over a few of our

23 concerns with you.  There's three main concerns we

24 have.

25         One is the utilities are sharing easements, and
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1 the new poles that are going in and the setbacks that

2 are going to be required.  The District has World War

3 II pipes, and they need to be upgraded.  The easements

4 we share are not very large easements.  We know that

5 will be addressed in the draft EIR.

6         Our second concern is the wooden poles that

7 will be installed have preservatives that are going to

8 potentially leach into the ground water.  And Central

9 Water District, the five square miles that our district

10 is in, is a primary ground water recharge.  We know

11 those will be addressed in the EIR.

12         The third issue that we have is -- those are

13 the three.  The three issues is the setbacks, how it's

14 going to affect those steel pipes we have in the

15 ground, and then also the contaminants that could be

16 leeching into the ground water.  Thank you very much.

17         MS. GLEATON:  Katherine Gleaton, 1703 Cox Road.

18 We've been there for three or four years.  PG&E hired

19 Panorama Environmental Corporation to write up --

20         MS. ORSABA:  Slow down.

21         MS. GLEATON:  Oh.  Okay.  The CPUC, acting as

22 the lead agency, and based on the initial report's

23 findings, declared a Mitigated Negative Declaration

24 with the perception that the projected environmental

25 impact could be reduced to less than significant levels
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1 mitigation measures.

2         Now that the lead agency has changed their

3 consensus on the findings of the Initial Study in

4 relation to the significance of the environmental

5 impact that proposed project would have which is clear

6 as an Environmental Impact Report is now warranted.

7         My question is, how do we know that the EIR

8 report as prepared by Panorama will not overlook

9 significant environmental effects from the project and

10 it appeared that they fell short during the Initial

11 Study.  And if the contracted company Initial Study is

12 not to blame, how do we know that the lead agency, the

13 CPUC, will not overlook the potential significant

14 impact pact addressed by the public.

15         MR. CASALE:  Thank you.  I'm Rich Casale.  I'm

16 with the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service.

17 I'm also president of the Marthas Way Homeowners

18 Association.  The lines go right through our property

19 in Valencia Valley.  The Valencia Alternative will

20 obviously impact me personally.

21         I'm here as much in my official capacity and

22 also as a certified professional.  And our agency has a

23 history of working with land owners and with agencies

24 and helping them control erosion and manage natural

25 resources on their properties.  I'm hoping and inviting
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1 the writers of the EIR to contact our agency for soils

2 information, for erosion control consultation, for

3 revegetation, or anything that's disturbed for soils

4 management, for the reduction and possibility and

5 potential for slip and stability, runoff from soil

6 compaction and from the decreased amount of vegetative

7 cover.

8         From what I've read so far, there is some

9 inappropriate plant choices and mitigation measures.

10 And I'm just suggesting that the writers and the CPUC

11 use the professional expertise our agency and other

12 agencies that can assist and make sure that the

13 environmental impacts of a project like this are

14 considered in a scientific way.  I'm with the USDA

15 Natural Resources Conservation Service.  It's a federal

16 agency.

17         MS. KRISTICH:  I'm Margaret Kristich.  I'm a

18 resident of 420 Aptos Ridge Circle, Watsonville.  I'm a

19 neighbor of Richard Klevins, who was the first speaker.

20 And I learned a little bit of information tonight from

21 his presentation that -- we're the neighbor across the

22 road that it's going to affect on the alternative on

23 the Southern Route.

24         What I was hoping to get answers on tonight, I

25 spoke with the CPUC representative, and she said the
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1 questions will be answered in the draft EIR.  I will

2 write those questions.

3         It was mentioned that the resource experts use

4 a methodology that is acceptable regarding all of the

5 environmental sensitive areas.  In some cases, you

6 can't use and be a judge strictly intellectually.  I

7 think some of the best resources are those who live in

8 an environmentally sensitive area.

9         When we built our houses -- you have to know

10 exactly where our home is from Highway 1.  And if you

11 look up at exactly the right time, you've got a

12 two-second window to see the house.  Yeah, we were told

13 we had to plant more redwoods, so that they couldn't

14 view the house from our freeway.  Those redwood trees

15 we planted had no effect.  We're in the scenic

16 corridor.  Originally, they weren't allowing houses to

17 be built on the ridge.

18         When you live in not just a scenic corridor,

19 but like everybody in this area, we have the natural

20 habitats and golden eagles.  There's the raptors.  You

21 can list one after the other.  We live in an

22 incredible, beautiful area that has a lot of

23 environmentally sensitive life.

24         And reading -- I haven't had a chance, because

25 we just got the letter last week -- and the documents
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1 are quite lengthy -- but just briefly, what I have gone

2 over, I have concerns that need to be answered.  And

3 everybody that's involved in one of the alternative

4 routes or even the original routes -- they've had two

5 years to have the answers to this, but all of us don't

6 have the answers.

7         The question about easement was brought up

8 earlier.  Somebody wanted to know what happens with an

9 easement.  Well, on the website that was mentioned

10 that's their main website, you can go to one of their

11 pages, and it does deal with easements.  This original

12 White Road Alternative was discarded on the original

13 plan, so it might be reinstated for this in dealing

14 with the alternatives.

15         And specifically, in this document, which is

16 what is really of concern to me, is the easement

17 expansions which allows for resolution through

18 negotiation and/or condemnation. Eminent domain.  In

19 the White Road Alternative that is listed, it

20 specifically says that one residence on Bens Way, two

21 residences on White Road would be displaced.

22 Displaced, in my mind, means eminent domain.  Then

23 reading in another document, I found it didn't say

24 eminent domain, but it did say condemnation.

25         I don't think that any type of project that's
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1 going to be done for the betterment of us here should

2 be done if some of us lose our home.  And that's not

3 being addressed.  And I think that is one of the most

4 essential things.

5         Now, the lady from -- I'm sorry.  I came in

6 late.  I don't remember your name.  You had mentioned

7 that the Southern Route had a lot more easements.

8 Well, in one of the documents, it mentioned that around

9 the poles they were going to increase the easement 40

10 feet, 60 feet, to 150 feet on either side.  Like

11 Richard Klevins mentioned, that includes our house.  It

12 includes several houses.

13         We have five and a half acres.  But yet we have

14 high voltage lines right on the corner of our lot.  On

15 a clear day, you can hear the wires just from our

16 house.  This is a big, big concern that I don't feel

17 that we have had information given to us.

18         Now, when I called and spoke with Susan at

19 Panorama, she did say that letters had been sent out.

20 So I had asked -- I thought this was a fair question

21 and a fair request -- and if somehow you could see to

22 it, it would be a great, great help and a great service

23 to everybody here that's involved in it, and not only

24 us, but those that aren't here -- to know the

25 alternative routes.  They were discarded initially, but
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1 now they're being reevaluated.  But those alternative

2 routes, you know which roads are involved in it.  So

3 we, the people that live here, need to know exactly

4 where those are.  And if those could be added to the

5 website, for everybody's knowledge, so they know how

6 this is going to impact their lives directly and their

7 property.

8         I had to cross out a lot of this.  A lot of it

9 isn't relevant.  Some of the questions I have concerns

10 about that I found in one of the documents is regarding

11 the alternative routes, or, I guess, the original route

12 as well.  And this is going to be the loading zones,

13 staging area, helicopter loading zones, the noise

14 threshold.  But we didn't talk about how many loading

15 zones there were going to be for the helicopters, pipe

16 work areas, pole work areas, pole sites, which are

17 approximately nine, averaging approximately one and a

18 third acres each, subsection repair.  Then we have the

19 tree and shrub removal.  For us, the  shrubs is our

20 home and the trees.  It's not just shrubs.  It's

21 defined as shrubs.

22         Now, what I have a question about is these

23 items that I just mentioned that are all the loading

24 zones and PG&E is going to need to have land for that.

25 Are these what's going to be considered the easements?
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1 Are there going to be easements for this?  Are they

2 taking some of the property of the residents?  How is

3 this going to be accomplished?

4         This is such a massive, massive undertaking.

5 It's going to last 15 to 18 months, conservatively, if

6 it runs on schedule, six days a week, from 7:30 in the

7 morning until 4:30 or 5:00 every evening, possibly

8 Sunday, and possibly going into the night, six days a

9 week, possibly seven sometimes.  So my concern -- and I

10 don't want to wait until the EIR draft is written up --

11 but what land is going to be used?  Are these easements

12 concerned with all these loading zones, the helicopter

13 zones?  If you've got a helicopter loading zone next to

14 you, that's a large easement, plus the noise that's

15 involved in it.  They're going to be destroying all of

16 the environmentally sensitive areas in those places.

17         Just think of what it was like in the

18 earthquake.  All the animals took off.  If you hear

19 helicopters and massive noises, it's going to be

20 devastating.

21         Also a concern, since we already have it, is

22 the EMF and the ELF, the high voltage magnetic fields,

23 and the easement.  Are all of them going to be 150 on

24 each -- 150 feet on each side, or will there be some

25 others?  Since Panorama already mentioned that the
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1 Southern Route does have to have more easements, then

2 Panorama must know where these easements are.  And I

3 think that this should be posted on the website for the

4 public information, since it involves all of us

5 directly.

6         Also, the insulators, which, according to your

7 document, doesn't conform to the guidelines that are

8 set.  Power line conductors, bird safety.  And what are

9 the feasible alternatives?  Those are a few of my

10 concerns.

11         Also, I think, in 2014, it's tragic that

12 something that's supposed to be for the improvement of

13 all of us would result in somebody losing their home.

14         Also, in the 1970s, technology was much

15 different than it is now.  But yet, PG&E is using

16 antiquated methods with all of the overhang

17 distribution poles.

18         And I think, instead of adding to the problem,

19 that they might learn from Europe, since Europe, they

20 have -- and Ireland -- wind gales, and they are never

21 without electricity.  And here, if a tree falls over or

22 hits a line, we lose our electricity.

23         Well, this is just a few of my concerns.  And I

24 feel that this has been brought on us really suddenly.

25 And I hope these questions can be addressed somehow.
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1 And I would greatly appreciate if, on the website, it

2 would list what roads are concerned and alternative

3 routes and where the easements are, since, evidently,

4 that information is nowhere.

5         MR. FRIEND:  Good evening.  My name is Zach

6 Friend.  I'm the county supervisor for this area.  I

7 wanted to first, obviously, thank the 500 people that

8 sent letters.  This really created this process in the

9 CPUC to take those comments really seriously.  We are

10 here.

11         I think it's pretty self-evident this isn't a

12 very popular project.  That's probably an

13 understatement of the year.  People look to regulatory

14 agencies to regulate.  I think that the Public

15 Utilities Commission needs to take these comments into

16 very serious consideration.  When you have a project in

17 an area that undoubtedly would have so many impacts, a

18 rural area, a mega cultural area, people live there not

19 to experience these kinds of things.  I think we have a

20 significant responsibility to insure that the

21 mitigation is taken very seriously.

22         I think a lot of the emotional response is

23 simply because people are afraid that the life that

24 they came out here for is being taken apart.  I think

25 there's nothing wrong with improving transmission.  You
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1 just have to do it within a size and scope and scale

2 that meets the needs of the communities.  I think

3 things like undergrounding -- if we come through this

4 process -- and, realistically, nothing is really

5 proposed that's different -- you can have a lot of

6 angry villagers out here, and I'm going to be standing

7 with them, because they deserve to hear more than that.

8         We're both from a governmental agency.  We're

9 from the government.  We're here to help.  But the

10 regulatory agencies are the last effort that we turn

11 to.  This is out of my purview completely, as we know.

12 I appreciate the relationship that you have that you've

13 been very responsive to my office.  The regulatory

14 agencies are the last thing that this community has to

15 have their concerns, their way of life, addressed, that

16 they want to preserve within the context of this whole

17 situation.

18         So my comment is, quite simply, that the PUC

19 take it to that level of seriousness that I expect and

20 know that you will.

21         You may not know my district.  But we don't get

22 a hundred people out to anything.  I tell you this.  I

23 can't get a hundred people to agree on anything in my

24 district.  And we had 500 people write letters that all

25 said the exact same thing that.  That actually says a
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1 lot, a lot, a lot about how strong people feel about

2 this and how much they want to make sure that, if

3 something were to change, from the transmission side,

4 that the mitigations are true and real and that they

5 feel that their voices were heard and that process

6 really happened.  So thank you.

7         MR. ADAMSON:  I've been licensed by the State

8 of California as a real estate agent since 1980.  I'm

9 Bruce Adamson.  I live on Cox Road.  I'm not here to

10 get any clients.  I know that there's a California

11 Coastal Commission.  And I have several points that I

12 would like to bring out as far as hazards.

13         Are PG&E employees going to be smoking?  We're

14 lacking so much water in our community, And if we're

15 going to have severe fire dangers, is this electrical

16 project a safe time to do it in?  The hills are ready

17 to go with a match.  So I would like to make that

18 comment.  About a year and a half, you had the whole

19 community of Aptos dug up, because, over by the post

20 office, they were putting in lines for Swenson's big

21 development that he has plans across the street from

22 the post office.  I'm not sure if Mr. Friend, if he's

23 still here, can check with the Coastal Commission to

24 see if you're allowed to build so high, 100-foot poles

25 in the air, when the whole idea of having the Coastal
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1 Commission is that they're not putting in high rise

2 buildings within a coastal area.

3         And my last point is, on Cox Road, when people

4 are going to work, that they know the lower part of Cox

5 Road, there's -- it's a very popular bicycle walking

6 route.  And there are a lot of animals, deer, and if

7 they're gonna get spooked and run out and hit people on

8 the bicycle by these loud machines, helicopters,

9 trucks.  And on the very rear of Cox Road, you have

10 these big redwood trees.  And, at nighttime, you can

11 see the headlights, but in the daytime, you can barely

12 see around the bend.  There's a couple times I've gone

13 too fast and people are walking and I feel like I

14 should slow down.  And at the very top of Cox Road,

15 there's another blind spot where people are coming

16 flying around.

17         And it should go on the record that I submitted

18 an affidavit that PG&E should be held accountable if

19 this project goes forward if somebody gets hurt on

20 those points at the end of Cox Road where it leads into

21 Valencia Road.

22         And the last point I would just make would be

23 that the real estate owners who are being affected

24 deserve a fair market value of their property before

25 and after.  That's it.
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1         MS. NICHOLS:  I'm not used to talking in front

2 of people.  But I want to say there are a lot of things

3 that can be mitigated and a lot of things that can't.

4 The one thing that can't be mitigated is the wildlife.

5 And the one thing that I know is on the Southern Route

6 is the Santa Cruz salamander.

7         The salamander is on my property.  Salamander

8 cannot be mitigated.  It's only in Santa Cruz.  It's

9 only in a small area.  And the small area it's in is

10 mostly populated where the Southern Routes are.  There

11 is a Federal Reserve for the salamander right under the

12 wires.  So I don't know how they're going to deal with

13 that issue of an endangered species that's only in

14 Santa Cruz and is right in the path of those wires.

15 It's on my property just like the wires are.  And I

16 have seen the salamander.  So besides the coyotes and

17 the bobcats and everything else that's through there, I

18 don't think much can be done to save the salamanders if

19 that wire goes through.

20         MS. GARRETT:  Marilyn Garrett.  I see, after

21 hearing people's comments about eminent domain, this is

22 like a land grab of people's property.  And I am very

23 aware of PG&E's history, and I feel like PG&E is a

24 monopoly versus democracy.  The people there don't

25 practice constructive projects, and some of PG&E's
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1 history of hazards consists of the recent Smart Meter

2 force installation that has made people ill, caused

3 fires, bullied people, they surveillance meters, and

4 the San Bruno fire happened from PG&E's gas lines.  Tom

5 Ammiano, who I think now is a state senator, said PG&E

6 murdered those people.  They prioritized profit over

7 safety.  And I feel like that's what's happening here.

8 You know, the Erin Brockovich trial, that was PG&E's

9 toxics.

10         Also, these high-powered lines get overloaded.

11 They also have, like, a dozen cell towers put on the

12 poles in one square mile in the area of Freedom, Day

13 Valley and McDonald.  I'll pass out some fact sheets on

14 that.

15         This is a real overload.  And it doesn't do

16 well for the carbon footprint, which we're supposed to

17 be reducing and saving energy.  It increases that.  I

18 think of the word regulation, and something a friend of

19 mine said, that regulation is a system of permitting

20 and perpetuating corporate harm.  In this case, PG&E.

21 Whereas, prohibition prevents the damage.  We need

22 to -- my feeling is we need to stop this project.

23         A couple of things to enter into this, the

24 record.  This should be in the EIR, because this has to

25 do with environmental impact very much.  The book, The
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1 Great Power-Line Cover-Up; How the Utilities and the

2 Government Are Trying to Hide the Cancer Hazard Posed

3 by Electromagnetic Fields.  This is by Paul Brodeur.

4 This was a book written 20 years ago.  The leukemia

5 incidences around these lines, the health impacts, are

6 well documented.  I think that needs to be included in

7 the report.  And we don't need upgrades or improvements

8 that kill people with cancer and degrade our

9 environment and kill creatures.

10         Another thing to enter into the record is a

11 recent film by a Canadian filmmaker called Take Back

12 Your Power; Investigating the Smart Grid.  And it's

13 about the corporate power intrusion into our lives.

14 The PG&E Smart Meters, we see people interviewed,

15 people that have pacemakers, who have been damaged by

16 these pulse modulated frequencies from the Smart Meters

17 and other technology.

18         I'm sorry.  I don't trust PG&E.  The history

19 does not make me feel that you have the best interests

20 of the public in your policies.  To the contrary.  So

21 takebackyourpower.net.  And I have a few extra copies

22 if someone wants to see any.  Very instructive.  Thank

23 you.  Let's halt this project.

24         MS. AUDINO:  I wanted to thank Panorama, first

25 of all, and the CPUC, for providing this forum.  My
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1 husband and I didn't come to the first one.  I spoke

2 with people who were at the other one, and it didn't go

3 down like this one.  I just want to thank you for this

4 process and the report and everything and the whole

5 civic democratic approach to it.

6         In the same vein, since the same company is

7 sort of running the Environmental Impact Report data

8 collection, I noticed when I read the draft Negative

9 Impact Declaration that there were a lot of omissions.

10 And omitting information or omitting whole angles of a

11 project is one of the most sort of dangerous and

12 volatile ways that you can skew information.

13         Anecdotally, and also because I'm selfish and

14 it's my home, we live off of Bollinger Place, off

15 Amesti.  I think it's the north facing side of our

16 street, all the neighbors there have a direct view of

17 the lines that will go up across, but none of them were

18 contacted.  So I heard somebody say that it's not 300

19 feet anymore, it's a thousand feet out that people are

20 getting contacted.  But I do want it to go on record

21 that I have a grave concern that, if the same small

22 number of people are contacted to provide comments on

23 the Environmental Impact Report, how is that going to

24 really provide the community with a civic possibility

25 to participate in this?  We need to increase the number
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1 of people that are getting contacted about this.

2         And also, I want to speak up for our community.

3 We heard a lot today about the Southern Route and the

4 Cox Day Valley.  But in this community, Amesti and

5 Corralitos Road are designated by the county as

6 aesthetic view corridors, and that was never once

7 addressed by the draft.  It was just stated once in the

8 beginning and then dropped, and they never talked about

9 it again.  No comment at all about it.

10         And I think there are many other -- actually, I

11 know there are many other omissions like that in the

12 draft.  I'm just pleading, please make a complete

13 study.  Thank you.

14         MR. DEWAR:  Thank you very much for your

15 comments.  We, theoretically, have another half hour.

16 Of course, we don't have to stay here.  We do have

17 everybody here to answer questions and that kind of

18 thing.

19         First of all, does anybody have any comment

20 they want to make sure gets into the record orally?

21 Then are there any questions that you wanted to today

22 ask but weren't able to ask because we wanted to get on

23 with the comment process?

24         MS. ORSABA:   I just want to say to those of

25 you who are left, thank you for coming.  And there will
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1 be more opportunities for comment.  We'll keep you

2 posted.  Please remember the website, the CPUC website.

3 Thanks for coming.

4         (Off the record at 8:25 p.m.)
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1         I do hereby certify that the foregoing meeting

2 was taken at the time and place therein stated; that

3 the testimony of said parties was reported by me, a

4 licensed shorthand reporter and a disinterested person,

5 and was, under my supervision, thereafter transcribed

6 into typewriting.

7

8

9

10

11                          __________________________

12                                HEATHER ROSEMAN
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 MBUAPCD 
 Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District 24580 Silver Cloud Court 
 Serving Monterey, San Benito, and Santa Cruz Counties Monterey, CA  93940  
  PHONE: (831) 647-9411 • FAX: (831) 647-8501 

Richard A. Stedman, Air Pollution Control Officer 

 

December 2, 2013  
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
Subject: Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project, Application No. A. 12-02-012 

Mitigated Negative Declaration  
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba: 
  
Thank you for providing the Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District (Air District) the opportunity to 
comment on the above-referenced document. The Air District has reviewed the document and has the 
following comments: 
 
 Table 3.3-7 on page 3.3-11 

 The construction emissions reported in Table 3.3-7 do not match the construction emissions 
reported in Appendix A. Please review and revise accordingly. 

 

 While the Air District does not have significance thresholds for NOx emissions from construction, 
the reported construction NOx emissions (504.47 lbs NOx/day) are high when considered in 
comparison to the Air District’s operation threshold of 137 lbs/day.  The Air District recommends 
implementing APMs to reduce NOx emissions from construction as feasible.  For example, the 
construction equipment mix could be modified to include more Tier 3 and Tier 4 engines to 
reduce NOx emissions. 

 
Please let me know if you have questions, I can be reached at (831) 647-9418 ext. 227 or 
aclymo@mbuapcd.org.  
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Amy Clymo  
Supervising Air Quality Planner  
 
 
 
cc: David Craft, MBUAPCD Air Quality Engineer/Planner 
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From: David Garibotti
To: "info@panoramaenv.com"
Subject: SC 115kv EP
Date: Friday, November 22, 2013 3:14:59 PM

Tanya,

It was a pleasure speaking with you today. It is my understanding as a result of our
discussion the County of Santa Cruz Department of Public Works will be deleted from
Paragraph 1.4. 

It will be necessary for PG&E to contact us when it is time to perform work in the
right-of-way, but  I understand that is a couple of years in the future.

Thank you for your time today.

Very truly yours,

Dave

Dave Garibotti
Encroachment Inspector
County of Santa Cruz
Department of Pubic Works
831-454-2376
dpw116@co.santa-cruz.ca.us
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Susanne Heim

From: John Randolph
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 6:28 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: 'DanC'; 'Mike McIntyre'
Subject: PGE 115KV replacement project App#A.12-02-012

To: Lisa Orsaba, Public Utilities Commission, C/O Panorama Environmental Inc. 
 
This is a public comment to Application A. 12-02-012.  The subject of this comment is the portion of the IS/MND which 
deals with Airport and Airspace impacts. 
 
Please note that the County of Santa Cruz, while it does not have an ALUP, is subject to the California Airport Land Use 
Handbook, and Federal Aviation Regulation Part 77. 
 
The referenced IS/MND recognizes that the proposed project is within the horizontal boundaries of protected airspace for 
Watsonville Municipal Airport.  The report, however, does not deal with the vertical requirements of that airspace 
protection.  The report must explain how the project meets the requirements of FAR part 77. 
 
Watsonville airport has several instrument approaches, including a RNAV rwy 2 GPS approach.  The Terminal Approach 
Surfaces (TERPS) for these approaches must be explored and vertical clearances properly explained within the 
report.   Towers of up to 108 ft. in the project may be a critical factor when total elevation above the airport runway is 
considered.  The use of taller cranes should also be explained within the context of airspace protection. 
 
From a description of the proposed project, it appears that FAA Form 7460-1 must be filed with the FAA, and a 
determination must be made as to protected airspace.  Specifically, it appears that the project falls within the following 
requirement: 
 

Federal Aviation Regulation Part 77 Regarding Height: 
 

The FAA national airspace system serves several essential notification and coordination 
functions, beyond simply ensuring the approaches to an airport are not obstructed by the construction of 
objects.  Each person proposing any type of construction or alteration under the provisions of FAR Part 
77 is required to notify the FAA by completing FAA Form 7460-1, Notice of Proposed Construction or 
Alteration.  The completed form is sent to the ADO office in Burlingame at least 30 days before 
proposed construction or application for building permit.  For example, it’s required for:  
▪Construction /alteration including construction cranes of greater height than an imaginary surface 
extending outward and upward at one of the following slopes: 
 

 100 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 20,000 feet from the nearest point of the nearest runway 
of each airport (public-use) with at least one runway more than 3,200 feet in actual length, 
excluding heliports. 

 50 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 10,000 feet from the nearest point of the nearest runway 
of each airport with it longest runway no more that 3,200 feet in actual length, excluding 
heliports.  

 25 to 1 for a horizontal distance of 5,000 from the nearest point of the nearest landing and 
takeoff area of each heliport (public use).   

 
 
Respectfully, 
John Randolph 
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Assistant secretary for legal affairs, 
Watsonville Pilots Association 
c/o 530 Light Springs Rd. 
Aptos, CA 95003 
831-708-8760 
 
jcrand1950@gmail.com 
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Susanne Heim

From: aaron ashley
Sent: Sunday, November 24, 2013 7:34 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: power poles 

Hi my name is Aaron Ashley I live at 116 Chaparral Dr. Aptos cal. 95003 the 115kv project that is on the PGE 
books will change this area forever. It  is a rural neighborhood removal of trees and constant trimming of trees 
that are not removed will change the area we have loved to live in.There must be another way that dose not 
make this area seem like a city street please study the plan with this in mind you can make a difference. 
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Susanne Heim

From: ADELE MILLER
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 9:45 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv PGE Reinforcement Project

Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc 
1 Embarcadero Center, #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
Dear Lisa, 
 
I strongly request and demand a full environment impact report be completed.   Some of the many 
concerns are: 

 Impact on neighborhood and community aesthetics. 
 Loss of hundreds of trees, wild life habitat and natural beauty
 The	project	crosses	acres	of	designated	farmland.	
 Alternative	routes	were	not	sufficiently	explored.
 Alternative	construction	such	as	undergrounding	was	not	considered	at	all.
 	How	can	approval	be	given	without	a	complete	engineering	analysis	&	report?
 As	proposed	this	project	would	further	inhibit	the	ability	of	the	County	to	widen,	improve	

roadway	in	the	future	
 PG&E	poles	will	change	from	present	40’	to	80’,100’	&	110’	similar	to	constructing	a	10	

story	

building	in	our	rural	neighborhood.

 Project	is	inconsistent	with	Santa	Cruz	County	General	Plan.
 Corralitos	Road	is	a	scenic	corridor,	it	will	be	permanently	altered	with	a	sky	line	of	100'+	

high	PG&E	poles.	

	Adele	J	Miller 
	345	Hauer	Apple	Way\	
Aptos,	CA	95003	
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Susanne Heim

From: Amy Merrill
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 2:54 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Letter to CPU - Day Valley CA / 115-KV

Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, #740 
San Francisco, California 94111 
 

 
Dear Lisa, 
 
I am writing regarding the 115-KV initiative in the Cox Road / Day Valley area of Aptos, CA. I implore you 
and the Commission to complete an Environmental Impact Report before any changes are made in the area.  
 
I grew up on Calle del Sol, and I understand the potential consequences of this initiative would include loss of 
trees, wildlife habitats, and the area's rural and natural beauty. My family and the neighborhood's other residents 
have joined together to call for action, specifically the EIR.  
 
 
Thank you for your consideration.  
 
 
Amy Merrill  
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Susanne Heim

From: Becky
Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 11:52 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: proposed Northern Alignment segment of Santa Cruz 115kvV reinforcement by PG&E 

Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 
We have just today, Dec. 1, 2013, learned of this proposal and are very 
concerned. 
No one I know in our neighborhood who will be impacted knew about this 
until just now.  
It seems to me that there was not a sincere, and certainly not an 
effective, attempt to inform all who would be affected. 
 
Secondly, it is my understanding that there is a shorter and more cost-
effective route to the south. Why is this alternative not being used?  
 
Please realize that there are many people in the area of the posted 
project who will be very upset about this. 
 
Rebecca Lynn & Blaine Neagley 
316 Bollinger Place 
Watsonville, CA 95076 
bekly@att.net 
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Rita Wilke

To: Susanne Heim
Subject: RE: Pictures of new lines and poles

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Britt Haselton <britthaselton@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Oct 21, 2013 at 7:15 PM 
Subject: Pictures of new lines and poles 
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 

We own APN 108-051-17 in Corralitos and presently have a single line of poles over our 
property next to our home.   
The Project proposes to replace that single line of poles with a much larger mechanism. 
I would like to see a photo of the proposed replacement tower with lines attached.  I think it is 
very important that you 
bring that to the upcoming meeting Nov. 6 at the Corralitos Grange as well.  The new project has 
been vaguely  
described but no one knows what it will look like and think that is important. 
 
I look forward to your response. 
Britt Haselton 
britthaselton@gmail.com 
 

 
 
Britt Haselton, Esq. 
Haselton & Haselton 
Attorneys at Law 
2425 Porter St.  
Suite 14  
Soquel, CA  95073 
 
831  475-4679   Telephone 
831  462-0724   FAX 
 
750 Menlo Avenue 
Suite 200 
Menlo Park, CA   94025 
 
650  327-1150 Telephone 
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www.haseltonandhaselton.com 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: This message is intended only for 
the addressee and may contain information that is confidential or 
privileged. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you 
are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering to the 
intended recipient, you should not read, copy, disclose or otherwise use this 
message, except for the purpose of delivery to the addressee. If you have 
received this email in error, please delete it and inform the sender immediately 
via email. 
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Susanne Heim

From: Carolyn Williams
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:45 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: PG & E power pole project

Dear Lisa Orsaba, Public Utilities Commission, 
 
I am upset to learn of PG&E's propsed plans for our quiet rural neighborhood. I respectfully urge you 
to request a full environmental review, an EIR Environmental Impact Report on this project, and more 
community input.  
 
I've lived in this beautiful, peaceful rural residential area for the past 28 years, raising two children. 
The negative impact of this proposed project is huge. We love our neighborhood with its numerous 
sitings of bobcat, deer, coyote, as well as many birds including owls, hawks, song birds, and several 
migrating species. The loss of wildlife habitat, trees, and natural beauty will be immense.  
 
Please consider the families in our peaceful neighborhood while deciding  on this matter.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Carolyn G. Williams 
240 Quail Run 
Aptos, CA 95003 
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Susanne Heim

From: Charles Mackh
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 4:18 PM
To: Lisa Orsaba
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project

Dear Lisa, 
 
I just found out about this PG&E project yesterday 12/2/13 and I have lived in Pleasant Valley 39 years. The 
pole improvement/installation appears to go right through the middle of Pleasant Valley using 80 to 100 foot 
poles as it does in other areas of Aptos. In addition the project involves the use of helicopters for installation. 
How is it that PG&E can start a project of this magnitude without communicating directly with area property 
owners? Further, it would seem appropriate that an EIR be prepared submitted and approved before PG&E 
progressed this far.  
 
The CPUC Draft dated 11/6/13 looks comprehensive and well thought out from PG&E's perspective but 
appears to lack neutral review or feedback from those in the community affected. I cant construct anything 
without an environmental review and community approval. How is it that PG&E can? This project may have 
good benefits for all of us and if properly presented and explained would meet with less apprehension. 
Otherwise, it looks like another PG&E avoidance of its corporate responsibility as a public utility. 
 
Sincerely, 
Charles Mackh 
144 Villa Manzanal 
Aptos, CA 95003 
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Susanne Heim

From: Christina Lucchesi
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 10:32 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: NO POLES PLEASE!

Hello, please see these concerns: 
 
Impact on neighborhood, and community aethetics 
Impact on community values, rural neighborhoods, forested, abundant wildlife, tree lined 
Safety during and after completion of project 
Loss of trees, wildlife habitat natural beauty 
  
Project crosses farmland ( organic ) 
 
Alternative routes not explored 
Engineering for project not begun, how can approval be givien? 
Roadways too narrow 
 
As built would inhibit the ability to widen or change existing roads 
 
PG&E poles will change from 40' to 80'-100' 
 
Inconsistent with Santa Cruz County General Plan 
 
Corralitos Road is a scenic corridor 
 
WE NEED A FULL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT!!! 
 
Signed, 
Christina M. Lucchesi 
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December 3, 2013 
 
 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA  94111 
 
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project  -- Comments on IS/MND 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba: 
 
I live in the neighborhood affected by the Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project, 
in particular the Cox Road-Freedom segment.  I walk past this segment weekly 
during my walks around the neighborhood which I have enjoyed for 15 years. 
 
I have reviewed the project description and portions of the Initial Study/Mitigated 
Negative Declaration (IS/MND), and find that critical information is missing from 
this document, information that may result in findings of Significant Impacts. 
 
With regard to the Aesthetics section, the simulation photos do not accurately depict 
the planned large diameter base with metal towers (TSP towers) that are described 
in the project description for the Cox Road-Freedom segment.  This area is low 
density residential with many forested areas, the aesthetics of which would be 
greatly affected by large new metal towers, as opposed to the single wooden poles 
depicted.   For example, Figures 3.1-12 and 3.1-13 show existing conditions and 
simulated views after installation of new poles.  However, Figure 3.1-13 shows only 
wooden poles, whereas the text and tables show there will be at least two TSP 
towers along Cox Road.  This is factually inaccurate – it shows wooden power poles 
on Cox Road at the intersection with Day Valley Road, whereas the project 
description table states that these will be metal TSP with permanent clearance areas 
of approximately 30 ft by 15 ft.  The visual impacts were therefore not adequately 
evaluated. 
 
 
Both the Aesthetics and Biology sections mention the removal of at least 165 trees, 
greater than half of which will occur along the Cox Road-Freedom section.  However, 
neither section fully details which trees and how many will be permanently 
removed (for long term maintenance) versus temporary trimming or topping for 
construction.  Was a tree survey conducted, and if so, where is the document with 
the results?  Permanent removal of approximately 100 trees, without determining 
which are mature size oaks, along this one short (approximately 1 mile) segment,  
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Ms. Lisa Orsaba       December 3, 2013 
Page 2 
 
may pose significant impacts to both visual and biological values.  Although the 
Biology section states that trees will be replaced at a ratio of 1:1 to 1:10 depending 
upon the tree diameter and species, it is not clear if the replacement trees could or 
would be planted in the area near the new power line, and thus provide visual 
screening and biological values.  The IS/MND does state that the TSP pole require an 
area approximately 30 feet by 15 feet that must be permanently kept clear for 
maintenance.  This makes it likely that the visual impact of these new TSP towers in 
this rural area will be significant; this was not revealed in the impact sections of the 
IS/MND. 
 
I could find no discussion of Alternatives to the project in the IS/MND.  Is there a 
possibility that significant impacts to visual and biological resources could be 
avoided by placing portions of the power line underground?  Is there another 
previous document that explored alternatives?   
 
As a resident of the general neighborhood of the Cox Road-Freedom segment of the 
new Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project, I respectfully request that the Visual 
and Biological Impacts be reevaluated for the Cox-Freedom segment in particular, 
with accurate information, and that the results be published in a revised 
environmental document.  Furthermore, I request that the entire neighborhood of 
residents be notified of the revised document and given an adequate amount of time 
to comment on it.  Public hearings, properly noticed for the entire area surrounding 
this segment, are also requested. 
 
Thank you for consideration of these comments.  Please feel free to contact me if 
there are any questions regarding my comments.  And please notify me if additional 
public comment/information meetings will be scheduled on this project. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Dana Bland 
2759 Valencia Road 
Aptos, CA  95003 
Email:  danabland@charter.net 
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Rita Wilke

From: Susanne Heim <susanne.heim@panoramaenv.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 2:20 PM
To: Rita Wilke
Cc: Tania Treis
Subject: FW: Santa Cruz115kv project

Please save this to the public comment folder 
  
From: Dave Osland [mailto:burlybilt@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 2:13 PM 
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
Subject: Santa Cruz115kv project 
  
to:CPUC Review Board 
Re: public response 
  
Dear Sirs/Madams- 
  
After reviewing the IS report, I find it reprehensible that the lasting impacts upon residents living 
in vicinity, have not been addressed. 
  

The "Mitigated Negative Declaration” addresses-  
  
Let’s see- 
  
  
Bats, Birds and Rats 
Bald Eagles (never seen one here in the 15 yrs I’ve lived here) 
Oak and Monterey Pine trees 
Weeds 
Salamanders 
Ground disturbance 
Noise …………yada,yada,yada. 
  
How about the lasting impact upon the most important species living here- Human Beings!!!! 
  
The environment we so cherish here will be forever changed with the looming power poles being 
strung threw the neighborhood. 
  
Every time we take ours eyes off the ground, these high voltages lines will be dominating the 
vista. 
  
The biggest investment most of us will ever have, our homes, will be devalued. If someone was 
to hack your bank account and deplete your life savings, by say, 30%, you’d be screaming like 
banshees for justice. 
  
  Yet, not a peep concerning this oh so  important impact upon our residences.  
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Are high-rise, high voltage power lines towering over your dream home a priority in buying in a 
neighborhood? Of course not. No one wants to live in the immediate vicinity of those things. NO 
ONE!!! 
  
The I.S. needs to be rejected for not addressing the vital questions on the quality of life this 
project will have on the area, during and AFTER construction. 
  
How can theses findings be considered valid for stating that “The proposed project would not 
have a significant effect on the environment!!!! 
  
Honestly, would any member of the CUPC board feel comfortable with this I.S. or this project if 
it was concerning your home and neighborhood!!! I DON’T THINK YOU NEED TO THINK 
ABOUT THAT FOR A MOMENT! 
  
Ms. Orsaba’s position as project manager may need some serious re-evaluation for reports with 
such blatant omissions concerning the “environmental impacts” of such a proposed project. I find 
it almost unbelievable she would conclude her report by stating, quote,” There is no evidence 
that implementing this project would have ANY adverse impacts on people”. Outrageous!!! 
  
If PGE was proposing to put the utilities underground, as they proposed years ago, the 
neighborhood would be 100% for it , INSTEAD of 100% against it! 
  
Of the dozens of concerned citizens that showed up Nov.6 at the public hearing, NO ONE 
VOICED SUPPORT FOR THIS PROJECT!!!!! 
  
This project, at the very least, needs to have a full blown environmental impact report done. 
  
Sincerely, Dave and Carrie Osland, Beautiful Aptos 
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Susanne Heim

From: Dlscruz
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:06 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: santacruz115kvproject

First, let me state outright that I am opposed to the implementation of this project.  This project will impact me directly 
because the lines proposed are in direct proximity to my property.  This project will reduce the value of my property by 
several hundred thousand dollars and such amount will be demanded upon implementation of the project.  In addition, I 
am wondering why PG&E did not consider moving the existing lines to a more appropriate location such as the freeway 
corridor that is already public land.  I don't believe the project is necessary or appropriate in its scope even considering the
mitigating factors suggested in the reports.  All in all this is a faulty plan and needs to be scrapped until a comprehensive 
environmental impact report is completed which addresses all concerns and contingencies. 
  
Thank you, 
  
.  
David L Schwartz  
201 Lael Ln 
Corralitos, CA. 95076  
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Susanne Heim

From: Deanna Morden
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 9:17 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Important environmental concerns

Attn Ms. Orsaba,    
  
As Santa Cruz County natives, my husband and I moved from Soquel to the Aptos/Corralitos area over 35 years ago to 
raise our children in our rural neighborhood. We are naturally concerned about 
environmental as well as aesthetic effects of this project. We have been here long enough to see even how much smaller 
projects than this have affected the wild animal habitat, personal safety, and 
aesthetics.  
  
It would be extremely irresponsible of the commision to proceed on a project such as this without a complete 
environmental impact report. And so we are requesting this be done.  
  
Respectfully, 
  
Robert and Deanna Morden 
1770 Pleasant Valley Road 
Aptos, CA 95003 
  
831 724 6482 
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Susanne Heim

From: Ed Murphy
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 3:48 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Full EIR needed for Santa Cruz 115kV project

Hello Ms. Orsaba, 
 
I live on Cox Road in Aptos, and have recently become aware of the Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project 
planned by PG&E.  I strongly disagree with the draft IS/MND which falsely concludes that, "the project would 
not have a significant effect on the environment."  I understand PG&E's objectives with this project, but please 
please please, we need a full and official Environment Impact Report to assess alternatives including alternate 
routes and placing wires underground. 
 
The published California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) document for Mitigated Negative Declaration is 
incomplete and inaccurate. This project will absolutely have a permanent and profoundly negative impact on 
neighborhood aesthetics and community values. How could introducing such a large scale, industrial project 
through the very heart of this rural, scenic, and ecologically diverse community not have a negative impact?  
 
The neighborhoods on and around Cox, Day Valley, and McDonald roads present a bucolic setting that is 
enjoyed not only by the many residents, but by literally thousands of annual visitors who come to walk, bike, 
and drive through this beautiful area.  Please, let's have a full Environmental Impact Report.  I see no harm in 
asking PG&E to specifically quantify its claim that mitigation will reduce impact o insignificance 
 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Ed Murphy 
1411 Cox Road 
Aptos, CA 95003 
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Susanne Heim

From: Elizabeth Wong
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 3:40 PM
To: 'santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com'
Subject: proposed Cox-Freedom project
Attachments: 20131205153742.pdf

Dear Ms. Orsaba, 
 
I have attached a copy of the letter demanding a full and complete Environmental Impact Report for this project.  I 
would also like to address another issue. 
 
There have apparently been no significant improvements/changes to the current infrastructure in the last 40 years.  I 
believe that spending the extra funds to move part of this project underground (namely the areas along the Day 
Valley/Cox/McDonald corridor) would be a wise investment.  Those extra funds amortized over the next 40 year period 
are inconsequential when you compare it to the permanent devastation to our neighborhood’s well being which has no 
price tag.  It was stated in an article that it was less disruptive to the neighborhood to install power poles than it is to 
move the wiring underground.  I can assure you that the people in this neighborhood disagree.  They would rather 
endure/tolerate the jack hammering of the roads and temporary lane closures to install underground wiring than to 
have to live with massive 100 foot poles for the rest of their days living here.  
 
I urge the California Public Utilities Commission to thoroughly review this project, conduct the necessary studies/reports 
and make the right decisions for our neighborhood. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Liz Wong 
200 Chaparral Drive 
Aptos, CA  95003   

                                                                                                                 
 

 
Liz Wong 
Adleson, Hess & Kelly 
577 Salmar Avenue, 2nd Floor  
Campbell, California  95008 
408-341-0234 (voice) 
408-341-0250 (facsimile) 
ewong@ahk-law.com 
www.ahklaw.com   

 
 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 – DISCLOSURE NOTICE 
 

IRS Circular 230 regulates written communications about federal tax matters between tax advisors and their clients.  To 
the extent the preceding correspondence and/or any attachment is a written tax advice communication, it is not a full 

“covered opinion”.  Accordingly, this advice is not intended and cannot be used for the purpose of avoiding penalties that 
may be imposed by the IRS regarding the transaction or matters discussed herein.  In addition, the materials 

communicated herein are intended solely for the addressee and are not intended for distribution to any other person or 
entity, or to support the promotion or marketing of the transaction or matters addressed herein.  Any subsequent reader 
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should seek advice from an independent tax advisor with respect to the transaction or matters addressed herein based on 
the reader’s particular circumstances 

 
CONFIDENTIALITY DISCLOSURE This e-mail is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential and privileged information.  Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited.  If you are 
not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message.  The 
foregoing name, telephone number, facsimile number and email information is provided to the recipient for informational 

purposes only and is not intended to be the signature of the sender for purposes of binding the sender or Adleson, Hess & 
Kelly, P.C., or any client of the sender or the firm, to any contract or agreement under the Uniform Electronic Transaction 

Act or any similar law. Thank you for your courtesy and cooperation. 
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Susanne Heim

From: Gary Minardi
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 10:06 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Commentary Relating To Project Concerns - Santa Cruz 115-kv Reinforcement Project

Dear Ms. Orsaba, 
  
My name is Gary Minardi. I am a resident of Aptos, California 
currently residing with my wife Bonnie in the Day Valley Corridor. Our 
residence address is 2215 Cox Road Aptos, CA 95003. My wife and I have 
resided in Aptos for thirty - six years. Seven of the past thirty-six years have 
been residency at 2215 Cox Road.  
  
Cox Road is one of the areas in the Day Valley Corridor that will be directly 
impacted by the Santa Cruz 115kv Project.  
  
The California Public Utilities Commission is a responsible steward of the 
human, financial, information and natural resources entrusted to the 
Commission. The Santa Cruz 115kv Project is a critical endeavor involving 
natural resources that could suffer long term negative affects to the habitat 
and the aesthetic value of the area.  
  
There are many "flaws" in the project that must be more closely examined 
and addressed.  
  
Noise attenuation within fifty feet of residences from 7:00 to 5:00 during 
construction, is described as intermittent but not defined. What will be the 
(intermittent) impact to humans and animals? Pacific Gas and Electric will 
be deploying helicopters, back hoes, noisy, earth trembling construction 
equipment. Humans and animals will have their quality of lives disrupted 
with no time tables, no work plans, no mitigation planning.  
  
Transportation: Described as "potentially significant." What about safety, 
property access to residents, congestion, detours, flag persons, access to 
emergency vehicles? Although "a traffic management plan will be 
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developed," this is an area with extremely rural, narrow roads. Residents 
and recreational populace are genuinely concerned about McDonald, Cox 
and Day Valley Roads. These roads are main arterial feeders, essential to 
residents, recreational biker - walkers and emergency vehicles. Is this traffic 
management plan going to be developed on the fly by the consultant?  
  
Tree removal: How many, what locations, and what will they be replaced 
with? We note pictures before and after on Cox - Day Valley Roads 
intersection don't illustrate tree removal. What mitigation will there be to 
soil erosion? 
  
"Incremental change but less than significant." What exactly is the 
definition of incremental change? An incremental change can be significant 
environmentally and aesthetically. This is a disingenuous phrase. Pacific Gas 
and Electric will be replacing sixty foot wood to ninety foot tubular 
poles. Thirty - nine foot wood distribution poles with eighty- nine foot wood 
transmission poles. What is the public benefit? From careful observation of 
the visually simulated pictures, it looks like Pacific Gas and Electric is 
doubling the distribution lines. Will the Public Benefit be lower energy rates, 
less power outages? Would Commission representatives and the 
Consultants have no problems living next to and in eye view of four story 
distribution poles?  
  
Most people, not just Californians, uphold the "not in my neighborhood" 
value. Can you blame them? 
Speaking as a native Californian that grew up in an undisturbed, pristine, 
unpretentious and beautiful Santa Clara Valley, I have personally 
experienced  the clear cutting of orchards, the massive destruction of farm 
lands, mass habitation of foothills, and the closing of canneries. The 
canneries was a critical "other" back bone of the economy in Santa Clara 
Valley. What kind of stewardship and entrust was this?  
  
We have a deep respect for the folks at California Public Utilities 
Commission. The Commission has very bright, diligent people, who within 
the confines of government bureaucracy try to do the right things. The right 
thing to do for the Commission in conjunction with the Santa Cruz 115kv 
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Project is to "steward." Conduct environmental impact studies to ensure all 
those that live and play in this rural naturally beautiful area don't end up 
with a life time of blight and habitat disruption like Santa Clara Valley and 
other formally naturally beautiful areas of the State.  
  
Thank you for your consideration and time.   
  
  
  
-- 
Gary 
Gary Minardi 
President 
min@sjdist.com 
Direct Line: 408.510.5836 
San Jose Distribution Services Inc. 
2055 South 7th Street Suite A 
San Jose, Ca. 95112 
www.sjdist.com 
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Susanne Heim

From: George Lucchesi
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 10:23 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv Project Comments

Concerns: 
 
Impact on neighborhood, and community aethetics 
Impact on community values, rural neighborhoods, forested, abundant wildlife, tree lined 
Safety during and after completion of project 
Loss of trees, wildlife habitat natural beauty 
  
Project crosses farmland ( organic ) 
 
Alternative routes not explored 
Engineering for project not begun, how can approval be givien? 
Roadways too narrow 
 
As built would inhibit the ability to widen or change existing roads 
 
PG&E poles will change from 40' to 80'-100' 
 
Inconsistent with Santa Cruz County General Plan 
 
Corralitos Road is a scenic corridor 
 
WE NEED A FULL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT!!! 
 
Signed, 
 
George J Lucchesi 
1805 Leslie Lane 
Aptos CA  95003 
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Gregory Ross Audino 

Nina Genkin Audino 

360 Bollinger Place 

Watsonville, CA  95076   

November 5, 2013 

 

Dear Ms. Orsaba 

California Public Utilities Commission 

c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 

1 Embarcadero Center, #740 

San Francisco, CA  94111 

RE:   Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project 

 

Dear Ms. Orsaba: 

 

Please find below a copy of the letter sent to each of the CPUC’s five commissioners. 

We are also directing this letter to you, as you requested. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gregory Ross Audino 

Nina Genkin Audino 

 

Text of Letter: 

We are appalled at PG&E’s incomplete, inaccurate, and misleading approaches and 

methods in “planning” the Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project. 

 

We urge you to require a full and complete Environmental Impact Report that 

addresses all alternative routes and undergrounding of utilities. 

 

We also urge you to require that PG&E, in order to rectify the mockery of a meeting 

that they held at the Corralitos Grange on November 6, 2013, re‐schedule legitimate 

community forums for discussion of their proposed plans and for community input.   

 

Many community members and landowners living within sight of the proposed 

project’s environmental changes did not attend the November 6 public meeting because 

at that point in time they still had no information or contact from PG&E about the 

proposed project. 
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We are deeply committed and civic‐minded community members of Santa Cruz county 

for 50 years, and owners of a home at the end of Bollinger Place, off of Amesti Road 

near where it meets Varni and Pioneer Roads.  We are both educated individuals who 

have worked and served in the Santa Cruz community for most of our adult years, and 

we take our civic obligations very seriously.  We do, in fact, stay informed about huge 

changes in local infrastructure. 

 

Firstly, we find PG&E methods to “inform” the residents potentially impacted by the 

proposed reinforcement project reprehensibly dishonest. 

 

Both as citizens and as customers of PG&E, we expect to have our rights to forthright, 

complete, accurate, and timely information respected. 

 

We understand that PG&E may feel that keeping the numbers of informed customers 

down to a minimum will help limit controversy about the proposed project and also 

lower costs. 

 

Yet we feel strongly that accurate and complete information about a project of this size 

must be disseminated in a timely manner to all landowners within obvious sight of the 

project – which means contacting more owners than those within 300 feet of the 

proposed project. 

 

As a result of PG&E’s misleading and very poorly disseminated information, we did 

not attend the meeting on the proposed project that PG&E hosted at the Corralitos 

Grange on November 6, 2013.  We never heard about the meeting. 

 

We understand from community members who did attend the November 6 public 

meeting that PG&E shut down questions and comments, and refused to provide a 

public forum for community discussion – instead demanding that people contact the 

CPUC individually.   

 

Does that sound particularly respectful of the democratic process to you? 

 

PG&E claims to have informed all residents living within 300 feet of the project by letter 

in February and March of 2012.  We have downloaded and read the two lists of 

residents allegedly contacted by letter.  

 

PG&E generated two lists because their first list did not provide notice as per CPUC 

regulations to all landowners required to receive such notice.  Their second attempt was 

twice as long.  
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We are not on the two lists.  We live less than half a mile away from the project in direct 

view of the 100 foot plus new steel poles. 

 

We did not know about this proposed reinforcement project until Wednesday, 

November 27, 2013 when we learned of it from a friend who lives on Day Valley Road 

near another section of the proposed project. 

 

No one in our tightknit and interconnected neighborhood knew about PG&E’s 

proposed project.  We confirmed this when we contacted our neighbors along Bollinger 

Place.   

 

Our home and every other house on the north facing side of our street has a wide view 

of the proposed 100 foot plus new steel poles in the valley bordered by Pioneer Road to 

the northeast of us – less than half a mile away. 

 

In fact, the poles will cut up and through the beautiful view of the Santa Cruz 

mountains that characterizes our backyard and scenic local road experience. 

 

PG&E posted notice of the availability of a Draft IS/MND for the project in the Aptos 

and Watsonville libraries.  We are residents of the Amesti area, which is nowhere near 

these libraries.   

 

PG&E also posted notice of the availability of a Draft IS/MND for the project on 

telephone poles near the project.  Although both of us bike, run, and walk our beautiful 

back roads regularly, we do not read notices posted in fine print on telephone poles.  

We assume that PG&E does not expect customers driving by in cars to read their notices 

posted on telephone poles. 

 

PG&E did not post a notice in the Four Corners store, which sits at the intersection of 

Amesti, Varni, and Pioneer Roads.  The store has a community bulletin board. 

 

PG&E also claims to have posted two public notices of the availability of a Draft 

IS/MND twice in the Santa Cruz Sentinel – one on October 18, 2013 and a second on 

November 1, 2013.   

 

We called the Sentinel, and determined that there was, in fact, no public notice posted 

on October 18, 2013.  

 

Public notice of the availability of a Draft IS/MND was posted November 1, 2013 on 

page B‐9 of the paper. 
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From a cursory perusal of public documentation readily available online, PG&E has 

been working on the proposed project since at least 2010.  The work to create the PEA, 

the application to construct, and the Draft IS/MND took PG&E over two years to 

generate. 

 

But the public who must live with this permanent negative change in their community 

has had a window of 30 days to comment on the Draft IS/MND.   

 

Then, PG&E extended the comment period to 45 days until December 2, 2013. 

 

Then, PG&E extended the comment period another 4 days until December 6, 2013. 

 

However, again we find PG&E’s methods grossly misleading. 

 

Shouldn’t the comment window begin on the date when public notice appeared in the 

Sentinel on November 1, 2013 – which means that it should end on January 7, 2014? 

 

Secondly, in regards to the Draft IS/MND, PG&E claims that all negative impacts on the 

community have been mitigated by their proposed plans.  The PG&E Study is grossly 

incomplete and misleading – and riddled with contradictions. 

 

The Study acknowledges that both Amesti and Corralitos Roads are designated Rural 

Scenic Roads by the county. 

 

The Study also acknowledges that along a Rural Scenic Road, Santa Cruz County 

General Plan Policy 5.10.11 states that “visual qualities worthy of protection” should be 

“identified” and then appropriate “siting, architectural design and landscaping” should 

be used to “mitigate the impacts on those visual qualities.” 

 

Then, the Study actually omits any discussion whatsoever of specifically Amesti or 

Corralitos Roads, although both of those roads are impacted by the proposed project, 

and both of those roads offer numerous scenic vistas or distant public views, as do other 

roads in other sections of the proposed project. 

 

The Study also omits any discussion whatsoever of specifically Pioneer Road, although 

this road also provides scenic vistas. 

 

Also, the Study proceeds to limit the definition of scenic or aesthetically pleasing to 

what people experience in a car while driving down the road in a given number of 

seconds. 
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America’s scenic roads are not experienced exclusively in a car or in seconds.  The 

Study acknowledges this by stating that “a scenic vista is a distant public view along or 

through an opening or corridor that is valued for its scenic quality.”  People walk, run, 

bike, and live daily and nightly looking out across these roads – and measure the 

quality of their life by that inimitable span of quiet, greening, breathing, rising valley. 

 

The valley bordered by Amesti, Pioneer, and Green Valley Roads is a lovely, quiet 

place, its apple orchards and berry farms interlaced by green row crops and strawberry 

fields, and dotted by old barns and old California ranch homes. 

 

In the summers, green throated hummingbirds crowd the byways and small lanes.  Red 

tailed hawks perch in the pines.  At night, frog song rolls along the culverts and from 

out the low wet places.  Bats slice up the dark – and the occasional owl.   Among the 

trees, in the apple orchards, coyotes travel, always looking, their voices more prevalent 

than the sound of a passing car.  It is that quiet. 

 

Nothing towers higher here than the occasional stand of rogue eucalyptus or the 

brotherhoods of Monterey pine and California oak.  The eye is drawn up from this 

middle distance to the Santa Cruz mountains beyond. 

 

Yet the study claims that the 100 foot plus steel poles that would bisect this valley 

would not significantly change its aesthetics and scenic value.   

 

And although the 100 foot plus new steel poles would cut up from Amesti, Corralitos, 

and Pioneer Roads across the distant vistas and the view of the Santa Cruz mountains, 

the Study claims that there is no view obstruction. 

 

And although only low lying farm buildings and existing lower poles half the height or 

less than the proposed ones dot the landscape, the Study claims that there is other 

utility infrastructure. 

 

Painters routinely paint the area, trying to make on canvas a poem of the valley’s 

idiosyncratic, peaceful patchwork – but PG&E hired someone to calculate its alleged 

mediocrity. 

 

The Study uses a trumped up statement that deconstructs the beauty of the valley to a 

variegated mix of built up structures, farmland, and open green space that is not  

uniform enough to qualify as “highly” aesthetic.  Uniformity, of course, being high art’s 

most pleasing aesthetic. 
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And the Study omits any specific discussion of Amesti, Corralitos or Pioneer Roads, 

devaluing the patent beauty of these fields, orchards and open spaces at the foot of the 

Santa Cruz mountains in order to justify not having to acknowledge the need to 

mitigate through siting, architectural design, and landscaping the gross impact the 

towering new steel poles will undoubtedly have on the current scenic value of the area. 

 

The original draft of the Study actually included a proposal to re‐landscape around the 

poles to mitigate their impact on vistas, but then PG&E eliminated this proposal as 

“unfeasible.” 

 

The study acknowledges the presence of endangered fauna and flora in numerous spots 

along the proposed project, namely – the Santa Cruz long‐toed salamander, the white‐

tailed kite, the bald eagle, bats, the dusky‐footed woodrat, the Monterey spineflower, 

the Monterey pine, California oaks. 

 

Yet, the Study then alleges that it will successfully relocate and replant all affected 

species. 

 

Interestingly, in Chapter Five of its PEA, PG&E alleged that the shorter Southern 

Alignment was not a viable route because it had known Santa Cruz long‐toed 

salamander breeding pools.   

 

If the Northern Alignment has the Santa Cruz long‐toed salamander living along its 

stretch as well, in wet, creek areas – then this area is also, similarly to the Southern 

Alignment, not a viable option. 

 

Thirdly, PG&E stated in its Draft IS/MND that it is not required to share any findings 

from its PEA about alternative routes for the reinforcement project. 

 

However, having read Chapter Five of PG&E’s PEA, we find, again, numerous 

inconsistencies, contradictions, and inaccuracies. 

 

One of the gravest contradictions is the argument that an endangered species like the 

Santa Cruz long‐toed salamander can be successful relocated and protected amidst 

gross construction related displacements along the Northern Alignment route, but the 

salamander cannot be protected in similar circumstances along the Southern route. 

 

Another contradiction is the statement that along the Southern Alignment route, there 

would be extensive tree removal.  There is also extensive tree removal along the 

Northern Alignment route. 
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PG&E also cites the fact that the Southern Alignment disturbs the federally endangered 

robust spineflower, and this makes the route unviable.  Alternatively, how is it more 

acceptable for PG&E to make claims that a threatened plant like the Monterey 

spineflower, which occurs along the Northern alignment, is better to disturb? 

 

PG&E also cites the fact that the Southern Alignment line would pass across Aptos 

High School’s baseball and football fields, and that the school is a “sensitive receptor.”  

However, the line already exists there.  So, apparently when it was originally built, the 

school was not a “sensitive receptor?”  The Northern Alignment passes next to Bradley 

Elementary on Corralitos Road. 

 

PG&E’s PEA also cites scenic vistas along the Southern Alignment route that would be 

impacted.  Clearly, there are also significant vistas along the Northern Alignment route, 

but PG&E has worked very hard to discredit in misleading and inaccurate ways the 

actual scenic values of the vistas along the Northern Alignment route. 

 

Given all of these contradictions, we urge you to reconsider PG&E’s PEA, which is 

undoubtedly heavily biased by local interests. 

 

Again, we urge you to require a full and complete Environmental Impact Report that 

addresses all alternative routes and undergrounding of utilities. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Gregory Ross Audino 

Nina Genkin Audino 
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Susanne Heim

From: James Kerr
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 2:06 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: Lisa Orsaba
Subject: Draft ISMND

Hello Ms. Treis and Ms. Orsaba, 
 
Per the ISMND, there are approximately 766 residences located in and within 600 feet of the project corridor, and 172 
are in and within the Cox‐Freedom Segment. 
 
Did those 766 constitute the mailing list for the Notices of Intent that were mailed to "Current Resident or Landowner," 
or was a different criteria used? 
 
May I have a copy of the mailing list, preferably with the breakdowns by Landscape Units per Table 3.1‐1? I'm most 
interested in the Cox‐Freedom Segment, where I live. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Jim Kerr 
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James M. Kerr 
2125 Cox Road 
Aptos, CA 95003 
 
December 6, 2013 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, #740 
San Francisco, California 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
Santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com    
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba, 
 
I have lived in Aptos, Santa Cruz County, California, for more than fifty years. The Santa Cruz 
115 kV Reinforcement Project, as proposed, will significantly and forever alter the beauty of this 
natural landscape – and adversely impact the residents, environment, aesthetics and habitats – of 
not only the local neighborhoods, but of the entire community. The project is entirely 
inconsistent with the values of most who have chosen Santa Cruz County, and particularly rural 
Santa Cruz County, as their home. It is inconsistent with the Santa Cruz County General Plan to 
“guide future growth and development in a manner consistent with the goals and quality of life 
desired by Santa Cruz County citizens. 
 
The Mitigated Negative Declaration is inaccurate, incomplete and contains multiple factual 
errors. For example, nearly one-third of the data in Table 3.16-2 (Public Access Roadways in the 
Project Corridor with Available LOS and ADT Volume) is inconsistent with the apparent cited 
source of the data (Santa Cruz County Public Works. 2009. Maintained Road Data.). Any reader 
would see these inconsistencies, and anyone applying only common sense, or who had simply 
visited these roadways, would realize that there are mistakes. Again, one can only wonder how 
much of the other data is also inaccurate. 
 
The project has been fraught with procedural mistakes, from the initial oversight with the 
Declaration of Mailing that required a Supplemental Mailing, to the discovery that the project 
website had not been updated for a year, to the recent mishap which delayed publishing the 
IS/MND itself. I do not suggest that any of the missteps were in any way malicious; however, I 
again must ask what other important steps were missed?  
 
I understand that pursuant to Sections 21080 and 21082.2, “public controversy over the possible 
environmental effects of a project is not sufficient reason to require an EIR ‘if there is no 
substantial evidence in light of the whole record before the lead agency that the project may have 
a significant effect on the environment,’" and “...substantial evidence includes ‘facts, reasonable 
assumptions predicated upon facts, and expert opinion supported by facts.’"  
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In this community, there certainly is controversy, as evidenced by the overwhelming community 
opposition to the project. Approximately 300 community members have attended neighborhood 
meetings in the past 30 days – virtually all oppose the proposed project. Granted, we, as 
laypersons, cannot offer “expert opinions” in the analysis of the technical data in the MND. 
However, we are eminently qualified to comment on the aesthetic impact of the project, 
particularly 89- to 98-foot poles replacing ±39-foot poles, which the MND describes as an 
“...incremental change, that is a minor change....” That increment is 228% to 251%, vertically. If 
the same increment were applied horizontally to my two-lane rural road, the result would be a 
divided four-lane thoroughfare. The MND further suggests that, because the new circuit lies 
mostly within an existing utility easement, the inference is that this only an upgrade. In fact, this 
is an entirely new alignment for a 115 kV circuit, where one did not exist before. 
 
The aesthetic impacts of this project are being assessed by a community that has already self-
determined to live here because of the aesthetic; but any ordinary, reasonable person, anywhere, 
would agree that these massive poles are completely out of character in any rural residential 
neighborhood. Evidently (following three requests for information from PG&E staff), there are 
no other poles of this size in all of Santa Cruz County, at least winding through neighborhoods. 
An attempt to mitigate the visual impact of a 98-foot TSP by utilizing corten steel is gratuitous at 
best. 
 
I do not believe the visual impacts of the proposed project can be mitigated, nor can they be 
judged or decided by others to be duly mitigated. In the final analysis, only those who view these 
structures while passing through or visiting the neighborhoods can do so. Even with mitigation, 
the resulting impacts of the project are unfairly and unreasonably placed on a few, ignoring 
community values and altering the character of our rural neighborhoods forever. 
 
Santa Cruz County is arguably one of the most unique, bountiful, and beautiful places on earth. It 
is unimaginable that the CPUC would not exhaust every avenue to ensure that one of 
California’s natural treasures is not irreversibly damaged. 
 
Therefore, I request that the California Public Utilities Commission order a full 
Environmental Impact report on the proposed project, to include the assessment of all 
feasible alternatives for this project, including all other routes and undergrounding. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
James M. Kerr 
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      Jeffrey Randolph
P.O. Box 1145             Attorney at Law     Phone: (831) 222-3626
Aptos, CA  95001        FAX:     (831) 222-3626

November 25, 2013

Lisa Orsaba-Energy Division
California Public Utilities Commission
505 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA  94102

Dear Ms. Orsaba:

I am writing regarding PG&E's planned 115 KeV reinforcement project in Santa Cruz County.  I am a 
resident of the community in which this project is planned, living within approximately 300 feet of the 
proposed power lines, at the corner of Hames and Pleasant Valley Roads, in Corralitos.  I have lived here 
since I was a small child...for almost the past 40 years.  Despite owning our home this close to the 
proposed project, and having lived here this long, I only heard of this project LAST WEEK for the first 
time!  In addition, 4 other homes in our neighborhood are owned and occupied by my siblings, my 
grandmother, and my parents, and none of them had heard of the project prior to this past week either.  
Clearly, PG&E has not done an adequate job of publicizing this ridiculous project, that has apparently 
been in the works for over two years!  

I call this project ridiculous, after having reviewed several hundred pages of documents, maps, 
photographs, applications, questions, answers, and the like.  I’ve read and reviewed PG&E’s responses to 
the CPUC’s inquiries, I’ve looked at the proposed locations of the new poles, and seen PG&E’s 
“mockups” of what the project will look like.  I’ve reviewed the “independent” report concerning the 
environmental factors, put together by the company hired by PG&E, in an effort to avoid an 
Environmental Impact Report.

Our neighborhood is more than a habitat for long-toed salamanders and wood rats, though those animals 
live here because of the kind of place this is--unspoiled.  The name of the road I live on is “Pleasant 
Valley Road.”  It’s aptly named.  It’s a road that’s used not only by the residents of our street.  It’s a 
destination, because of it’s character.  We have at least 4 working horse farms on the street that are open 
for lessons.  There are at least 3 wineries open for wine tasting.  There are several olive orchards amongst 
the numerous apple orchards.  Within several hundred feet of the proposed new 100 foot tall steel electric 
towers is a beautiful italian tiled Monastery located amongst the apple trees, where dozens of people 
come each morning to worship in the chapel, and listen to the otherwise silent nuns sing.  People walk 
and run along our road every morning and every evening, enjoying nature and getting their excercise.  
Every weekend, dozens of bicyclists ride along our roads, because of the natural beauty of our rolling 
hills, orchards, and fields.  It is within this setting that PG&E proposes to install 100 foot tall steel towers, 
4 feet wide at the base, on concrete foundations, with numerous (additional) high-tension wires atop them, 
installing them using helicopters that will, over the course of more than a year, subject our area to hours 
upon hours of 80-120 db noise, and dust.  And those are just the temporary issues.  

The visual impacts of our neighborhood, and pastoral, country neighborhoods stretching for almost 9 
miles in either direction, will be permanently scarred with the appearance of these towers.  PG&E has not 
responded to the majority of residents in our area, as the company has not properly notified the majority 
of residents.  If 4 residential families living within several hundred feet of a major intersection (and, 
incidentally, across the street from two of the three proposed helicopter landing zones, as well) were not 
notified of this project, it stands to reason that a large majority of other residents are not properly notified 
either.
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I have seen large signs posted at VERY small projects, such as small granny-units and new home 
constructions, notifying the public of their right to appear at public hearings prior to such small 
developments.  No such signs were posted along the route in this case, such as on Power poles along the 
route.  No individually-addressed letters have been mailed to PG&E customers notifying them of this 
project.  It is NOT adequate to send “to the resident” mailings that are commonly tossed in the mail, and 
to publish “to the public” type notices in the newspaper, when such a large project will affect people’s 
lives in such a large way.  Especially when PG&E proposes to construct this project without an 
Environmental Impact Report!

In closing--  PG&E has proposed to cut down between 100 and 150 trees, including, among others, 
willow trees and redwood trees.  Willow trees, in particular, ONLY grow in wetland and riparian zones.  
While PG&E may state that they do not plan to work in riparian zones, the fact that they state that they 
plan to cut willow trees should be a red flag that in fact this is not the case.  And the fact that they plan to 
cut over 100 trees in our peaceful area, not to mention all the noise and dust, should be reason enough to 
force PG&E to conduct a full EIR. 

While I note that you have asked PG&E about noise from helicopters, PG&E stated in their response to 
your request for information #1, that helicopters would make approximately 120db of noise at 50 feet, and 
that homes within 490 feet of TSP foundation installation locations would be subjected to 8 hour average 
noise levels in excess of 80db.  As the OSHA maximum noise level for 8 hours is 85db, and PG&E does 
not specify a) how far in excess of 80db the noise will be (only that it will be somewhere in excess of 
80db and less than 120db) or b) the noise level for any particular home at any particular distance, this 
clearly is not an adequate answer on the part of PG&E.  Subjecting homes to noise at these levels for 
hours a day, for who knows how many days over who knows how many months, is clearly not an option. 

PG&E has clearly attempted to skate by with the cheapest, though least palatable option for our 
community.  Please do not allow this to proceed without further study of the alternatives, via a full 
Environmental Impact Report.  I understand that PG&E has identified at least 4 or 5 others.

Finally, I do have concern on whether PG&E has been asked whether they are building this system to 
accommodate a higher voltage than the stated 115kV system that’s in their application.  While I realize 
that’s what they’re putting on the face of this, I have little doubt that they are likely constructing the 
system to accommodate a much higher voltage than that for the future..and that once constructed, all it 
will take is a simple flip of a switch at their substation, to significantly up the voltage to double or triple 
the voltage carried by those lines (and thus the EMF pollution/radiation) without public comment/
knowledge at that point.  The public should be made aware of the level to which these lines are being 
engineered, to know what future plans and EMF radiation PG&E has in store.  If they do not have plans 
to up the voltage in the future “under the radar” of the public, they should have no issue answering that 
question now, regarding the level to which they are engineering this system, so the public is aware.

Sincerely,

Jeff Randolph
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Susanne Heim

From: Jeff West
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 12:44 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115Kv Project COMMENT

Ms Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities commission 
℅ Panorama Environmental, Inc 
1 Embarcadero Center, #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
December 05, 2013 
 
re: Santa Cruz 115v Project 
 
Greetings Ms Orsaba, 
 
I am writing in regards to the proposed Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E. 
As a resident of the Aptos community for 17 years, I have treasured this rural environment as a beautiful and peaceful place to raise my family.  I am 
concerned with the proposed plan details which will raise the height of power poles to 100 feet!  This will compromise the aesthetic of this rural 
environment!  Additionally I believe it will adversely affect the environment, the residents, wildlife habitats, and our community values. 
The published California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) document for Mitigted Negative Declaration is inaccurate, incomplete, and contains 
multiple factual errors. 
The proposed project is in direct violation of the Santa Cruz County General Plan and I believe this project will have a significant, permanent, 
 negative impact on the Day Valley Area. 
 
I demand that an Environmental Impact Report be completed in full; one that is unprejudiced, scientific, and complete, and that addresses all feasible 
alternatives including undergrounding and other routes, to be completed before any further approval of this project.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jeffery West 
 
283 Pine Forest Dr 
Aptos, CA 95003-9792 
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Susanne Heim

From: Jillian Matejcek
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 8:09 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: PGE Power Line Project, Freedom Blvd

From a family living on Freedom Blvd x Valencia, I could not be more opposed to this project.  It is easy to 
brush off community residents with big-wig talk about how there is no effect on people and property values etc 
etc.  I already have some huge transformer sight one house away from me and a few months ago it was on fire 
or something - my home was jeopardized!  I am not interested what so ever in having big power poles put up on 
my street.  I have no tolerance for the traffic, with Aptos High school alone it is already horrendous and 
prevents me from being able to get out of my drive way.  We all have the power we need.  
 
Whatever happened to underground power?????  Now we need all these big, ugly, buzzing and unhealthy power 
units all over our streets and in front of our homes.  
 
What type of environmental reports are being performed here?  Why are we only concerned about little animals 
and such and not potential effects on humans??  What about our views?? What about our property 
values??  What about potential harm to our bodies and children??   
 
I am 100% opposed to this project and will fight it to the fullest of my ability, and will also be informing all of 
my neighbors and gaining their support against it.  It seems as though residents are informed of intent, but it's 
simply because we have to be and the intent to go through with the project is always the core motive regardless 
of what 'we the people' think.  
 
Sincerely, 
Jillian Matejcek  
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1

Susanne Heim

From: kathie stark
Sent: Sunday, November 10, 2013 9:45 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: PG&E Project

We are very opposed to the 100 ft poles that are due to be erected on Freedom  Blvd and McDonald.  There is 
no reason that these poles and their unsightly wires cannot be placed underground.  How do we sign a petition 
to keep this from happening.  
 
 
Thank you,  
  
Kathie L. Stark 
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Kelly Kerr 
 

7555 Sunset Way, Apt 14 
 

Aptos, CA 95003 
 
 

12/5/13 
 
 

Lisa Orsaba 

California Public Utilities Commission 

c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, #740 

San Francisco, California 94111 

FAX: (650) 373-1211 

Santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com    
 

 
Dear Ms. Orsaba, 
 

I live in Santa Cruz County, California, where the Santa Cruz 115 kV 
Reinforcement Project is proposed.  I am concerned that PG&E’s proposed project 
will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of my community.  I 
grew up in the tranquil, rural countryside of Aptos on Cox Road.  There are a 
number of residents in these neighborhoods who have lived here for a very long 
time.  We have forests of redwood and oaks, warm sunny hillsides and valleys for 
orchards, vineyards, nurseries and livestock.  Within this area there is a diversity 
of ecosystems allowing for so many species of birds, coyotes, deer, bobcats, 
cougars and more.  I am so grateful that I was raised in such a beautiful 
environment surrounded by nature.  Now as a professional Concierge at the 
Seascape Beach Resort, a 4-Diamond Resort in Aptos, I get to share my insight 
with countless visitors to the area.  People who have travelled from all over the 
country and internationally have chosen to visit our town and to experience the 
natural beauty the area has to offer.  I recommend the area to those looking to road 
bike, walk or run.  The Corralitos area offers a bountiful wine-growing region, and 
many travelers take the scenic drive down Corralitos road to experience the 
Corralitos Wine Trail.  Everyday, I get to share my first-hand knowledge of the 
area with travelers so they may come to experience the natural beauty of our 
environment as I have. 
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I believe that the proposed project will contribute to the further urbanization and 
degradation of the natural beauty of this neighborhood.  This project adversely 
affects the residents, environment, aesthetics, habitats, and community values of 
the area.  
 
In reading through your Draft Initial Study / Mitigated Negative Declaration, I am 
shocked and dismayed at the lack of serious concern about how our environment 
will be affected by this proposed project.  A FULL ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT REPORT is called for, absolutely.  The Draft Initial Study seems to me 
to take a cavalier attitude:  “Based on the analysis in the IS, it has been determined 
that all project-related environmental impacts could be reduced to a less than 
significant level with the incorporation of feasible mitigation measures.”  Really?! 
  

“No evidence that implementing the proposed project would have any adverse 
affects on people.”  Nothing I have read in the reports mentions the considerable 
use of these areas for recreation and exercise, by residents and also by many non-
residents who travel from other parts to use these lovely quiet “back roads” for 
scenic drives to the local wineries, for bicycling, jogging, walking, and hiking. 
This project will adversely affect everyone! 

  

I believe there are alternatives to the proposed locations of these massive poles 
and high voltage lines.  Has PG&E considered other routes? Shouldn’t the 
residents be informed why our area is being targeted, especially the section of 
Cox, Day Valley, and McDonald Roads and Freedom Blvd, which do not have 
already existing 115-kV power lines? 

  

I have other concerns; the permanent negative change in the neighborhood 
aesthetics, the impact on community values and safety. We need a FULL 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT!  PG&E should PROVE its claims 
that mitigation will reduce impact to insignificance.  And, yes, aesthetics do 
matter. 

  

Sincerely, 

 

Kelly Kerr 
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Susanne Heim

From: Kristen Totah
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 10:10 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement project by PG & E

 
 Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc 
1 Emabarcadero Center, #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
Ms. Orsaba, 
 
I am writing to you in reference to the Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project.  Our family has lived on Pleasant Valley 
road in for 43 years.  We chose this location for it's rural surroundings, wildlife, and country charm. Yes, we do have 
occasional power outages, but it is just a minor inconvenience that we are willing to endure in exchange for maintaining 
our surroundings and habitat.  We don't even have cell service- and it is GREAT!  We do NOT want to see the upgraded 
poles anywhere near our beautiful surroundings for several reasons.  
 
First, these poles are a visual atrocity, that belong along a major stretch of highway (if at all).  Why are underground lines 
not considered in these circumstances?  
 
Second, the size of these poles is ridiculous.  5' in diameter? 100' high?  Where are they going to go?  whose property are 
they going to encroach on? Our roads are already narrow, and it limits all possibility of future roadwork, bike lanes, and 
expansion. There are hundreds of cyclists that ride our roads every day- they are already riding without adequate bike 
lanes. If the poles are not encroaching on the roadways and shoulders, then they much be encroaching on private land, or 
resulting in considerable loss to the natural foliage. As I drove home today I surveyed the route from Highway 1 to 
Corralitos road- and there is not a single instance where these poles would not seriously detract and encroach on the 
wildlife and terrain.  The proposal says that 104 trees are to be removed....which trees?  These are the natural habitat to 
numerous species...where is the full environmental impact report? We demand that one be procured.  
 
In Maui, where I frequently work, a similar upgrade was 'passed' without any environmental impact report or public 
review.  They just added another row of these ridiculously sized poles next to the existing power poles...so they didn't 
'replace' the existing poles- they just added more- it is awful looking- in some areas 3 rows of power poles, each 
progressively larger than the previous, and it completely mars the landscape and changes the feel of the area.  We do not 
want a similar situation here in Aptos/Corralitos.  Our rural lifestyle works just fine as it is, thank you very much.  
 
I hope you consider our community as a complete ecosystem, with homeowners who genuinely care about maintaining 
the integrity of our environment and not just another roadway on a planning grid slated for an upgrade. This is a special 
place, and we don't want it to be ruined! 
 

Kristen Totah 
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Susanne Heim

From: Lawrence Lane
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 3:10 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: comment on Rob Roy Project

  
Re: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project. 
  
  
Lisa Orsaba, 
  
A full environmental impact report is most needed before PG & E does anything pole related to 
the proposed installation. 
  
Permit me to elaborate: 
  
1. The community aesthetics will be greatly impacted. 
2. Any new installation should be underground no matter what the location. 
3. The safety issues are numerous.  Narrow roads; no shoulders; kids walking to the school bus, 
and walking home after drop-off are already impacting the narrow space available.  Monster 
poles will further impact the situation. 
4. The Corralitos Road and adjacent environs are a scenic corridor. 
5. If PG & E cannot (or are not willing) to provide natural gas to many of the residential areas 
in the proposed pole areas, how is it that they propose this expensive project?   
6. A natural monopoly is permitted in that it is believed that it is less expensive for the 
consumers, this will impact the bills for years to come.  The constant call for rate increases is 
crazy! 
7. Alternate routes must be considered---remember, the greatest good for the greatest number! 
  
Thank You for reading this letter, and thinking about its content in advance. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
  
Lawrence T. Lane 
Aptos, CA 
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Susanne Heim

From: Logan Tschantz
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 12:21 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Attn: Ms Orsaba - Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 

Dear Ms. Orsaba, 

 I am writing to express my concerns regarding the Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project proposed 
by PG&E running along the Freedom Blvd. area.  I grew up in the rural Aptos area near Freedom Blvd. where I 
spent the first 18 years of my life and feel in love with the untainted aesthetics Aptos has to offer.  I am 
concerned to learn of the new proposed PG&E project to install new electrical risers in the area.  I was 
further concerned to learn that no in depth environmental impact report has been executed.  I am fully aware 
that new improved infrastrustre is required to maintain our way of life but i feel that certain environmental 
issues has been overlooked.  I urge you to consider doing this project the "right" way and furthermore urge you 
to consider the neighborhood concerns so that a middle ground may be reached.  Thank you. 
 
Best regards, 
Logan Tschantz 
7555 Sunset Way #14 
Aptos, CA 95003   
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Susanne Heim

From: Madelene C
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 9:30 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: comment on santa cruz 115kv project

Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 
As someone who appreciates the beauty of the Day Valley area, I am opposed to the proposed PGE 115kv 
project.  The proposed project is in direct violation of the Santa Cruz County General Plan and it is my belief 
this project will have a significant permanent effect on the Day Valley area environment. 
 
I believe it is imperative to require a full and complete Environmental Impact Report before this project is 
considered.  I request my concerns be entered into the permanent record. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Madelene Coke 
125 Day Valley Lane 
Aptos, CA  95003 
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Susanne Heim

From: Mark Swindell
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:20 PM
To: Santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: 115kV Reinforcement Project -- Aptos California

Mark Swindell 
130 Casa Linda Lane, 
Aptos, CA 95003 
 
December 4, 2013 
 
Lisa Orsaba  
California Public Utilities Commission  
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.  
1 Embarcadero Center, #740  
San Francisco, California 94111  
 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba,  
 
I am a 22 year resident of the unicorporated Aptos/Corralitos area where the proposed 115kV Reinforcement Project is 
slated to by constructed.  I am appalled that such a project is even being considered for  our neighborhood.  The 
negative aethetic and environmental impact will lower home values and decrease the quality of life upon each direction 
of my family's daily commute down McDonald Road, to and from home.  There is no way this project should be allowed 
to be built without a thorough, unbiased environmental impact report.  PG&E should not be allowed to railroad such a 
money‐saving operation for themselves through our neighborhoods.  There must be other viable options, the most 
environmentally and aesthetically friendly would be underground.   
 
I respectfully request that the California Public Utilies Commission immediately order an unbiased study to find 
alternatives to this ill‐advised project. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Mark Swindell 
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Susanne Heim

From: mtbarker@gmail.com on behalf of Mason T Barker
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 8:41 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project - Cox-Freedom Segment

Dear Ms. Orsaba,  
 
I am writing to express my concerns about the above referenced project of which I have recently become 
aware.  
 
Having lived at 315 McDonald Rd. for many years, I have been privileged to witness many of the reasons that 
this community has become one of the most desirable in the area. A sense of rural quiet and a respectful 
connection with nature is what draws people here. The aesthetics of the dense oak forests and golden, open 
fields lend a sense of calm that I believe has fostered admirable community values including community 
service, healthy outdoor activity and fruit and vegetable gardening. 
 
The proposed 80-110 foot poles in this project threaten to irrevocably impact these values in a large way. This is 
not a matter of property values, but rather of community values- ones that I believe stand as a model for other 
communities across Santa Cruz County and beyond.  
 
We as a society should be working to spread these values to those in other communities who desperately need 
them. The encroachment of this project on the natural environment that is the very seed of these values will only 
serve to dull the impact we may have on others.  
 
I invite you to stop by our place at your convenience. Come taste our fresh organic produce, or enjoy a bike ride 
in the woods with us. I think you will enjoy it and come away with a renewed understanding of why these 
values are so important to the future of our society.  
 
I urge you to please take the time to complete a full environmental impact report and seriously consider all 
possibly alternatives to this project.  
 
Respectfully,  
 
 
Mason T Barker  
831-247-4372 
mason@masonTbarker.com  
Portfolio: mtbarker.wix.com/lightingdesign 
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Susanne Heim

From: Monica Meyer
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 3:46 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project

Dear Ms. Orsaba,  
 
I live in Aptos in Santa Cruz County, California, where the Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project is 
proposed.  
 
I am concerned that PG&E’s proposed project will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of my 
community. I chose to live in a rural environment and believe that the proposed project will contribute to the 
further urbanization of my neighborhood.  
 
This project adversely affects the residents, environment, aesthetics, habitats, and community values of the area. 
The determination that a mitigated negative declaration was the appropriate CEQA document, based in part on 
the PEA, allowed this proposed project to sidestep a full Environment Impact Report.  
 
I disagree with the Draft IS/MND, which concludes, “that the proposed project would not have a 
significant effect on the environment.” Therefore, I request that the California Public Utilities 
Commission order an unprejudiced, scientific, official Environmental Impact Review to include the 
assessment of all feasible alternatives for this project, including all other routes and undergrounding.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
-Monica Meyer 
31 Oak Tree Lane 
Aptos CA 95003 
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Susanne Heim

From: Patricia Fischer
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 3:21 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: proposed project on Pleasant Valley Road Aptos, CA

Lisa Orsaba, 
    I am writing to express my disapproval of the proposed power lines and helipad on Pleasant Valley Road, Aptos, 
California. The size, shape and placement of the towers would destroy the natural beauty and skyline of this valley. 
The environmental impact of these huge towers would be devastating to our ecosystem and property values.  
The noise and carbon emissions from the helipad would echo down this valley like a war zone. Whoever designed 
this project has no consideration for the residents of Pleasant Valley and the land involved. They obviously don't 
live here and probably have never been here to see the damage that would be done. There have been no open 
forums or public discussions in this matter.  
   I have lived on Pleasant Valley Road in Aptos, California since 1964. It is heartbreaking to imagine the destruction 
this project would cause to such a beautiful and unique bio system. 
   I VEHEMENTLY OPPOSE THIS PROJECT!! 
      
              Elizabeth A. Fischer 
                     Dec. 6, 2013 
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Susanne Heim

From: Rex Boyes
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 3:05 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E

Lisa Orsaba 
 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 
This is in response to the proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E. I am concerned 
this project will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of my rural community. This project 
adversely affects all Day Valley area residents, a beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, 
wildlife habitats, and our community values. The published California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
document for Mitigated Negative Declaration is inaccurate, incomplete and contains multiple factual 
errors. The proposed project is in direct violation of the Santa Cruz County General Plan and it is my 
belief this project will have a significant permanent negative effect on the Day Valley area environment. 
There are many serious issues that have not been adequately addressed: 
• overall neighborhood aesthetics 
 
• significant and permanent effect on our rural residential environment 
 
• large scale tree removal that may include heritage trees 
 
• disruption to the native habitat and wildlife 
 
• traffic and transportation impact 
 
• noise, air and water pollution 
 
• geologic and soils disruption 
 
• safety concerns for pedestrians, school students, bicyclists and automobiles on this rural residential 
roadway 
 
• hazards to residents while the project is being executed and permanent hazards to the neighborhood 
upon completion 
 
• disruption of recreation in the neighborhood 
 
• permanent negative impact on our rural neighborhood and community values 
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I demand an unprejudiced, scientific, full and complete Environmental Impact Report that addresses all 
feasible alternatives including all other routes and undergrounding of 
utilities. I request my concerns be entered into the permanent record. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Rex Boyes 
2100 Cox Rd. 
Aptos, CA 95003 
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Susanne Heim

From: Robin West
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 1:04 PM
To: Lisa Orsaba
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project

Please consider having an EIR on this project. PGE should not be allowed to proceed without one. This project can have a 
detrimental impact on this area. It could hamper any road widening in the future. It is inconsistent with Santa Cruz 
County General Plan. No alternative construction such as underground utilities were considered. The history of PGE 
shows that often them move in prior to understanding the environment and the local citizens then have to pay for PGE's 
mistakes. 
 
This project must have an EIR. 
 
Robin West 
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Susanne Heim

From: Seth Cohen
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 4:06 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: kimberly@quonundrums.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project

Lisa Orsaba 
CPUC c/o Panorama 
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba, 
 

 We are residents and small business owners in Santa Cruz County, California who live in the vicinity of the 
proposed Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project.  We are aware that the area population has grown and 
demand on the electrical system’s capacity and reliability needs to be upgraded.  We are in favor of projects that 
provide a reliable power infrastructure to our area and county. 

 
However, we are concerned about PG&E’s proposed project for a couple of reasons: 

 First, this project travels a rural area known for its landscape.  The proposed designs do not take any aesthetics 
into consideration, but rather install industrial poles of close to 100 feet throughout the countryside, which does 
not match with the natural geography at all.   While the current wooden poles are not particularly pretty, 
increasing their height by double in some cases, and increasing the number will further add to the blight of lines 
in the area.  This needs to be addressed to bring the development plan more in‐line with the community it is 
being built across. 

 We operate a business from our property in Day Valley.  The noise from helicopters and other machinery 
operating between 7am to 5pm 6 days a week will have a significant impact on our ability to conduct work in a 
normal manner and our ability to have peaceful enjoyment of our property. We can attest to this as people who 
run a business from home in the area, and have lived next to a home under construction for the past year.  The 
notion that flying helicopters throughout this valley will have less than significant impact is laughable.   
 

The determination that a mitigated negative declaration was the appropriate CEQA document, based in part of the PEA, 
allowed this proposed project to sidestep a full Environmental Impact report.  We disagree with the Draft IS/MND, 
which concludes that the proposed project would not have a significant effect on the environment.  
 
Please add our voices to those who have previously objected to this project moving forward without additional review. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Kimberly G Horning 
Philip Seth Cohen 
260 Ranchitos del Sol 
Aptos, CA 95003 
831.566.4618 
kimberly@quonundrums.com 
seth@quonundrums.com 
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Rita Wilke

From: Susanne Heim <susanne.heim@panoramaenv.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 8:59 AM
To: Rita Wilke
Subject: Fwd: Comments

Please save the email to the server 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sharon Lucchesi <sharonlucchesi@yahoo.com> 
Date: November 7, 2013 at 7:23:49 AM PST 
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" 
<santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>, "zach.friend@co.santa-cruz.ca.us" 
<zach.friend@co.santa-cruz.ca.us> 
Subject: Comments 
Reply-To: Sharon Lucchesi <sharonlucchesi@yahoo.com> 

I, Sharon A. Lucchesi, R.N. and 27 year resident of the Day Valley Cox 
Rd. area, and shocked and saddened by the attempts of PG&E to destroy 
my home with the SC115kv project.  Shame on you PG&E.  Here are just 
some of my concerns: 
 
No EIR  
No seismic evaluation 
No geographical evaluation 
 
Esthetics, when I look out my window now, instead of seeing a pristine 
valley and tree view I will see ugly Godzilla like poles and numerous 
wires...you are taking away my right to enjoy my land and my valley. 
 
EMF's...we are all biochemical beings...EMF's ARE a danger to our 
health, SOME people become very ill, and for some it is a "slow kill" 
process.   
 
Were options for more non-populated areas explored?  I didn't hear 
anything about that. 
 
Eminent domain, just another word for " we're going to take your land and 
there is nothing you can do about it because we are a huge corporation 
with deep pockets and you are out of luck"...20 ft?  30 ft...even 10 ft would 
make a huge impact on my lifestyle... 
 
Our valley is historical, quiet.  We live here because we enjoy TREES, and 
VIEWS, and rural settings, this project would DESTROY our reasons for 
living here AND decrease the value of our land/homes. 
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15 months?  No doubt more than that...helicopters flying overhead, traffic 
interruptions on an already busy country roadway.  The ability to work any 
day PG&E desires... 
 
The meeting was really very frustrating, the moderators were there only to 
offer their impression of the project and what it will look like.  When a 
question was asked, we were referred to the 500 page study.  The photo 
examples were of little use, they did not show tree removal ( atrocious ), 
not did it show the giant metal monstrosity that will be placed smack dab 
at the end on Cox Rd. on Day Valley... 
 
I am hoping with all my might, that someone, somewhere, will take these 
comments into deep consideration...My hope is that PG&E will find an 
alternative way to obtain their goal without negatively impacting so many 
good citizens of Day Valley/Cox Rd... 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Sharon A. Lucchesi 
1805 Leslie Lane 
Aptos, CA. 95003 
 
cc: Zach Friend, Second District Supervisor 
       KION News 
       Santa Cruz Sentinel 
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Susanne Heim

From: Sid Chandra
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 3:46 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: Sid Chandra
Subject: Protest the project

Dear PUC 
I oppose this project because: 
a) incomplete EIR and determination of endangered species impact 
b) 115kv lines should be erected alongside Hwy 152 and not a residential road like freedom blvd 
c) childrens school on freedom blvd will be impacted during construction 
d) any structure taller than 2 stories scares the birds away and may cause disruption to red tail hawk that lives 
along woods on freedom blvd. see eco construction guidelines for minimal bird habitat disruption refer to 
building guidelines at ecoresorts.net for more info. 

Please contact me for information regarding the above as ecoresorts network ihas been assisting with bird and 
animal preservation for the development of environmentally conscious organizations and can assist PG&E  

Sid Chandra 
CEO 
EcoResorts Network 
650 Day Valley Rd. 
APTOS  
CA 95001 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 
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Susanne Heim

From: Susan Kerr
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 10:28 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: feedback

Lisa Orsaba, 
 
I am writing regarding PG&E's planned reinforcement project in the southern part of Santa 
Cruz County, from the Green Valley substation to the Rob Roy substation.   
 
Living in Santa Cruz while working in Watsonville, I occasionally take the scenic backroads 
to work rather than traveling on Highway 1.  I have family living in the rural area off of 
Freedom Boulevard, so I have opportunities to visit them at their home on their narrow 
country road in a pastoral setting that will be forever changed if this project is to proceed. 
 
Erecting approximately nine miles of eighty- to one hundred-foot poles from Green Valley to 
Aptos High School will visually impact an otherwise tranquil rolling countryside that 
traverses forests, agricultural valleys and pasture lands.  What are currently rural parcels 
of land would be negatively changed with the addition of huge towers comparable in height 
to multistory high rise buildings dotting the otherwise serene countryside. 
 
The habitats in this area are many and diverse with plentiful flora and fauna likely to be 
adversely impacted with such an interruption to their environment.  The potential affects 
have yet to be explored without the California Public Utilities Commission ordering an 
official Environmental Impact Report in which all alternatives to this project, including 
undergrounding, be considered. 
 
Please assure me that a full EIR will be ordered before this project proceeds. 
 
Susan Kerr 
353 Berkeley Way 
Santa Cruz, CA 95062 
kinderkerr@sbcglobal.net 
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Susanne Heim

From: Susan Murphy
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 4:22 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: ed murphy
Subject: Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E

Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
This email is in response to the proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am a resident 
of Cox Road and an elementary school educator in the Pajaro Valley Unified School District serving the 
affected area.  I am concerned with effects from this proposed project on our rural community and on the safety 
of children in the immediate neighborhood.   
 
Specifically, I am concerned about the degradation of the rural values of the Cox Road area.  The three mile 
"loop" of Cox Road joined by Day Valley is valued by all of us for walking, running, and biking.  It is highly 
regarded by persons seeking a safe, uncongested, and serene alternative for exercise and reflection.  It is part of 
a regional bike riding and running network of rural roads that attracts visitors to our area.  The proposed project 
will have a permanent negative impact on those values.  The appearance of the poles, the cutting back and/or 
removal of trees and other vegetation, the noise and visual pollution all will impact the experience of resident 
and visiting walkers, runners, and riders.  Most of these persons have no voice in the current process. 
 
Secondly, I am concerned for the safety of children during construction.  The Day Valley bus route is served 
throughout the day by special ed, elementary, middle, and high school buses.  There is a bus stop at the Cox 
Road - Day Valley intersection that is notoriously unsafe.  There has been a child fatality at that spot.  Students 
walk up Cox to access their homes in the Brooktree and Calle del Sol areas.  The bus route continues down 
McDonald with multiple stops.  It seems certain that a project of this magnitude will add to the safety risks for 
these children. 
 
I understand that this project is in violation of the Santa Cruz County General Plan, and supporting documents 
for the project are incomplete and/or inaccurate.  It seems a full and complete EIR should be required before 
any decision is made.  All feasible alternatives (alternative routes, undergrounding of wires) should be 
considered.   
 
I REQUEST MY CONCERNS BE ENTERED INTO THE PUBLIC RECORDS. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Susan Murphy 
1411 Cox Road 
Aptos, CA  95003 
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Susanne Heim

From: Tricia Kerr
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 12:48 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project

December 4, 2013 
  
 Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, #740 
San Francisco, California 94111 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
  
Dear Ms. Orsaba, 
  
I am writing to express my concerns regarding the Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project proposed by 
PG&E.  I grew up in Aptos, attended Aptos High School, and have close family in one of the neighborhoods 
that would be affected if the proposed project goes through. This is a pristine area filled with abundant wildlife, 
thriving agriculture, and beautiful forests. I cannot imagine what this area would be like if this project went 
through. In fact, I have never seen a residential area transformed in the way that is proposed. 
  
In reading through your Draft Initial Study / Mitigated Negative Declaration, I am shocked and dismayed at the 
lack of serious concern about how the environment would be affected by this proposed project.  A FULL 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is called for, absolutely.  The Draft Initial Study seems to me to take 
a cavalier attitude:  “Based on the analysis in the IS, it has been determined that all project-related 
environmental impacts could be reduced to a less than significant level with the incorporation of feasible 
mitigation measures.”  Really?! 
  
“No evidence that implementing the proposed project would have any adverse affects on people.”  Nothing I 
have read in the reports mentions the considerable use of these areas for recreation and exercise, by residents 
and also by many non-residents who travel from other parts to use these lovely quiet “back roads” for scenic 
drives to the local wineries, for bicycling, jogging, walking, and hiking. This project will adversely affect 
everyone! 
  
I believe there are alternatives to the proposed locations of these massive poles and high voltage lines.  Has 
PG&E considered other routes? Shouldn’t the residents be informed about why the area is being targeted, 
especially the section of Cox, Day Valley, and McDonald Roads and Freedom Blvd, which do not have already 
existing 115-kV power lines? 
  
I have other concerns; the permanent negative change in the area’s aesthetics, the impact on community values 
and safety. We need a FULL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT!  PG&E should PROVE its claims 
that mitigation will reduce impact to insignificance.  And, yes, aesthetics do matter. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Tricia Kerr 
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1915 Rose Street 
Berkeley, CA 94709 
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Susanne Heim

From: waltspichtig@aol.com
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:54 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com; zach.friend@co.santa-cruz.ca.us
Subject: 115kv Reinforcement Project

Dear Ms. Orsaba,  
 
We are writing you in regard to the 115kv Reinforcement Project.  We have lived on Day Valley Rd in Aptos for 39 years 
and haven't had enough power interruptions to even consider that this proposed project is worth the removal of 150 trees, 
the proposed 100 X 4 foot steel poles and the change to the esthetics of the area.  Their proposal is 18 poles within 
approximately 1 1/2 to 2 mile distance between their existing line where it crosses Cox Rd., down Cox Rd to Day Valley 
Rd to McDonald, down McDonald to Freedom Blvd.  How can that be necessary? 
 
PG&E every year sends their line clearance contractor out to make sure there is enough clearance between the lines and 
trees.  The contractor, Davey Tree, comes on to our property and makes a mess of the trees.  They lie as to how much 
they are going to clear and then trim a 90 degree shelf or a V in the middle of the trees.  Over the years the radical 
trimming of some of the trees has caused them to die. 
 
If they are so concerned with the power outages caused by the trees, why don't they go underground with their 
lines?  Then there wouldn't be any interruption due to trees.   
   
Walt & Jan Spichtig 
1170 Day Valley Rd 
Aptos, Ca 
95003 
831-688-7510 
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Susanne Heim

From: Nancy Petersen
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 9:33 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project
Attachments: File0001.pdf

Ms Orsaba, 

 

Attached you will find a letter which articulates our concerns.  We DEMAND	A	FULL	ENVIRONMENT	
IMPACT	REPORT	be	completed	prior	to	the	initiation	of	any	work	is	done. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

John	and	Nancy	Petersen 

2200	Pleasant	Valley	Rd.	Aptos,	CA	95003 

831‐768‐8182 
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Name:

Address:

City:

Date:
Lisa Orsaba
California Public Utilities Commission
c/o Panorarna Environmental, Inc.
lEmbarcadero Center, Suite #740
San Francisco, CA 94111
FAX: (650) 373-r21r
santacruz 1 I 5 kvproj ectr'4lpanoramaen-v.com

Dear Lisa Orsaba,
This is in response to the proposed Santa Cruz 1 15 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E. I

am concerned this project will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of my rural
community. This project adversely affects residents, environment, neighborhood aesthetics,
wildlife habitats, and our community values. The published California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) document for Mitigated Negative Declaration is inaccurate, incomplete and
contains multiple factual errors. The proposed project is in direct violation of the Santa Cruz
County General Plan and it is my belief this project will have a significant permanent negative
effect on the Day Valley area environment. There are many serious issues that have not been
adequately addressed;

o over all neighborhood aesthetics
. significant and permanent effect on our rural residential environment
o large scale tree removal that may include heritage trees
o disruption to the native habitat and wildlife
o traffic and transportation impact
. noise, air and water pollution
o geologic and soils disruption
o safety concerns for pedestrians, school sfudents, bicyclists and automobiles on this rural

residential road way
o hazards to residents while the project is being executed and permanent hazards to the

neighborhood upon completion
o disruption of recreation in the neighborhood
. pennanent negative impact on our rural neighborhood and community values

I demand an unprejudiced, scientific, full and complete Environmental Impact Report that
addresses all feasible altenratives including all other routes and undergrounding of
utilities. I request my concerns be entered into the permanent record.

Sincerely,
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Susanne Heim

From: Carlin, Gerald F.
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 1:14 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz project

Lisa Orsaba 

California Public Utilities Commission 

c/o Panorama Environmental, 

Inc.1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740 San Francisco, CA  

Dear Ms. Orsaba,       

  This is in response to the proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&amp;E. I am concerned this project 
will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of the community where my in‐laws have lived for more than 
30 years. This project adversely affects all Day Valley area residents, a beautiful rural environment, neighborhood 
aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and our community values. The published California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
document for Mitigated Negative Declaration is inaccurate, incomplete and contains multiple factual errors. The 
proposed project is in direct violation of the Santa Cruz County General Plan and it is my belief this project will have a 
significant permanent negative effect on the Day Valley area environment. There are many serious issues that have not 
been adequately addressed: 

• overall neighborhood aesthetics 

• significant and permanent effect on our rural residential environment 

• large scale tree removal that may include heritage trees 

• disruption to the native habitat and wildlife 

• traffic and transportation impact 

• noise, air and water pollution  

• geologic and soils disruption 

• safety concerns for pedestrians, school students, bicyclists and automobiles on this rural/residential roadway 

• hazards to residents while the project is being executed and permanent hazards to the neighborhood upon completion 
• disruption of recreation in the neighborhood 

• permanent negative impact on our rural neighborhood and community values. 

 

F-287
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   I request an unprejudiced, scientific, full and complete Environmental Impact Report that addresses all feasible 
alternatives including all other routes and undergrounding of utilities. I request my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record. 

 

Sincerely, 

Gerald F Carlin 

1915 Rose St 

Berkeley CA.94709 
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Comments Received After the Draft IS Review 
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Susanne Heim

From: James Kerr
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 7:42 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project

Hello Lisa Orsaba. 
 
These were intended to be attached to my comments regarding the Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project. 
 
If it's possible to include them, I would appreciate it. 
 
Jim Kerr 
 
 
 
http://www.tpgonlinedaily.com/pges‐plan‐improvement‐sparks‐protest/ 
 
http://www.tpgonlinedaily.com/protest‐growing‐pge‐plan‐power‐poles/ 
 
http://www.santacruzsentinel.com/aptos/ci_24616863/massive‐pg‐e‐upgrade‐roils‐and‐rallies‐
neighbors?IADID=Search‐www.santacruzsentinel.com‐www.santacruzsentinel.com# 
 
http://santacruz.patch.com/groups/around‐town/p/time‐is‐ticking‐for‐aptos‐residents‐opposed‐to‐seven‐miles‐of‐
giant‐towers 
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FEDERAL AGENCY COMMENTS 
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: USDA NRCS Comments on scoping Santa Cruz 115kv project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 12:18 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Casale, Richard - NRCS, Capitola, CA >Richard.Casale@ca.usda.gov<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 12:14 PM
Subject: USDA NRCS Comments on scoping Santa Cruz 115kv project
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

See attached comments from Rich Casale with the United States Natural Resources Conservation Service 
regarding the Santa Cruz 115k-V project proposed by PG&E in Santa Cruz County. If you should have any 
questions please direct them to me at the address, e-mail and/or phone number below. Thanks for 
considering these comments in the development of the Draft EIR for the proposed project.

Sincerely,

USDA NATURAL RESOURCES 

             CONSERVATION SERVICE

Rich Casale

Rich Casale

Certified Erosion and Sediment Control Specialist #3

Page 1 of 2Panorama Environmental Mail - Fwd: USDA NRCS Comments on scoping Santa Cruz 1...

2/19/2014https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=735a0e1966&view=pt&search=inbox&th=144...
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District Conservationist

USDA-NRCS

820 Bay Ave, Suite 128

Capitola, CA 95010

831-475-1967

831-475-3215 fax

Richard.casale@ca.usda.gov

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely for the intended recipients. 
Any unauthorized interception of this message or the use or disclosure of the information it contains may 
violate the law and subject the violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have received this 
message in error, please notify the sender and delete the email immediately. 

PG&E Reinforcement Project comment letter 2_17_14.doc
93K 

Page 2 of 2Panorama Environmental Mail - Fwd: USDA NRCS Comments on scoping Santa Cruz 1...

2/19/2014https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=735a0e1966&view=pt&search=inbox&th=144...
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Natural Resources Conservation Service                                                                                                      Telephone (831) 475-1967 
Capitola Local Partnership                                                                                                                              Fax           (831) 475-3215 
820 Bay Avenue, Suite 128 
Capitola, CA 95010-2165 HELPING PEOPLE HELP THE LAND 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

 

February 17, 2014 
 
 
Ms. Lisa Orsaba 
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc 
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA 90111 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba: 
 

As District Conservationist for the Santa Cruz County office of the USDA Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (NRCS), I would like to recommend that the following potential impacts 
be addressed and mitigated in the draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for PG&E’s 
proposed Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project in Santa Cruz County: 
 

1. Agricultural land, especially certified organic farms, in regards to construction, period of 
disturbance, and materials used as well as the potential loss of valuable food producing 
land and effect on grazing lands in the project area. 

  
2. Fire hazard, both from the sheer high voltage capacity of the power lines and the way that 

future maintenance of trees and other vegetation is addressed around poles and under the 
lines. It is extremely important to remove, chip and/or spread cut vegetation thinly over 
the landscape and not left as “fuel” and become a fire hazard. I strongly recommend that 
both local fire district officials and CalFire be consulted regarding tree and vegetation 
removal in the proposed project area and in alternative routes. Additionally, a register 
professional forester should also be consulted. 

 
3. Landscape character, especially with taller electrical poles, wider easements and 

additional disturbance to native trees and other vegetation. 
 

4. Possible future new land developments, building, and/or business/commercial enterprises 
that may occur and made possible as a result of this PG&E reinforcement project. 

 
5. Vegetation removal, including native trees and plants, that help protect the soil and slopes 

from erosion, excessive runoff and instability not to mention changes to the local ecology 
and increased likelihood of non-native plants such as Pampas grass encroaching in areas 
disturbed by this project and eventually spreading to nearby pasture lands, private 
properties, parks and natural areas, etc. 
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Page 2 of 2 – PG&E REINFORCEMENT PROJECT-NRCS Comments 2-17-2014 
 

6. Easement widening affecting private property improvements, such as farm and ranch 
facilities, and additional disturbance to vegetation, soils, slopes, runoff, wildlife habitat. 

 

7. Wildlife corridors and/or habitat disturbance with vegetation removal including impact to 
native plant and wildlife species or species of concern such as the San Francisco Dusty 
footed Wood Rat.  

 

Please note that preliminary resource data on soils gathered in the project area is not completely 
accurate. All the soils are not “clay and loam” nor are they all “red and light brown”. If the 
NRCS Santa Cruz County Soil Survey was used to make the soils determination then I need to 
point out that the survey should NOT be used in place of an on-site specific soils investigation 
for specific projects on the landscape. Note: Just the line on a soil map can be wider than a 
PG&E right-a-way easement on the landscape. It would be extremely easy to misinterpret the 
soil type without an on-site verification. The consequences of a misinterpreted soil could be 
disastrous. I would like to recommend that the writers and researchers of the draft EIR contact 
NRCS or a private consulting soil scientist regarding soils data for the report. 
 

Additionally, the potential for slope instability as a result of ground/vegetative disturbances, 
especially on moderate to steep slopes, should not be under emphasized. There is a definite and 
serious potential for shallow debris flows (mud slides) and perhaps larger landslides to occur in 
slide prone and geologically unstable areas in the proposed alternative project routes. I 
recommend that a registered geologist be consulted pertaining to slope/geologic instability 
potential. 
 

Lastly, I read that Monterey Pine trees would be planted/re-planted in areas where trees would be 
removed in the project area. Note: Monterey Pines, with exception of one maybe two isolated 
stands, are not indigenous to Santa Cruz County. They are native to the Monterey Peninsula in 
Monterey County. I highly recommend that Monterey Pines NOT be planted. If the 
writers/researchers of the draft EIR would like a list of appropriate plant choices for disturbed 
soil areas then please do not hesitate to contact NRCS. 
 

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed project and will be prepared to assist 
Panorama Environmental with soils, vegetation or other natural resource data and/or mitigation 
for erosion and sediment control/prevention if requested. Please feel free to contact me if you 
should have any questions regarding my comments regarding this project. 
  
Sincerely, 
 

USDA NATURAL RESOURCES 
 CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Rich Casale 
Rich Casale 
Certified Professional Erosion and Sediment Control Specialist #3 
District Conservationist 
 

“Helping People Help the Land” 
NRCS is an equal opportunity employer and provider 
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2/16/2014 Panorama Environmental Mail - Attention: Lisa Osaba - Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project draft EIR SCH #2013102032 (scoping comment)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cb902d691c&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=14433702512bc0d4 1/2

Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Atte ntion:  Lisa Osaba - Santa Cruz 115-kV  Reinforce ment Proje ct draft EIR
SCH #2013102032 (scoping com ment)

Glushkoff, Serge@Wildl i fe <Serge.Glushkoff@wildlife.ca.gov> Fri, Feb 14, 2014 at 6:46 PM
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Dear Ms. Orsaba,

Thank you for the courtesy delivery of Notice of Preparation for the Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project
draft EIR.

 

At this point, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) would like to provide a single comment
pertaining to studies proposed by the project proponent, Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E).

 

On page 3.4-29, under the section “Existing and Future Studies,” there is a description of  a proposal by PG&E
to conduct scientific studies to address the migration of the Santa Cruz long-toed salamander.  The description
includes the use of pitfall traps and states that this work “will be undertaken under the guidance of CDFW.”  The
study is also noted to provide utility to the Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project through the installation of
exclusion fences that will remain in place during project implementation.

 

In future project descriptions, please delete any and all reference to CDFW guidance or any other form of support
for studies on Santa Cruz long-toed salamander.  This species is fully protected under Fish and Game Code
Section 2080, and no form of take, including capture,  is allowed.   Section 2081(a) provides an exception for
incidental take in support of scientific, educational or management purposes, but the Department does not have a
mechanism to guide or otherwise support the study proposed by the project proponent. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact me at  Serge.Glushkoff@wildlilfe.ca.gov or (707)944-5571.

Thank you, 

 

Serge Glushkoff

Senior Environmental Scientist – Specialist

Bay Delta Region

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

7329 Silverado Trail

Napa CA 94558
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2/16/2014 Panorama Environmental Mail - Attention: Lisa Osaba - Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project draft EIR SCH #2013102032 (scoping comment)
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Serge.Glushkoff@wildlife.ca.gov
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2/14/2014 Panorama Environmental Mail - Scoping of EIR

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cb902d691c&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=14431ba4a1f40271 1/1

Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Scoping of EIR

Carol Hamilton Monkerud <hamilton@baymoon.com> Fri, Feb 14, 2014 at 10:48 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: Central Water <cenwtr@yahoo.com>

Please find my letter attached.

2_14_2014_ltrPG&E.docx
103K
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February 14, 2014 
 
Carol Hamilton Monkerud 
2220 Pleasant Valley Road 
Aptos, CA  95003 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite #740 
San Francisco, CA  94111 
 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Re: Scoping of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for proposed PG&E 
Reinforcement Project Santa Cruz 115 kV 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba: 
 
As Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Central Water District (CWD), I am 
particularly concerned with aspects of this project that may affect CWD’s ability to 
deliver safe reliable drinking water to its clients in Day Valley and Pleasant Valley. 
 
I understand that the project involves the removal of a large number of trees, and this 
would likely have a negative impact on CWD’s primary recharge capacity. The entire 
water district is designated a “primary recharge area” by the County of Santa Cruz and is 
very important for feeding water into the aquifers drawn on by our production wells. 
CWD’s recharge capacity is directly related to the flow of water from our wells. A 
number of property owners in Pleasant Valley have already taken steps to promote 
recharge on their properties to help keep ground water levels high.  
 
Another concern of CWD is the proximity of above ground power poles to relatively 
shallow water lines and how disturbing these lines with the nearby construction of these 
poles might cause water line ruptures. CWD would have to repair the water lines and pass 
the expenses on to its clients.  
 
Are there other routes this project could take that would have less impact on the water 
supply and our native plant and animal life in Day Valley and Pleasant Valley? Would an 
underground utility line be preferable? Do we even need this project? 
 
I hope to see these issues addressed in your EIR. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Carol Hamilton Monkerud 
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Southern Alignment PG&E EIR A-12-01-012
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 5:06 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: dennis >dennis@dosslaw.com<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 5:06 PM
Subject: Southern Alignment PG&E EIR A-12-01-012
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>
Cc: Richard Klevins <rklevins@charter.net>, "gail@mbhorsecenter.com" <gail@mbhorsecenter.com>

Dear Ms. Orsaba,

On behalf of my client, the Aptos Ridge Homeowner’s Association, I am submitting the attached letter in 
response to your request for comments on the Souther Alignment in your EIR Project A1201012.  I would 
appreciate an acknowledgment of your receipt.   Thankyou.

Dennis H. Doss
DOSS LAW
303 Magnolia Drive, Laguna Beach, CA 92651
949.214.4399
949.435.3737 (fax)

THIS MESSAGE IS INTENDED FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO WHOM IT IS ADDRESSED AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION 

THAT IS PRIVILEGED, CONFIDENTIAL, AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT 

THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS 

STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU RECEIVE THIS TRANSMISSION IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY BY TELEPHONE, AND RETURN THE 

ORIGINAL MESSAGE TO US AT THE ABOVE E-MAIL ADDRESS. THANK-YOU

Letter to Orsaba re Southern Alignment.pdf
84K 
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February 17, 2014 
 
(Via email: santacrux115kvproject@panoramaenv.com) 
 
Ms. Lisa Orsaba 
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
Secretary of the Commonwealth 
Massachusetts Securities Division 
One Ashburton Place, 17th Floor 
Boston, MA 02108 
 
RE:  Environmental Impact Report and Scoring 
 PG&E Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project A-12-01-012) 
 Your Letter Dated January 17, 2014 (“Southern Alignment”) 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba: 
 
I represent the Aptos Ridge Homeowner’s Association, an association of sixteen home 
owners located between 105 and 820 Aptos Ridge Circle, Watsonville, CA 95076.  
Members of the Association reside within the area impacted by the above-referenced 
project (the “Southern Alignment”).  
 
For the reasons summarized in this letter, my clients strongly object to the Southern 
Alignment of these electrical lines and poles. 
 
1.   Impact on Larkin’s Valley Calabasas Refuse.  The Southern Alignment would 
cross the Larkin’s Valley Calabasas Refuse, a federally protected sanctuary regulated 
by the U.S. Department of Fish and Game.   The preserve is also known as the "Santa 
Cruz Long Toed Salamander State Ecological Reserve,” protected by the State of 
California.  This refuge is an important habitat for an endangered species of long-toed 
salamander, red leg frog and other endangered species.  The construction, 
maintenance and very existence of the poles and lines will threaten these species 
already on the brink of extinction. 
 
2.   Impact on Homeowners. The Southern Alignment would require PG&E to 
purchase an additional large easement from all of  the effected property owners. At 
least 2 houses would have to be destroyed to create a 120’ easement.  The quality of 
life will be severely reduced for those with large transmission lines and larger poles in 
their neighborhood.  
  

DENNIS H. DOSS | GENERAL MANAGER | dennis@dosslaw.com 
303 Magnolia Drive | Laguna Beach  | CALIFORNIA 92651 
PH 949.214.4399 | FX 949.435.3737 | www.dosslaw.com 
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3. Impact of Species in the Southern Alignment.  The Southern Alignment would 
require the removal of at least several hundred large trees including endangered local 
oak, costal redwoods and other endangered trees.  Within these trees are annual 
nesting areas for owls, hawks, eagles and other endangered wildlife. No matter how 
careful PG&E tries to mitigate the risk, nesting areas will be destroyed.  Some of the 
trees that will be removed are well over the 105 feet maximum height of the poles.  
The rural beauty of this area which is home to mountain lions (commonly seen), 
bobcats and many other animals, some of which are in danger of extinction, will be 
permanently destroyed. 
  
4.  Salamander on Aptos Ridge Circle.  The easement for the Southern Alignment 
would cross an area near Aptos Ridge Circle which contains wetlands inhabited by the 
Long Toed Salamander. These wetlands were demanded by the state and federal 
authorities during the building of homes and should remain protected.  My clients 
occasionally see the Long Toed Salamanders.  Within their community a common 
area was required to be set aside for the Salamanders.  The power lines of the 
Southern Alignment will pass directly over this protected area. 
  
5. View Degradation.  The proposed power lines will be at least 105 feet above the 
ground and pass through the Highway 1 costal view corridor.   Height of structures is 
an important consideration in this area, evidenced by the local requirements that 
homes not exceed a height of 26 feet, be located off ridge lines and landscaping must 
be optimized to protect views.  The new poles and lines will extent well above the ridge 
line and be directly within the protected view. 
  
6. Flashing Lights.  The poles that would be installed on the ridge above White 
Road (along side of existing lines on the Southern Alignment) would be 626 feet above 
sea level.  Since these poles will be higher than anything else in the area and lie within 
the flight area of Watsonville Airport, the Federal Aviation Administration will require 
flashing red lights on the top of the poles. This will disrupt the nesting areas and 
wildlife in this area and be an eyesore to local homeowners. 
  
For all of the above reasons and others my clients strongly oppose the Southern 
Alignment and are fully prepared to defend not only their own neighborhood but also 
the local habitat that will be harmed if the Southern Alignment is approved and built. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 

Dennis H. Doss 
Dennis H. Doss 
Cc: Aptos Ridge Homeowners Association 
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MARTHA’S WAY HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 
241 Martha’s Way, Aptos, CA 95003; 831-688-2514; rich@portoftravel.com 

 
February 17, 2014 
 
 
Ms. Lisa Orsaba 
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc 
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA 90111 
 
SUBJECT: Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba: 
 

As president and on behalf of the Martha’s Way Homeowners Association (Valencia 
Valley) in Aptos, CA I have had an opportunity to review PG&E’s Santa Cruz 115-kV 
Reinforcement Proposed Project in Santa Cruz County and have the following comments 
for your consideration. 
 

We recommend that the following potential impacts of this proposed project be addressed 
and mitigated in the draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR): 
 

1. The impact of vegetation removal, including native trees and plants, whereby 
vegetative disturbance and removal could cause potential slope instability, soil 
erosion, sedimentation, runoff, water quality and the probable encroachment of 
non-native invasive plants such as Acacia, Pampas Grass and French Broom from 
colonizing in areas disturbed for construction of new electrical facilities. 

 

2. The impact of vegetation removal and disturbance on wildlife habitat and 
corridors, including impact to both endangered native plant and listed wildlife 
species or species of concern. Note: Previous vegetative maintenance work 
around lines and poles off Martha’s Way by PG&E tree service contractors 
destroyed wood rat nests (potentially the San Francisco Dusty-footed Wood Rat, a 
species of concern) without any regard or mitigation. 

 

3. The impact of fire hazard, both from the high voltage lines and the maintenance 
of trees and other vegetation around poles and under the lines. It has been our 
experience (lines run through our property and neighborhood) over the years that 
PG&E tree service contractors have left large amounts of cut vegetation and tree 
parts on the ground and pushed into other brush, thereby creating serious fire 
hazards. Please address fire hazard, especially long term maintenance, so that 
initial and future clearing does not cause a greater fire hazard than leaving the 
vegetation around the poles and lines. 
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4. The impact of the project on scenic resources. Landscape aesthetics is very 
important to us within the viewshed of our homes but also in keeping with the 
rural character and natural beauty of Valencia Valley and surrounding Aptos hills 
and Corralitos. Consider other project alternatives including burying all or part of 
the lines under ground. 

 
5. The impact of possible future new land developments that may occur and be made 

possible as a result of improved and increased PG&E electrical service. 
 
6. The impact of increased trespassing on private property as open PG&E easement 

right-of-ways invite unwanted visitors such as motorcyclists, hikers, bikers, etc. 
that have caused damage to soil and slopes under the lines in the past. 

 
7. The impact of easement widening, where proposed, where private property 

improvements may be impacted, such as fencing, landscaping, farm and ranch 
facilities, etc. Also the effect easement widening will ultimately have on 
additional disturbance to vegetation, soils, slopes, storm water runoff, wildlife 
habitat and existing infrastructure such as roads, drainage facilities, etc. 

 
8. The impact of noise and construction disruption of the proposed project on private 

property uses such as horse boarding, horseback riding, etc. whereby such 
disturbances and noise may/will cause safety issues for horses, riders, and public 
safety if horses lose their riders or bolt through paddock fencing when frightened 
by helicopters, construction equipment, falling trees, etc.  

 
We request that the Public Utilities Commission address the issues listed above and the 
associated impacts, including all possible mitigations. Please also enter these identified 
resource issues and impact concerns from our homeowner’s association into the 
permanent record and/or EIR. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. If you should have any questions regarding 
our comments then please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Sincerely, 
    Electronically signed by, 

Richard Casale 
Richard Casale 
President 
Martha’s Way Homeowner’s Association 
241 Martha’s Way 
Aptos, CA 95003 
831-688-2514 hm; 831-359-1297 cell 
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2/16/2014 Panorama Environmental Mail - PG&E Santa Cruz Reinforcement Project
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

PG&E Santa Cruz Re inforce ment Proje ct

ADELE MILLER <adelemiller@prodigy.net> Sat, Feb 15, 2014 at 12:12 PM
Reply-To: ADELE MILLER <adelemiller@prodigy.net>
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

To:		Lisa	Orsaba,		California	Public	Utilities	Commission			

As	a	long	time	resident	and	home	owner	in	the	Pleasant	Valley	area	of	Aptos	I	have	serious
concerns	about	the	proposed	PG&E	Reinforcement	Project.

I	urge	consideration	of	the	following:

explore	and	consider	alternative	construction	such	as	under-grounding	instead	of	the	100
foot	tall	towers;

the	areas	in	question	are	mostly	rural	neighborhoods	with	abundant	wildlife,	extensive
wooded	areas,	acres	of	rich	farmland,	all	of	which	would	be	negatively	affected	by	this	project;

the	current	proposal	would	remove	hundreds	of	trees	resulting	in	a	detrimental	impact	on
wild	life	habitat	and	the	natural	beauty	of	our	neighborhoods;

there	is	a	real	danger	of	chemicals	leaching	into	our	water	supply	causing	health	issues	and
adversely	impacting	farming	endeavors	already	existing	in	the	region	of	the	proposed	project;

Safety	of	residents,	homes,	farmland,	wild	life,	wooded	areas	during	and	extending	after	the
completion	of	the	project	is	a	bona	fide	issue	and	concern;

One	justification	for	the	project	is	to	improve	transmission	reliability	in	the	Santa	Cruz	area
during	outages.		I	strongly	suspect	that	the	majority	if	not	95+%	of	outages	in	our	area	are
caused	by	weather	and	falling	branches	or	trees	or	automobile	accidents.		I	urge	investigation
of	the	cause	of	local	outages	to	determine	the	urgency	or	lack	thereof	of	improved	reliability.
Reliability	currently	seems	to	be	sufficiently	stable	in	our	area.	I	also	urge	serious
investigation	and	consideration	of	alternative	routes	and	methods	for	this	project.

Thank	you.

Adele	Miller
Pleasant	Vally	resident	&	home	owner
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: 115KV Project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 9:04 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Ashok Shevde >ashevde@hotmail.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 8:39 PM
Subject: 115KV Project
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Lisa Orsaba,

I am not in favor of the 115KV project due to the following reasons:

1. Expanded electrical field affecting the residents where the right of way is 
granted.
2. Expanding the right of way will affect the land owners property values
3. Possibility of eminent domain use by the county to displace the current property 
owners
4. Installation of new towers opens the possibility of additional high voltage lines in 
the future.

Ashok Shevde
240 Fieldbrook Lane
Watsonville, CA 95076
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Concerns with Reinforcement Project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 1:54 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Britt Haselton >britthaselton@gmail.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 1:49 PM
Subject: Concerns with Reinforcement Project
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Dear Ms. Orsaba:

I have attended all the relevant meetings on this project and filed objections since originally being notified 
of the project.   I am a property owner living within about 200 feet of the proposed replacement poles on the
Northern Alignment.  I am concerned and appalled that no alternatives have been suggested for the 
Northern Alignment which is a substantial section of the entire project and goes through some of the most 
scenic and rural areas in Santa Cruz County.  Putting the project in part or in whole underground should be 
suggested as an alternative.  This would be the perfect time to propose that and it should be presented to 
the landowners whose property will be affected by this large scale project.  This would address all concerns 
for aesthetic, agricultural and other potential problems associated with the increase of pole height and extra
lines running through the Corralitos Scenic View Corridor.

The placement of these higher poles and increased amount of lines will change the entire character of the 
Corralitos Valley from its current rural and agricultural beauty to a vista more akin to what one sees on I-5 
or the 101 interchange associated with vastly more densely populated areas.  It is simply not in keeping 
with our aesthetic character in this area.  

Lastly, I have never personally experienced a "rolling blackout" as is cited as a reason for this project.  I 
have experienced many power outages due to falling limbs and those are usually nearby, reported and 
usually fairly quickly repaired.  The evidence seems lacking for this project especially in light of the greener 
alternatives individuals are installing on their property and the President even is encouraging and 
supporting with financial incentives such as solar power.

The 115kV Reinforcement Project is neither necessary nor desirable by any of the residents effected and I 
hope that you will seriously consider these concerns in your environmental review.

Very sincerely,
Britt Haselton
britthaselton@gmail.com
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Britt Haselton, Esq.
Haselton & Haselton
Attorneys at Law
2425 Porter St. 
Suite 14 
Soquel, CA  95073

831  475-4679   Telephone
831  462-0724   FAX

750 Menlo Avenue
Suite 200
Menlo Park, CA   94025

650  327-1150 Telephone

www.haseltonandhaselton.com

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: This message is intended only for the addressee and may contain 
information that is confidential or privileged. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If 
you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering to the intended recipient, you 
should not read, copy, disclose or otherwise use this message, except for the purpose of delivery to 
the addressee. If you have received this email in error, please delete it and inform the sender immediately 
via email.
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: PGE in Pleasant Valley, Aptos
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:43 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Candace Calsoyas >calsoyas@ucsc.edu<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:30 PM
Subject: PGE in Pleasant Valley, Aptos
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

February 17, 2014

To: Lisa Orsaba

From: Candace Calsoyas, Ph.D

RE: 115KT Reinforcement Project for Santa Cruz County

I am writing to object to the PGE proposal planned for Pleasant Valley in Aptos.

I've lived in the valley for thirty-five years and was one of the founding members of the California 
Certified Organic Farmers organization. I also teach Environmental Studies at UC Santa Cruz .

As an organic tree farmer and lecturer, I've thought considerably about preservation and 
conservation of land and it is not an easy subject with which to grapple. I've made a concerted 
effort to keep my small tree farm as much like the native habitat as possible and to encourage all 
wildlife to reside here. I've gone as far as to register my land as a wildlife habitat with the National 
Federation of Wildlife and determinedly keep the land here unfenced and natural as possible. 
Given all the environmental problems, it is only recently that we Americans have been forced to 
think profoundly and deeply about these issues. Even on a small scale it is easy to follow the 
American norm and prototype of land use: cover it in cement, use herbicides and fences to kill 
and keep out what you don't want, replace natural vegetation with what you do want, and 
basically alter the environment as much as possible for personal satisfaction and conformity.
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To think differently about land use requires a concerted effort since it is so easy to fall into a 
belief and mindset that creates the most human affect: change, development and alteration of 
natural surroundings. And yet, most of us drive cars, use electricity, and rely on our local water 
supply. So we cannot be sanctimonious about change necessitated by roads and utilities. But we 
can do proper planning and it sounds like the PGE 115 KV Reinforcement Project is ill-conceived, 
especially in terms of the location. Why place a commercial project in a rural agrarian area on 
agricultural land? There are few enough such areas as it is. Why add to the traffic in an already 
impacted intersection? And where will trucks turn around given the tight intersection of Hames 
and Pleasant Valley roads?

This proposed commercial operation will have a marked effect at the proposed site and on the 
surrounding land and farms. My first suggestion is to re-locate this project to a more suitable site. 
My second suggestion is that consideration of this project should be weighed against the 
environmental impact; such a large scale operation requires serious thinking about 
consequences. And certainly these consequences do not justify a project that alleviates a few 
minor power outages. Anyway, we could use a few more outages so electricity would not be 
taken for granted! 

Thanks for your consideration,

Candace Calsoyas, Ph.D

2020 Pleasant Valley Rd.

Aptos, California, 95003
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Concerns
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:42 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: >kalolalady@aol.com<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 6:49 PM
Subject: Concerns
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Ms. Orsaba-------------

I completely concur with the letter sent to you by my neighbors, Gail and Alan Wright.  Please take 
these concerns under serious 
consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol Bailey
788 Aptos Ridge Circle
Watsonville, CA 95076
KalolaLady@aol.com
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Project Scope
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 5:01 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Georgia Mackh >gemackh@gmail.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 5:00 PM
Subject: Project Scope
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

As residents of Pleasant Valley, we request that the project scope include:

1. Full discussion of all routes re impact on rural neighborhoods, forested areas and proposed tree 
removals, abundant wildlife and habitats, farm lands, commercial and noncommercial vineyards and 
wineries, commercial and private stables and riding academies, as well as local cottage industries that 
depend on clear, regular ingress and egress in Pleasant Valley.

2. Impact on Central County Water District's aging pipelines, water quality, and potential for chemicals 
leaching into water supply.

3. Safety of all residents and visitors.

4. Installation of all lines underground and cooperation with ATT and cable companies to put all utilities 
underground in Pleasant and Day Valleys.

Thank you, Charles and Georgia Mackh
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Comments--EIR scoping
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 6:00 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Amanda Magallanes >ammagallan@gmail.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 5:27 PM
Subject: Comments--EIR scoping
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

I would like to comment on the scoping of the EIR Scoping for the proposed Santa Cruz 115kV 
Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  

Requirement to show need for Santa Cruz 115V Reinforcement Project by PG&E:

A. Show past records which provide proof that there is a need to "increase transmission system reliability in 
the Santa Cruz area during outages", including both past records of outages and illustrate how this project 
and its parameters would alleviate the supposed electricity reliability/ or shortage. Please include the follow 
points in a scoping and final EIR for this project:

1. Include records  of power outages and their cause,  including if outages were caused by  
inclement weather and it's  effects ( fallen trees, rain and winds during storms, lighting strikes 
etc.), due to human error or malfunctioning equipment ( car or air plane crashes into poles/lines, 
faulty mechanisms and lines), and outages caused by shortage of electricity.

2. Explain how these new power lines and poles connect over such a small region will change 
or effect "transmission system reliability during outages", including how distribution would change 
providing data on the existing line and the proposed line.

3. Examine the cost and increased reliability in terms of voltage transmission and reliability 
which replacing the current old technology/mechanics in pre-existing substations.  Identify how 
this would not be a adequate alternative to proposed project.
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B. Examine the increased risks for fire (both house and wild/brush fire) that during and after the 
construction. Identify who would be liable if the transmission lines or poles either fell  or somehow caused 
injury or damage to property during construction or in the event of a natural disaster (fire, earthquake). 
Detailed in the EIR should be how emergencies will be dealt with and liability for accidents that effect 

PG&E employees but also those neighbors and passerby's that could be hurt. In addition, please include 
the follow points in a scoping and final EIR for risks associated with this project:

1. Which parties would be liable in the event emergency services to (health, crime, or fire) 
would be delayed due to construction,  construction accidents both on public/easement areas.

2. Include the need for transmission poles to be so high and why high voltage lines must be so 
high.  Please include the health and risk factors that necessitate specific placements of line and 
poles.

3. Show that high power lines hung over or near (1- 35 ft) houses do not increase risk of fire in 
cases of inclement weather  or human error (car crashes, flight path and airplane accidents), and 
other potential negative health or risks that could be contributed lines.

4.  Measurement of the decibels of noise that will be produced by helicopters and construction 
activities, and the duration these activities (length, times, number of days).  Neighbors with health 
issues (such as asthma, PTSD)  or infants living near construction or pull sites potentially could 
also be at increased risk. Loud noise can also spook horses, cyclists, and wildlife.  Those who 
earn their  some or all of their income by working out of their home, breeding/boarding animals, 
growing crops may be adversely and un-proportionally effect by noise and air pollution. Show 
which areas will be most impacted on a map.

C. Identification of favored routes and alternative routes with specific coordinates and maps of  
"easements" with measurements in a format that can easily be read, not only for specific power poles but 
all for all power lines and temporary construction zones (loading, heli pads etc.). 

D.  Provide data on water table and the how the proposed project with impact ground water, including: 
depth of poles, amount and type of cement necessary to secure transmission lines, potential runoff to 
ground water, and area of land cleared of trees or vegetation as such are will increase run-off and 
increased contamination of surface and ground water.  Damage to aquifers and water sources can not be 
mitigated.

1. How will reduced aquifer recharge due to construction and permanent  installations of poles be 
effected:

a. Ground compaction estimates: how will construction both pouring cement, use of heavy 
vehicles alter the soil composition, and how will impact the capacity for ground water recharge 
and storage.

b. The cubic feet that cement that will be poured for each pole and in total, the depth of poles, and 
the amount of dirt to be removed.

E. Removal of trees in one of the biggest impact to our region, not only does tree and vegetation removal 
dramatically change not only our neighbor hood wooded ascetic but also negatively impacts the ecosystem 
function and stability in our entire area which is known for an abundance of wildlife unique plant 
communities, including rare and endangered species. Please included suggested comments below:

1.  Identify the reason for the removal of any vegetation.

2. Access the impact the removal of trees will have on long term water storage, and how recharge rates 
lost due to removal of vegetation will be mitigated WITHIN in close proximity to tree removal.

3. Disclose how and where mitigation, planting trees, will take place and the type. Please identify how the 
proximity repair any ecosystem functions or natural landscape lost.
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I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record.

Sincerely,

Joyce and Chris Magallanes

c/o Amanda Magllanes
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: EIR Comments for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Santa Cruz 
115kV Reinforcement Project Application No. 12-01-012
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 6:02 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: >cpuc@excel4x.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 6:01 PM
Subject: EIR Comments for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement 
Project Application No. 12-01-012
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

To: Ms. Lisa Orsaba
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project

Here are my comments for the EIR. I request that the EIR include the following:
1) How long will this project disrupt local residents - traffic, noise, land use, etc?

2) How will this project benefit/harm the broader community?

3) How will this project benefit/harm the residents along the selected route?

More specifically:
How will home values be affected?
How will local water supplies be affected?
How will ground stability be affected?
How will fire safety be affected?

Will the new infrastructure include new telephone, DSL, and/or cable circuits for local residents
If not, why not?

Will the new infrastructure improve local power reliability?
If not, why not?

Will old power lines running through trees that are damaged in winter storms be replaced?
If not, why not?

Will old transformers that fail during winter storms be replaced?
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If not, why not?

Thank you for your consideration.

Craig Chatterton
P.O. Box 73
Soquel, CA 95073
831-406-1414
cpuc@excel4x.com
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Comments on EIR scoping for Santa Cruz 115KV project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 1:55 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Curt Abramson >comcabramson@baileyproperties.<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 1:42 PM
Subject: Comments on EIR scoping for Santa Cruz 115KV project
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the proposed 
Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am concerned about the routing of the 
alternative Valencia Alignment. There are many important issues with this alignment the EIR 
must adequately address:

This route is less developed than the proposed Cox-Freedom route, and consequently contains 
more potential critical habitat and undisturbed woodlands, soil and other resources.

The bulk of the route is in steep, highly erosive soils with increased erosion potential and 
threats to soil stability for property owners in the area. 

Most of this route is not served by developed roads, with a result of more disturbance to 
habitat and environment and higher costs for construction and maintenance.

Visual effects of the placement are still present, though for different residents and visitors than 
the preferred alternative. 
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This Valencia Alignment alternative does not eliminate the need for new construction, just 
shifts it from one route to another, over a longer distance with concomitant effects to the 
environment. The EIR should quantify the impacts of routes under consideration to ensure the 
alternative selected minimizes those impacts during construction and afterwards, during operation 
and maintenance.

Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included.

Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently 
proposed 100’ tall TSP, and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles.

I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record.

Sincerely,

Curt S. Abramson

831-251-4718 mobile

660 Baker Road

Aptos, CA 95003
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project -- Comments on Scoping for 
EIR
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:41 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Dana >danabland@charter.net<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 6:43 PM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project -- Comments on Scoping for EIR
To: Lisa Orsaba <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Dear Ms. Orsaba,

Attached is a letter I am submitting with comments regarding the Scoping for the Draft EIR of the above-
mentioned project.

Please note:  I respectfully request to be notified of any future hearings, meetings, or other public 
informational gatherings regarding this project.

I requested this back in December 2013, but was never notified of the January 2014 Scoping meeting.

PLEASE, include me, and ALL my neighbors along the segment of Valencia Road from Freedom Blvd to 
Day Valley Road (which is listed as an alternative in the Scoping document), in notifications of any future 
public meetings, release of Draft EIR documents, and comment periods on the Draft EIR.

Sincerely,
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Dana Bland

2759 Valencia Road

Aptos, CA  95003

ph:  831-688-2104

email:  danabland@charter.net

PGE scoping letter 2-17-14.pdf
247K 
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February 17, 2014 
 
 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA  94111 
 
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project  -- Comments on Scoping for 

EIR 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba: 
 
I live in the neighborhood affected by the Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project, 
in particular the Cox Road-Freedom segment.  I sent comments on the IS/MND in a 
letter dated December 3, 2013, and this letter was acknowledged by an email from 
Susanne Heim of your office dated December 5, 2013. 
 
I specifically asked in my December 3rd letter, the last sentence, as follows:  “And 
please notify me if additional public comment/information meetings will be 
scheduled on this project.” 
 
I was not notified of a January public Scoping meeting, and only learned about it 
afterwards from my neighbors.  If there was any other type of public notice of the 
Scoping meeting held in Corralitos, I did not see it anywhere – either in the local 
paper, or by flyers posted in the neighborhood, etc.   Exactly how did 
PG&E/Panorama notify interested parties in the region of the January scoping 
meeting?? 
 
I would like to participate in the public comment process for the Draft EIR, and 
again request that I be notified of any additional public meetings and comment 
period for the Draft EIR.   
 
In addition, I see from the Scoping document posted by PG&E/PUC, that a portion of 
Valencia Road is included as an alternative for the project.  I live on this section of 
Valencia Road.   
 
So AGAIN, I request that I be notified of any future public meetings for this 
project, and that ALL my neighbors along this segment of Valencia Road also 
be notified.  We would all like the opportunity to review and comment on the 
Draft EIR. 
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My comments on Scoping items I would like to see addressed in the Draft EIR are as 
follows: 
 

1.  Can the upgrade for this area be accomplished by adding transmission wires 
to the top of existing power lines?  PG&E added upgrades by placing wires on 
top of existing power lines last summer for the segment along Soquel Drive 
between Freedom Blvd and State Park Drive in Aptos.  Please explain why, if 
this is not possible for the proposed Aptos to Watsonville segment, as 
described in the Scoping document. 

2. Can the upgrades be added to the existing power lines along Freedom 
Boulevard between the Green Valley and Aptos substations, instead of going 
through rural neighborhood of Cox Road, Hames, Pleasant Valley, and 
Corralitos?  If not, why not?  This would be least disruptive to the rural 
neighborhoods, and would seem to be the logical, most efficient, and least 
costly alternative possible.  Yet this has not even been discussed in the PEA 
or IS/MND.  Please explain further in the Draft EIR. 

3. Please explain more fully and accurately, the visual and biological impacts to 
all proposed alternatives, including the Valencia Road alternative.  Again, 
please explain why the proposed 100-foot tall poles are necessary for any of 
these alternatives.  Especially considering that additional capacity was added 
to the much more developed area along Soquel Drive between Freedom Blvd 
and State Park Drive last summer, without having to add any new (or very 
tall poles). 

 
 
Thank you for consideration of these comments.  Please feel free to contact me if 
there are any questions regarding my comments.  And please notify me if 
additional public comment/information meetings will be scheduled on this 
project. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Dana Bland 
2759 Valencia Road 
Aptos, CA  95003 
Email:  danabland@charter.net 
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Aptos / Corralitos PG &E Panoram a proje ct

David Bruce Casterson <dbcasterson@gmail.com> Wed, Feb 5, 2014 at 9:19 PM
To: Lisa Orsaba <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>
Cc: "tbarker66@aol.com" <tbarker66@aol.com>, Heidi and Rich Casale <heidi@portoftravel.com>, James Kerr
<jmkerrs@earthlink.net>

It is my opinion that power transmission routes should closely match the location of existing freeways.  Electrical
energy use is concentrated in that area, there is less disturbance to wild life and native plants and often a there is
a buffer zone between the freeway and homes.  Routes based on avoiding human development force the
environmental and aesthetic costs upon nature, further degrading the natural habitat which should be conserved.
 In the broader view, it makes no sense to protect wild areas through zoning, establishing parks and reserves
while choosing to dissect them with power transmission lines.

In addition, I also believe that power transmission lines should be placed underground whenever possible.

Please consider these opinions when making your decision,

Sincerely,

David Casterson
1500 Valencia School Road (28 year resident who has solar panels installed on his roof)
Aptos, CA 95003
831 688-7168
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

im portant com ment to be  conside red for upcom ing EIR
1 message

David Gelphman <davidgelphman@mac.com> Thu, Jan 30, 2014 at 4:59 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: David Gelphman <davidgelphman@mac.com>, Don Hirschaut <don@cabovillas.com>

I attended the meeting in Corralitos on Jan 29, 2014. The email address I'm sending this to was listed as that
appropriate for comments about what should be considered in the EIR that is being performed by Panorama
Environmental.

The lines that would be part of the "Valencia Alignment" alternative cross over the properties of 175 Flume Rd and
330 Flume Road as well as Flume Road itself. Currently there is a set of 3 poles that are very close to Flume
Road at the base of the property at 330 Flume Road. The center of those poles is the pole numbered with the
number 6 just above the numbers 74.

 6
74

As I understand the project, these poles would be replaced by two or more much taller poles. The EIR needs to
consider the impact of removing these poles and replacing them with more substantial poles. There are multiple
considerations:

* These poles are quite close to Flume Road, a small private road that serves all the residents that live on it. In
the area where the poles are located, the road runs along a relatively steep hillside. Disturbances to the area
around the poles pose a risk to the road itself. There is a risk of severe damage to the road itself. In addition, if
the hillside opposite the road is impacted by the work on the poles, the road could become irreparably damaged
and/or require major repairs.

* The hillside referred to above slopes down toward Valencia Creek. Should the hillside fail, there is the possibility
that material could flow into Valencia Creek, damaging the watershed. In the past we've had to take mitigating
efforts to ensure that such events do not happen. The risk of this happening as part of the PG&E project should
be established as well as what needs to be done to mitigate the problem.

This particular set of poles is one of many that would be involved in this project. In addition to examining the
environmental impact possibly incurred with replacing this specific set of poles, the EIR needs to examine similar
environmental impacts that are involved with replacing each of the sets of poles in the proposed project, including
the alternatives that are being considered.

Sincerely,
David Gelphman
175 Flume Rd
Aptos, CA 95003
831-689-9591
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Important com ment to be  conside red for upcom ing EIR

Don Hirschaut <don@cabovillas.com> Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 5:08 PM
Reply-To: don@cabovillas.com
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: David Gelphman <davidgelphman@mac.com>

To Whom it may concern:

I also attended the meeting in Corralitos on Jan 29, 2014. Please also
consider my comments in the EIR that is being performed by Panorama
Environmental.

The power lines that would be part of the "Valencia Alignment" alternative
cross over a number of residential properties such as those located at of
175 Flume Rd and 330 Flume Road.
Currently there is a set of 3 poles that are very close to Flume Road at the
base of the property at 330 Flume Road. As I understand this project, the
existing wood power poles would be replaced with much larger and taller
steel poles.

The EIR needs to consider the impact of removing these poles and replacing
them with much larger and more substantial poles.

Alternatives to removing and replacing the number of power poles and adding
additional power lines should be considered.

*Use of existing power poles to support the project requirements
*Increasing the voltage using existing poles/lines to support increased
power requirements
*Use of existing poles minimizes environmental impact and mitigates ground
disturbance
*Increased number of circuits and lines on poles increases electromagnetic
radiation health risk to the public
*Increased number of circuits and lines on poles increases public fire risk
due to increased short circuit potential

Respectfully,

Don Hirschaut
330 Flume Road
Aptos, CA  95003
(831) 274-6357

-----Original Message-----
From: David Gelphman [mailto:davidgelphman@mac.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:59 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: David Gelphman; Don Hirschaut
Subject: important comment to be considered for upcoming EIR
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

You Might Like  to Know

Donald C. Schwartz, Esq. <triallaw@cruzio.com> Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 9:14 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: Jim Seimas <jseimas@santacruzsentinel.com>

You might like to know that there is a massive PGE gas leak coming up and/or around the through the
roadway where you plan to connect these new power lines at the Rob Roy Junction.

The leak is about 100 yards towards Watsonville on Freedom Blvd. from Mariner Way -Aptos.

You may wish to correct this problem before the potential of an ignition source during your planned
construction.

Just a word to the wise.

Don Schwartz 

Donald C. Schwartz, Esq.
Law Offices of Donald C. Schwartz
7960-B Soquel Drive, No. 291
Aptos, CA  95003
831-331-9909/Fax: 815-301-6556
triallaw@cruzio.com
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

You Might Like  to Know

Donald C. Schwartz, Esq. <triallaw@cruzio.com> Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 11:38 AM
To: Kristi Black <kristi.black@panoramaenv.com>

Ms. Black,

I would think a potential large scale gas explosion might be an environmental concern, ya think?!
 
Don Schwartz

On Jan 31, 2014, at 10:54 AM, Kristi Black <kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> wrote:

Thank you for your interest in the Santa Cruz 115-kv Reinforcement Project Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). This email confirms that your comment has been received. The California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC) will review all scoping comments received and will consider them in
preparing the EIR.

Please note that you should contact Pacific Gas & Electric regarding any gas leaks or
service issues. This email account is to contact the CPUC regarding the environmental review for
the Santa Cruz 115-kv Reinforcement Project only.

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 9:14 AM, Donald C. Schwartz, Esq. <triallaw@cruzio.com> wrote:
You might like to know that there is a massive PGE gas leak coming up and/or around
the through the roadway where you plan to connect these new power lines at the Rob
Roy Junction.

The leak is about 100 yards towards Watsonville on Freedom Blvd. from Mariner Way -
Aptos.

You may wish to correct this problem before the potential of an ignition source during
your planned construction.

Just a word to the wise.

Don Schwartz 

Donald C. Schwartz, Esq.
Law Offices of Donald C. Schwartz
7960-B Soquel Drive, No. 291
Aptos, CA  95003
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Donald C. Schwartz, Esq.
Law Offices of Donald C. Schwartz
7960-B Soquel Drive, No. 291
Aptos, CA  95003
831-331-9909/Fax: 815-301-6556
triallaw@cruzio.com
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Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com>

Fwd: Fw: 115 kv Project EIR Scoping
1 message

Kristi Black <kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:51 AM
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com>

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Ed Murrer <edmurrer@yahoo.com>
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:26 AM
Subject: Fw: 115 kv Project EIR Scoping
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>
Cc: Linda Murrer <lindamurrer@gmail.com>

 

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

We live at 1583 Pleasant Valley Road,  quite near the corner of Hames Rd and
Pleasant Valley Rd.  We would like to have you include the following
information in the EIR scoping for the 115 kv Expansion Project: 

1. Impact on Wildlife Habitat - this area is rich in wildlife, including deer,
turkeys, coyotes, rabbits, bob cats, and much more.  The construction work
and new poles will significantly disrupt game paths and animal habitats as they
pass through pastures and woodlands.

2.  Golden Eagle Protection -  Golden Eagles live, breed, nest and hunt in this
location.  For 10 years we have witnessed ,  adult and juvenile Golden Eagles
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in the trees on the property located at the corner of Pleasant Valley and Hames
near where the staging and helicopters are planned to reside. We believe that
by removing trees and having helicopters flying in and out of this location will
disrupt the lifestyle patterns of this protected animal.  The Bald and Golden
Eagle Protection Act, effective 1940,  clearly prohibits disturbing the birds,
nests or eggs.  The purpose of the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act is to
not agitate the Bald and Golden Eagle to the extent of not 1) Abusing an eagle,
2) Interfering with its substantial lifestyle, including shelter, breeding, feeding or
3) Nest abandonment. 

3. Tree Removal - the local landscape is mature and developed.  The tree
removal will harm habitat and also affect the aesthetics of the local area.  How
many trees are going to be removed and where are they being removed from?

4. Farmland - this area is well developed as farmland, including vineyards,
organic farms, apples and olives?  How will this project harm farmland,
especially the many organic farms?

5. Livestock  Liability - we have  25 horses on our property, several of which
are geriatric/retired  and have lived here for 10 years.  How will this
construction project disturb what is now a sedate environment?  The planned
staging site at the corner of Hames and PV includes a helicopter landing site.   
If animals are injured due to construction chaos (spooking from helicopters)
how will we be compensated for loss and injury to animals?  
These helicopters will dramatically change their living environment and cause
stress to these horses which can lead to health problems.  Will PG&E pay for
associated vet bills and loss of life?  If people are riding their horses and the
horse spooks, causing injury to the rider, will PG & E assume liability for
causing the commotion which contributed to the accident and injury?  This is a
liability nightmare.  These horses live on our property because it is a quiet,
sedate  area.  Can the staging location be moved to Watsonville Airport where
the surrounding environment is zoned for aircraft landing?

6. Alternates Routes - Have all the alternate routes been thoroughly
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investigated?  There have been numerous alternates suggested &
investigated.  What is the result of those investigations?

7. Alternate Construction - Please explore the construction alternatives
including, underground construction, additional short wood poles, etc.  The
proposed metal poles are not consistent with the county plan and do not fit the
rural environment.

8. Water Supply - the aging water supply system (Central Water District) will
be disturbed and possibly disrupted by this project.  Has there been a thorough
investigation of the impact on the water supply system?  What are the actions
to mitigate this issue?  In addition, there are several wells close to the project,
including one on our property.  How will this project impact the water table and
the quality of the ground water?

9. Need - Is there really a need for this project?  Outages normally occur
during storms when trees or lightning disturb the power lines.  For the past 5
years what percentage of outages have been due to insufficient infrastructure? 
What percentage are due to storms resulting in outages?  What percentage are
due to auto accidents taking out power poles?  It is not clear that there is an
infrastructure issue.  PG&E needs to show that this project is truly needed by
providing this information.

We request that the PUC provides complete answers to the above issues and
make them part of the permanent public record.
 
Ed and Linda Murrer

831.786.9099 - office
415.531.8150 - cell
edmurrer@yahoo.com
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project Considerations
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 7:33 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Patricia Fischer >tekaone@sbcglobal.net<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 4:02 AM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project Considerations
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Hello Ms. Lisa Orsaba,
 My name is Elizabeth A. Fischer, and this is an e-mail letter to urge consideration of all the 

following issues regarding the proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E, and 
address all questions and concerns in this matter. 
 I have been a resident of Pleasant Valley Road since 1964, and with the possible exception of one 

other person, I believe I have been here longer than anyone else! Throughout the years, I have seen 
many changes to 
Pleasant Valley and our sister valley, Day Valley. I have seen hundreds of people move in, and lands 
developed. And, although the pristine landscape that once was is no more, the area somehow has 
retained much of it's rustic beauty and bucolic charm. I love it here, and can't imagine living anywhere 
else on Earth. I've always felt extremely lucky and, yes, blessed to call Pleasant Valley my "home." 
That is why I have chosen to write and present these matters before the California Public Utilities 
Commission.
   Allowing a project of this magnitude in our small, quaint little valley would devastate what remains 

of our beautiful, natural landscape forever, destroy wildlife habitats, throw our delicate ecosystem out 
of balance, and adversely effect our environment and the quality of life in our community. 
  Please scrutinize the real need for this project and the reasons Pleasant Valley and Day Valley were 

chosen for Project 115 kV. Require PG&E to submit a record of all power outages in this area for the 
past ten years and the cause of each outage. In other words, supply a specific list of how many 
outages on Pleasant Valley and Day Valley Road were due to a weather event, downed power lines, 
human error, power grid blackout.  PG&E must also provide a complete list of all alternate locations 
for this project, other potential staging sites, and different routes and plans also being considered.
   List alternative construction materials, make design plans known to the public, and give equal 

consideration to all transmission poles. Include plans for power lines to be installed underground 
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instead. Explore the option of using existing lines and upgrading systems that are already in place. 
Examine the need and reason for any upgrade in the first place. 
    FULLY INVESTIGATE the impact this project would have on our aging 1950s water system and 

pipes, and how a project of this scope would affect the purity, safety, reliability of out water supply. 
Address the matter of decreased water pressure to the homes in our valley due to the increased 
burden on the water pipes. Also explore from a fire defense point of view. Find the capacity of 
Central Water District's system and survey the strain on our water infrastructure. Research the effects 
of water leaching into our ground from old pipes, and the toxins and pollutants in our ground water, 
and a contingency plan in the event this huge project causes our water mains to burst. I, for one, can 
survive for a long time without electricity and cell phone access. I cannot live ONE DAY without 
reliable, safe water. The Central Water District MUST BE consulted in this matter.
    Examine the increased threat of fire to our neighborhood due to more activity, construction, 

installation of power lines and towers, equipment, electric stuff, human error. Also, the proposed 
"Staging Area" at the corner of Hames Road and Pleasant Valley poses a huge fire danger in itself, 
and happens to be located at Pleasant Valley's  ONLY EXIT. Is there an emergency evacuation plan 
in place? I want to see it. Who will be responsible for defending our lives and homes against a blaze? 
Who will be responsible and compensate us for loss of property/life due to a fire caused by PG&E?  
I want to see their emergency plans for us. This entire proposal is a dangerous recipe for an 
environmental disaster of epic proportions. Add the drought-like conditions we are experiencing to 
the mix, and 115 kV could easily bring catastrophe and/or loss of life to our area. The Department 
Of Forestry and local fire departments MUST be contacted and consulted in this matter.
     Speak to the loss of wildlife, their habitat, destroying hundreds of trees, and stomping on a very 

large swatch of land to erect these giant towers. Address the very real and very negative impact to our 
neighborhood, the loss of life and home to thousands and thousands of creatures, and the 
ramifications of this loss to our precious ecosystem. The Department Of Fish and Wildlife MUST be 
consulted in this matter.
      Specify the effect this proposed project would have on our local agricultural lands, both 

commercial and private, and the organic and non-organic farmers that operate in this area. Explain to 
the organic farmers who depend on their organic status to make a living why they will be loosing that 
status, and are being put out of business. Justify destroying our micro economy because of the activity 
and pollutants PG&E has brought into our environment. Answer the home farmers' questions about 
the safety of their produce grown for the family's consumption. Think of the other agriculture-based 
businesses, too, and how their livelihoods will be threatened or destroyed in the process.
The Department Of Agriculture MUST be consulted in this matter.
       Determine the amount of pollutants, carbon-based emissions, toxins, waste, dust, dirt, and other 

seen and invisible debris that will be released into our closed environment over the course of a year 
due to increased traffic, humans, work vehicles, trucks of all sizes, gas powered engines of all types, 
and helicopters. Review the effect these pollutants will have on our air quality, the effect on the 
vegetation and whatever wildlife is left, and the short and long term health consequences of this type 
of exposure to the residents as a result of these emissions.
The Environmental Protection Agency MUST be consulted in this matter.
       Please study the impact on traffic to our area as a result of Project 115 kV. Reveal any plans to 

avoid gridlock, congestion, delays and unsafe bottle necks at the intersection of Hames Road and 
Pleasant Valley Road as a result of work vehicles, trucks, helicopters, etc. to the area. Again, present 
and describe any plans to avoid these problems and deal with any emergencies and/or project related 
incidents.
Please also inspect any plans to repair and replace our old roads that will sustain heavy long-term use 
and damage caused by PG&E's heavy equipment and other vehicles. Conduct research about the 
infrastructure of all the surrounding roads that will be used in this proposal. Caltrans and The 
Department Of Transpotation MUST be consulted regarding this matter.
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    Please examine the noise level that this project will bring to our valley and the effect of sustained 
high decibels, will have on the quality of our lives. This high volume intrusion will be more than just a 
slight inconvenience, it will make every day life unbearable. It will make going outside nightmare. 
Pleasant Valley is unique in so many ways, one being the shape of the valley itself. The lay of this land 
acts like a natural amphitheater. It is easy to hear the ocean eight miles away. One can hear traffic and 
music on Day Valley Road. We can hear the football games at Aptos High School. The train when 
running. Music and parties. Vehicles a mile down the road. Frogs from halfway down the valley. 
Conversations of people speaking in a normal voice a quarter mile away. It's a natural audio 
phenomenon. Planes and choppers flying at a normal height are REALLY LOUD. The deafening 
sound levels from the cargo helicopters incoming and outgoing six days a week, ten hours a day, 
combined with the noises coming from the construction site, and the "staging area"
would be devastating and create a war-like atmosphere. I want to see a flight plan for these cargo 
helicopters.
I am requesting that an Acoustic Engineer be consulted and do a noise impact report similar to those 

done for areas surrounding airports, and test the DB levels of noise produced by the helicopters and 
all on site vehicles.
 The FAA would have to be consulted in the matter.
       I strongly urge the CPUC to fully investigate the proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement 

Project, and I know that the PUC is required to exercise due diligence, and examine every aspect of 
this matter. I also request that this letter be taken very seriously, all points made be addressed, and my 
letter be entered into the permanent record.
Sincerely,
   Elizabeth A. Fischer

2222 Pleasant Valley Road
Aptos, CA.
                95003

Home phone: (831) 722-6358
Cell phone: (831) 724-6116

e-mail: tekaone@sbcglobal.net

Date: February 18, 2014
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2/12/2014 Panorama Environmental Mail - 25 Sakata Lane Watsonville CA

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cb902d691c&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=1441e70c0347aa28 1/1

Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

25 Sakata Lane  Watsonv ille  CA

Fabio Baum <Fabio.Baum@unionbank.com> Mon, Feb 10, 2014 at 4:55 PM
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Union Bank owns the property at 25 Sakata Lane Watsonville CA shown as a contractors yard on p14 of the
maps.  Can you please put me in touch with the manager of the sub station in Watsonville that is adjacent to the
subject if possible or other project manager at PGE?

 

Fabio  G. Baum CFA
Vice President
Special Assets/REO Department 

Direct (415) 705 7103 Mobile (925) 899 4946 
Union Bank | 350 California Street, Suite 780
MC H-780 | San Francisco, CA 94104
fabio.baum@unionbank.com | www.unionbank.com

 

 

******************************************************************************
This communication (including any attachments) may contain privileged or
confidential information intended for a specific individual and purpose, 
and is protected by law.  If you are not the intended recipient, you should
delete this communication and/or shred the materials and any attachments and
are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, or distribution of this
communication, or the taking of any action based on it, is strictly prohibited.

Thank you.
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Written Comments for Santa Cruz 115KV Reinforcement Project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 7:34 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Basich Whitney Frances >francesbwhitney@att.net<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 11:15 PM
Subject: Written Comments for Santa Cruz 115KV Reinforcement Project
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Lisa Orsaba

California Public Utilities Commission

c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.

1 Embarcadero Center, Suite #740

San Francisco, CA  94111                                                                                                17 February, 2014

RE:  Santa Cruz 115KV Reinforcement Project by PG&E

Dear Ms. Orsaba,

Please accept these comments regarding the Santa Cruz 115KV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am concerned this 
project will significantly affect the proposed area(s) in several ways:  potential for adverse effects to the landscape 
for both human and wild inhabitants; irreversible impacts to the local water supply; corruption of local farmlands; as 
well as

I request the California PUC investigate and address the following issues:

Impacts due to tree removal  identify the trees to be removed, how their removal will affect the 
landscape and local wildlife.
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Impacts to local water supplies  identify how the project will not affect both local water companies as 
well as privatelyheld wells in providing safe and reliable drinking water.

Impacts to local farmland  identify how the project will affect both organic and nonorganic farmlands 
in and near project site(s)

Other important aspects that must be adequately addressed:

Use of alternative routes.  The original PTC and MND showed five (5) alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of others.  All alternative routes must be made known, considered, explored, and included in 
deliberations.

Use of alternative materials.  The proposed 100 ft. tall TSP, and the 89 ft. tall wood transmission poles are 
not currently in use in Santa Cruz county and are incongruent with the county plan.  Alternative materials must be 
considered which are concordant with the landscape and neighborhood aesthetics.

Use of current alignments.  Identify reasons for ignoring existing infrastructure, such as the Northern and 
Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69 ft. wood poles to 100 ft. TSP.  

Due diligence.  In planning for this project, PG&E and the PUC neglected to contact the Central Water 
District.  I request the PUC ensure all required due diligence has been performed related to this project.

• Necessity for project.  Given potential ramifications to the local community, it is incumbent upon the PUC 
and/or PG&E to fully and adequately demonstrate necessity for the project.  The demonstration must be included in 
the EIR for public scrutiny.  

I respectfully request that my concerns be entered into the permanent record.  

Sincerely,

Frances Basich Whitney

francesbwhitney@att.net
3040 Pleasant Valley Road
Aptos, CA 95003
831.728.1617
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Santa Cruz 115 kv Reinforcement Project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 4:13 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Franca Voegelin >franca.seven@gmail.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 4:12 PM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115 kv Reinforcement Project
To: Franca Voegelin <franca.seven@gmail.com>
Cc: Lisa Orsaba <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Dear Ms. Orsaba:

While I believe providing reliable power is a worthy objective I have serious concerns that the negative 
impact on our community during construction and following completion of a project of this magnitude would 
greatly outweigh any benefit to Santa Cruz County residents. I do not feel that PG&E has done due 
diligence exploring all of the alternatives to this plan. Such a project seems far more suitable along multi-
lane thoroughfares through commercial zoning rather than through a rural residential neighborhood and an 
agricultural preserve.

Our roads are narrow and curvy with little to no shoulder and they are already in disrepair from deferred 
maintenance. They are used not only by residents but by cyclists and visitors coming to enjoy the natural 
beauty of the area and to visit the wonderful wineries in the area. 

How will this project impact the morning and evening commute and the enjoyment of recreational visitors to 
our area?

There is a proposed staging area in an apple orchard at Pleasant Valley and Hames Rd. which would 
include a helipad for moving these massive poles over our properties. 

How will public safety be ensured?
What will be the impact on the wildlife and livestock in our area?
How will our groundwater be protected from contaminants?

The proposed 100 ft. power poles require much larger pads and much greater clearance around them. 

How will the removal of so many trees and the greater visibility of these huge poles impact the natural 
beauty of our area?
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How will the presence of large helicopters and the existence of these new poles affect the ability of Cal Fire 
to respond to any wildfires in our area?

These are just a few of the questions I have about the viability of this project in our community. I hope that 
all of the concerns from our area residents will be carefully and thoroughly addressed.

Thank you.

Francesca Voegelin
2130 Hames Rd.
Aptos, CA 95003
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  2130 Hames Rd. 
  Aptos, CA 95003 
  831-722-8383 
  rickvoegelin@gmail.com 
  February 13, 2014 
 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental,Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba, 

 

I believe that the following points should be addressed in a comprehensive 
Environmental Impact Report on the Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement project 
proposed by Pacific Gas & Electric. 

 

Project Rationale/Alternative Routes and Equipment 

1. The goal of a robust and reliable power system is a worthwhile objective. The central 
question is whether the proposed project is the most effective, financially responsible, 
environmentally sensitive, and most appropriate means to accomplish this in a 
rural/agricultural area with low-density residential housing. Would alternative routes 
and/or less obtrusive equipment and materials ameliorate the financial and 
environmental cost of the proposed project? 

2. What is the historic record of power interruptions in the service area caused by 
infrastructure failures (not local interruptions caused by tree limbs, traffic accidents, etc.) 
that justifies this project? 

3. What are the projected future power needs for this service area, and can these needs 
and reliability standards be achieved with a more modest and appropriate project than 
the one proposed? 

 

Wildlife and Livestock 

4. The area that will be affected by the proposed project is home to numerous wildlife 
species, including pairs of nesting raptors, tree swallows, barn swallows, and other birds 
that return to established nesting sites in Pleasant Valley and Day Valley. These 
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species play an integral role in the natural control of rodent and insect populations. 
What will be the impact of the noise and disturbance caused by heavy cargo helicopters 
and construction on the wildlife in these areas? 

5. The proposed project will also impact existing horse stables and livestock. How will 
the effects of helicopter noise and construction activities on these animals and property 
owners be addressed? 

 

Environmental Impact of Cargo Helicopters 

6. What will be the amplitude of the noise (dBA) experienced by people and animals at 
specified distances and altitudes during cargo helicopter take-offs, landings, and 
overflights? 

7. How far will this sound travel in the natural amphitheaters created by the surrounding 
hills? 

8. What steps will be taken to mitigate noise pollution and potential damage to persons 
and property caused by high-velocity downdrafts while helicopters are hovering to 
deploy metal poles? 

9. What measures will be taken to ensure public safety during the transportation of 
poles suspended from flying aircraft? 

 

Traffic and Road Safety 

Access to the proposed construction staging site is via Hames Rd. and Pleasant Valley 
Rd. Both are narrow secondary country roads with blind corners, tight-radius turns, and 
unregulated intersections. These roads do not have sidewalks, bicycle lanes, or 
shoulders. Both have pavement sections that are in poor condition due to deferred 
maintenance.  

10. What will be the effects of frequent movement of heavy construction equipment on 
these roads and workers commuting to the proposed construction staging area in terms 
of traffic safety (for motorists, cyclists, and pedestrians), traffic movement, and damage 
to roads? 

 

Fire Fighting 

11. What will be the impact of the proposed project on the access and ability of the 
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) to combat wildfires in 
the affected areas during and after construction? 

12. What restrictions on the flights and movements of CAL FIRE helicopter and fixed-
wing air tankers will result from the installation of tall poles and high-voltage lines? 
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13. What airspace restrictions will be in effect during the construction phase? 

14. What agencies will have jurisdiction and oversight of helicopter flight operations at 
the proposed construction staging area, and have these agencies approved the 
proposed plan? 

 

Recreational Activities 

15. The affected areas are used by bicycle clubs, motorcyclists, joggers, hikers, and 
others who are attracted by the natural beauty and open space of the landscape. What 
will be the impact of the creation of an industrial-scale construction area, removal of 
vegetation, and the visual impact of metal power poles on these groups? 

16. The Pleasant Valley/Corralitos corridors have a vigorous viticulture trade, with 
wineries and vineyards throughout the area that host tours, tastings, and special events. 
Is the proposed project compatible with the aesthetics and culture of this wine-making 
appellation? 

 

Construction Staging Area 

17. The Corralitos/Pleasant Valley/Day Valley corridor has no significant commercial or 
industrial development, and large areas are designated as agricultural preserves by the 
County General Plan. What will be the impact of the construction of a staging zone 
within this corridor in terms of traffic patterns, noise of daily operations, commuter traffic, 
sewage, and waste disposal? 

18. What steps will be taken to prevent contamination of groundwater supplies and run-
off caused by hazardous materials (helicopter and construction vehicle fuel, lubricants, 
solvents, etc.)? 

19. Following completion of the proposed project, how will the staging site – currently a 
disused apple orchard – be dismantled and the area restored to its previous state? 

20. If the construction staging area will not be completely removed, is it the intention to 
use this "temporary" zone for future projects? 

21. What alternative sites for a construction staging area have been considered that 
would be more appropriate to such an industrial operation? 

22. Can the use of existing sites such as Watsonville Airport, Cal Trans staging sites 
adjacent to Highway 1, and other locations that are equipped and staffed to deal with 
aircraft operations and hazardous materials lessen the environmental impact of cargo 
helicopters, construction equipment, and workers in what is now a rural/agricultural 
area? 
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Carbon Footprint 

23. What is the "cradle to grave" carbon footprint of installing tall metal poles, large 
concrete foundations, and the permanent removal of trees and vegetation for this 
project? This greenhouse gas emission calculation should include the extraction, 
processing, manufacture, transportation, assembly, and installation of steel poles and 
ancillary work (concrete foundations, wires, helicopter fuel, workers, construction site, 
etc.), and the ultimate dismantling and disposal of materials. 

24.  How would the use of renewable and sustainable materials such as wooden poles 
with complementary smaller foundations that require less surrounding clear space and 
installation along existing power line routes reduce the total carbon footprint of this 
project? 

25. How will the carbon footprint of this proposed large-scale project be offset? 

 

Water Supply 

26. How will this project address the concerns of the Central Water District, which 
supplies much of the affected area, about potential damage to fragile water pipes? 

27. What steps will be taken to ensure an uninterrupted supply of safe water to the 
communities along the project during and after construction? 

 

I request that the Environmental Impact Report address these issues in detail, and that 
the PUC carefully evaluate the company's responses. I also request that this letter be 
included in the permanent record, and that I be advised of all further communications. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

 

  Sincerely, 
 
 
 
  Frederick P. Voegelin 
   
 
RV: 115KV Project.doc 
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Fw: rK letter to osaba 2/16
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:35 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Gay Nichols >gnichols1234@charter.net<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:34 AM
Subject: Fw: rK letter to osaba 2/16
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

To: Ms. Lisa Orsaba

Re: P. G. & E  

Santa Cruz Company’s Santa Cruz 115-kv reinforcement project

A-12-01-012

February 16, 2014

I live at 415 Aptos Ridge Circle, Watsonville, Ca. 95076

831 .809. 1106
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I strongly object to the proposed Southern Alignment.

The proposed 115 kv line installed on 105 ft. high poles would require an entirely 
new easement. 

1. The Southern Alignment passes over the “Larkin’s Valley 
Calabasas Refuge” a FEDERALLY protected area to safeguard the 
nearly extinct Long Toed Salamander. As well as the Red Leg Frog, 
also severely endangered. Any work whatsoever in the area will 
disrupt the habitat and may cause the extinction of a rare species. 
The Federal Rules governing the refuge does not even allow people 
to walk through the area. Any accident during the installation or if 
there is ever a failure due to landslide or earthquake which would 
cause the lines to fall into the refuge could end the existence of a 
species. I am in the compiling a list of agencies who can help with 
this. We will also be contacting the federal agency that does 
the permitting. Your lines are going over my property which has 2 
ponds on it 1 of them is breeding pond for the salamander and large 
variety of frogs. Your lines are less than 100 feet from this pond.

2. Because the Southern Alignment contains a large underground 
gas line PG & E would have to enlarge the easement from 60 ft. to 
at least 120 feet.  A brief survey of the route will show you that the 
line now passes both north and south of many homes. No matter 
which side of the existing easement you choose the new line will 
pass directly over several homes. You are not allowed to have an 
easement through an existing home; you would have to buy all the 
properties affected. This would increase the cost of acquiring the 
easement in our local neighborhood alone by at least 
$5,000,000.00.  The information you provided indicates that you 
would have to destroy at least 2 homes; I believe this is grossly 
underestimated.
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3. The new easement and the 105 ft poles would require the 
removal of several hundred large trees including endangered oaks, 
costal redwoods and others. 

4. The trees being removed currently provide nesting areas for 
Owls, Hawks, Eagles and other birds which may be protected. 

5. The area along the Southern Route near White Rd. Contains 
several other wetland areas which the Federal Environmental 
Protection Laws and State Laws required to be set aside to protect 
the Long Toed Salamanders and others which are endangered. 
There is currently a population of these inhabiting these areas. All of 
the wetlands in these areas must be delineated and protected 
totally! 

6. These protected creatures move between the Federal Refuge 
and the other habitats and require an undisturbed environment to 
survive. They can not be moved or relocated. There are simply too 
few to risk a major project such as you propose.

7. The new lines will protrude into the protected SCENIC 
 CORRIDOR the effected homeowners were forced by law to limit 
their home size and color and plant trees to protect the view. I have 
pictures of what this looks like and will have them published. This 
entrance into Santa Cruz would be a disgusting disgrace. I have 
been talking to people they feel the same way about the corridor.  

8. There are very delicate groundwater recharge areas along the 
route.

There is a permanent and serves as water shortage in the area. Recharge 
areas allow water which travels along shallow clay layers and re enters the 
aquifer in certain spots. If pg & e punctures these shallow layers they can 
permanently destroy the recharge areas.

    9. I believe that a location for this upgrade was selected several years ago 
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          which did not have any of the problems listed above. This list does not 
discuss the cost of lawsuits which all of the effected homeowners will file once 
pg & e tries to get the easement. Or the potential lawsuits which will be filed by 
nearby owners will file once they realize their property values have been severely 
lowered. All of these costs will be paid by the customers of PG& E.  You must 
consider these unnecessary expenses.

10. There a several active slide areas in this area. The White Rd. and Aptos 
Ridge have had to be filled and repaved several times. 

          Please consider the above and please keep in mind that we have only had 2 
weeks to become educated on the issues. Whereas the other route has had 2 years. 
Once the people along the southern Alignment are told by us or by newspaper 
articles which will soon begin appearing I’m sure you will get many more letters. 

 Sincerely, Gay Nichols
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project EIR Scoping Public Comment
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 5:01 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: GREGORY AUDINO >gregenina@sbcglobal.net<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 4:59 PM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project EIR Scoping Public Comment
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Gregory Ross Audino
360 Bollinger Place
Watsonville, CA  95076
November 5, 2013

Dear Ms. Orsaba
California Public Utilities Commission
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
1 Embarcadero Center, #740
San Francisco, CA  94111
RE:   Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project

Dear Ms. Orsaba:

Please find below a copy of the letter sent to each of the CPUC’s five commissioners.
We are also directing this letter to you, as you requested.

Sincerely,

Gregory Ross Audino
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Text of Letter:
To Whom It May Concern:

I am appalled at PG&E’s incomplete, inaccurate, and misleading approaches and 
methods in “planning” the Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project.

I am deeply concerned that this project will significantly alter the beauty of the natural 
landscape of our bucolic neighborhood.  This project adversely affects all area residents, 
the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and our 
community values.

We urge you to complete an accurate Environmental Impact Report that addresses all 
scoping issues identified by any and all concerned citizenry, and we urge you further 
to complete due democratic diligence and notify ALL impacted citizenry and not just 
the landowners living within 300’ of the proposed new PG&E poles, using an 
outdated CPUC “rule.”  It is patently apparent that most if not all of the addresses 
within the Green Valley, Amesti, Pioneer, Corralitos, Day Valley, Hames, Pleasant 
Valley, Valencia, Larkin Valley, and Aptos communities affected by this plan NEED 
and SHOULD be notified.

The Draft IS/MND acknowledged the presence of endangered fauna and flora in 
numerous spots along the proposed project, namely – the Santa Cruz longtoed 
salamander, the whitetailed kite, the bald eagle, bats, the duskyfooted woodrat, the 
Monterey spineflower, the Monterey pine, California oaks.

Yet, the Study then alleged that it will successfully relocate and replant all affected 
species.

Interestingly, in Chapter Five of its PEA, PG&E alleged that the shorter Southern 
Alignment was not a viable route because it had known Santa Cruz longtoed 
salamander breeding pools.  

If the Northern Alignment has the Santa Cruz longtoed salamander living along its 
stretch as well, in wet, creek areas – then this area is also, similarly to the Southern 
Alignment, not a viable option.

The Santa Cruz longtoed salamander cannot be successful relocated and protected 
amidst gross construction related displacements along the Northern Alignment route, 
but then that same salamander protected in similar circumstances along the Southern 
route.
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PG&E also cited the fact that the Southern Alignment disturbs the federally endangered 
robust spineflower, and this makes the route unviable.  Alternatively, how is it more 
acceptable for PG&E to make claims that a threatened plant like the Monterey spine
flower, which occurs along the Northern alignment, is better to disturb?

I request that the EIR address the impact of all proposed routes on all threatened 
and/or endangered flora and fauna.

Another contradiction is the statement that along the Southern Alignment route, there 
would be extensive tree removal.  There is also extensive tree removal along the 
Northern Alignment route. 

In the EIR, please address the impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat in any 
and all of your proposed routes – identify which trees will be removed and how this 
removal will affect the area’s aesthetics, wildlife, and community values.

The original draft of the Study actually included a proposal to relandscape around the 
poles to mitigate their impact on vistas, but then PG&E eliminated this proposal as 
“unfeasible.”

In the EIR, please address the use of alternative materials in any and all of your 
proposed routes, including the use of alternative construction material to the currently 
proposed 100’ tall TSP, and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which 
currently exist in our county and are incongruent with the county plans.

In the EIR, please address the apparent lack of due diligence – in planning for this 
project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E and the CPUC neglected to 
contact Central Water District.

I request that the CPUC ensure that all the required due diligence for this project has 
been performed.

In terms of impacts to the local water supply – I am aware that the Water Department, 
which PG&E and the CPUC did not contact – is concerned about old steel pipes sharing 
setbacks with the new poles, and the possibility of new poles leaching unsafe chemicals 
into the water table.

I request that the CPUC ensure that all impacts to the water supply are identified – 
identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water companies to deliver 
safe and reliable drinking water.
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I am concerned about the 100’ TSP high above the natural tree line becoming a hazard to 
ariel fire fighting resources/equipment in the event of a wild land fire.

I request the the CPUC ensure that all impacts of the tall 89’ and 100’ poles to wild 
land fire fighting conditions are identified.

I am also aware that local organic farms and other farm owners are panicked, knowing 
that this project will negatively affect their efficacy.

I request that the CPUC ensure that all impacts and effects this project will have on 
organic, as well as on nonorganic farms, in and near the affected area, are identified.

Furthermore, the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of more.  I am aware that originally, PG&E had identified 9 alternative routes.

I am requesting that the EIR must consider, explore and include ALL ORIGINAL 9 
ALTERNATIVE ROUTES, including undergrounding and including a NO Alternative 
option.

Furthermore, I am requesting that PG&E/CPUC identify reasons for not utilizing 
existing infrastructure, such as the Northern and Southern Alignments, without the 
need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood poles to 100’ TSP.

Finally, I am aware that recently, only a few days after the deadline to submit comments 
to the CPUC about PG&E’s Draft IS/MND, my neighborhood on Bollinger Place had a 
“power outage.”  I personally witnessed the problem, which was due to gopher activity 
under the neighborhood’s junction box, which caused flooding and shorted the line.

Given the potential ramifications of this project, it is incumbent upon PG&E/CPUC to 
fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a demonstration 
must clarify how many of the local power outages are due to local problems as 
described above and how of them are actually due to infrastructural concerns.  Such a 
demonstration must be included in the EIR for public scrutiny.

Also, the PG&E’s Draft IS/MND Study limited the definition of scenic or aesthetically 
pleasing to what people experience in a car while driving down the road in a given 
number of seconds.

America’s scenic roads are not experienced exclusively in a car or in seconds.  The Study 
acknowledges this by stating that “a scenic vista is a distant public view along or 
through an opening of corridor that is valued for its scenic quality.”  People walk, run, 
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bike, and live daily and nightly looking out across these roads – and measure the quality 
of their life by that inimitable span of quiet, greening, breathing, rising valley.

The valley bordered by Amesti, Pioneer, Corralitos, and Green Valley Roads, as well as 
the valley bordered by Day Valley, Cox, and Valencia Roads, and also the valley along 
Larkin Valley are lovely, quiet places, their apple orchards, berry farms, ranches, 
vineyards, and woodlands interlaced by green row crops and strawberry fields, and 
dotted by old barns and old California ranch homes.

In the summers, green throated hummingbirds crowd the by ways and small lanes.  Red 
tailed hawks perch in the pines.  At night, frog song rolls along the culverts and from out 
the low wet places.  Bats slice up the dark – and the occasional owl.   Among the trees, in 
the apple orchards, coyotes travel, always looking, their voices more prevalent than the 
sound of a passing car.  It is that quiet.

Nothing towers higher here than the occasional stand of rogue eucalyptus or the 
brotherhoods of Monterey pine and California oak.  The eye is drawn up from this 
middle distance to the Santa Cruz mountains beyond.

Yet the study claimed that the 100 foot plus steel poles that would bisect these valleys 
would not significantly change their aesthetics and scenic value.  

And although the 100 foot plus new steel poles would cut up from Green Valley, Amesti, 
Corralitos, Pioneer, Day Valley, Cox, Valencia, and Larkin Valley Roads across the 
distant vistas and the view of the Santa Cruz mountains, the Study claimed that there is 
no view obstruction.

And although only low lying farm buildings dot the landscape, the Study claimed that 
there is other utility infrastructure.

Painters routinely paint the area, trying to make on canvas a poem of the valley’s 
idiosyncratic, peaceful patchwork – but PG&E hired someone to calculate their alleged 
mediocrity.

The Study used a trumped up statement that deconstructed the beauty of the valleys to a 
variegated mix of built up structures, farmland, and open green space that is not uniform 
enough to qualify as “highly” aesthetic.  Uniformity, of course, being high art’s most 
pleasing aesthetic.

I am requesting that the EIR identify all appropriate siting, architectural design and 
landscaping to mitigate the impacts on those visual qualities, in particular wherever 
the Santa Cruz County General Plan Policy 5.10.11 states that “visual qualities worthy 
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of protection” should be “identified” and then appropriate “siting, architectural 
design and landscaping” should be used to “mitigate the impacts on those visual 
qualities.”

I request the CPUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be 
entered into the permanent record.

Sincerely,

Gregory Ross Audino
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Concerns re 115KV powerlines project near 200 Marthas Way Aptos
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:36 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: thechars >loschars@yahoo.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:35 AM
Subject: Concerns re 115KV powerlines project near 200 Marthas Way Aptos
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>
Cc: "vijaychar@yahoo.com" <vijaychar@yahoo.com>, rich <rich@portoftravel.com>, heidi casale 
<heidi@portoftravel.com>, jeff <jeffsd805@comcast.net>, sara catizone <catizone@mac.com>, Loris 
Coletta <lbc1920@comcast.net>, vince coletta <vhc1919@comcast.net>

To Lisa Orsaba or TO IT MAY CONCERN:

The current towers and lines lie on the border of our property at 200 Marthas Way, Aptos and the access 
trail lies on a steep slope along the property border with easement for right of way to PG&E.
The proposed plan would potentially add new lines, raise the voltages dramatically, increase tower heights 
and widen the access trail.
Please see my comments as a concerned resident who is likely to be very adversely affected by this 
project. 

I am very concerned about the impact of this project due to the following 
- will be an eyesore on the spectacular views currently presented and will reduce my property value due to 
the increased tower heights, the added lines, increased voltages and the widened access trail
- the new construction activity is also going to have a negative impact on our local road, wildlife, vegetation 
which are already in a very fragile state and may never recover or need significant expense to restore.
- harmful effects on my family and pets due to stronger electromagnetic fields, the accompanying crackling 
noise and increased catastrophic risks that go along with the higher voltages proposed
- increased erosion due to the wider access trail proposed. We are already seeing the runoff from even 
occasional showers cause lots of erosion and debris accumulation in drainage channels.
- increased traffic and activity on a wider access trail will have negative impact on the local wildlife and 
vegetation. Previous maintenance activity has left piles of cut brush on my property and these remain a 
huge fire danger. 
- the current trail lies along a trail used by many local wildlife and the increased activity from maintenance, 
the reduced cover from widening is bound to cause major disruption and further upset the ecological 
balance we currently struggle to maintain.
- in the longer term, the increased power availability is bound to hasten the congestion in the area and the 
faster degradation of this relatively pristine valley today.
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I urge the PUC & PGE to factor in these concerns and modify the plan to address or mitigate. 

Please let me know that you received these comments before the 5pm, 2/18/14 deadline. If you should 
have any questions then please do not hesitate to contact me.

Thank You,

Guadalupe Char
200 Marthas Way 
Aptos CA 95003

408 605 4681
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Upset Neighbor
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 7:42 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Henry Van Siclen >comvansiclenconstruction@gmail.<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 7:42 AM
Subject: Upset Neighbor
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

I'm very concerned about the impact the overhead power line project will have on our immediate 
community. My neighbors and I moved to this area specifically to get away from the eyesores and 
inconveniences that you are proposing. While I appreciate the product you deliver, I feel you can 
accomplish your goal in a less intrusive manner. 

Sincerely,
Henry Van Siclen
Day Valley Homeowner
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project By Pacific Gas & Electric
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 9:05 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jacquelline >jmcateach@yahoo.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 8:48 PM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project By Pacific Gas & Electric
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: Jacquelline <jmcateach@yahoo.com>
To: "www.santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" 
<www.santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:54 PM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement Project By Pacific Gas & Electric

Lisa Orsaba
California Public Utilities Commission
c/o Panorama Environmental Inc
1 Embarcadero Center #740
San Francisco, CA 94111

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

I have been a resident of my home on Day Valley Road in Aptos for over forty years and I am 
still enjoying the beauty of this rare natural setting.  The residents that live here have agreed 
to share this paradise with the many beautiful species of flora and fauna that also live here 
and the tourists that come to enjoy the beaches and forests. You will not find street lights nor 
sidewalks on this narrow winding road that leads to Cox Road, Valencia Road and Freedom 
Boulevard. The area is lush with mature trees and bush.  

Bicyclists, runners and walkers are as common as the greenery found in this small lush valley 
during all seasons of the year. This area also supports Santa Cruz county which is known for  
its natural beauty. This beauty, which attracts visitors, is not man made but a gift that I hope 
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all people will see and experience forever. It it our job as citizens of the earth to appreciate 
and protect it.  Sometimes people don't realize the importance of trees and bush which 
provide a natural cooling  and cleaning system for the environment remembering to keep a 
safe place for the animals that live here until they have been cut down in the name of 
progress.

In the past forty years that I have lived here the planning dept has done a good job of 
making sure that this little quaint village of Aptos has remained  small, beautiful and true to 
its natural origins and I am asking you to help us keep our small town natural because that is 
what is honest and true about it.  
If P G & E want to help provide better service they must do so in a way that sustains people, 
animals and the beautiful natural environment.  Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
Jacquelline Cooper
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: FW: Objecting to Santa Cruz 115 project::
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:50 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: james kahl >jeki38@msn.com<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 8:24 AM
Subject: FW: Objecting to Santa Cruz 115 project::
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Ms. Lisa Orsaba

My names is:: James E. Kahl,
We reside at 772 Aptos Ridge Ci
Watsonville, CA 95076
831 684 0622
760 455 9864  ( mobile)
jeki38@msn.con

This e mail will serve as my objection of the PGE  company's project "Santa Cruz 115kv Reinforcement 
Project   that PGE is contemplating to construct though through the residential area called Aptos Ridge.

It is my understanding that the  original project was to go along: Cox Road, Day Valley Road, along the 
Freedom Blvd. corridor. apparently this route has been rejected and "Plan B" is going into affect.
Please advise in detail what advantage there is to adding or substituting   Aptos Ridge to the route.

If PGE continues with the Aptos Ridge Route, I am reserving the right to be provided with additional 
information that I may request.

Sincerely

James E. Kahl 
(760) 455-9864 (mobile)
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February 18, 2014 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740  
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 
This is regarding the scoping phase for the Environmental Impact Report to be 
prepared for the proposed Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project. Please 
add the following issues for inclusion in the EIR. 

 
Fully explain the need for the project. 
 
Throughout the various published documents, the following are simply restated to 
justify the need for the project:  
 

• increase system reliability and prevent potential large-scale service 
interruptions if there are overlapping outages in the existing local 
electricity supply system 

• increase transmission system reliability in the Santa Cruz area during 
outages 

• prevent potential large-scale service interruptions if there are overlapping 
outages in the existing local electricity supply system 

• increase reliability and responsive support in the area during outages 
within the local system 

• increase system reliability and prevent potential large-scale service 
interruptions if there are overlapping outages in the existing local 
electricity supply system 

• improve the area electrical system’s capacity and reliability 
 
Common sense suggests that the above argument for a project of this scale is 
weak. The impacts of increased population and demand are briefly mentioned, 
but there is no supporting evidence. There has been essentially no argument 
made that the project is needed. Further, while the above refer only to the local 
system, we have been told that there are high demands in “the valley,” and we 
are warned of rolling brown outs, which I have never experienced in my fifty-plus 
years living here. 
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Sincerely, 
 
 
James M. Kerr 
2125 Cox Road 
Aptos, CA 95003 
831-688-5677 
jmkerrs@earthlink.net 
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Fully explore all alternatives. 
 
The PEA considered four possible solutions, and then five power line corridor 
alternatives for the project. All of these, as well as any others previously 
contemplated, should be evaluated in greater detail in the EIR. 
 
Per Section 1001 of the Public Utilities Code, the project should “consider cost-
effective alternatives to transmission facilities that meet the need for an efficient, 
reliable, and affordable supply of electricity, including, but not limited to, demand-
side alternatives such as targeted energy efficiency, ultraclean distributed 
generation...and other demand reduction resources.” Ironically, much of the 
project area does not have natural gas service available. To reduce demand, 
consider extending natural gas service where it is logical. There should also 
be an analysis of the potential effectiveness of all other alternatives to reduce 
demand. 
 
Be mindful of the importance that the Public Utilities Code places on 
Community Values. 
 
The Public Utilities Code and California law are clear in directing how the CPUC 
is to review and approve construction of utility facilities. 
 
“It’s the dawn of a new era in transmission line planning in this state. In urban 
and suburban areas, we have to look anew at how we site transmission lines, 
and carefully weigh their role in fulfilling the state’s energy goals against their 
impact on community values.” – CPUC President Michael R. Peevey 
 
Encourage the use of existing Rights-of-Way.  
 
The Garamendi Principles are statewide transmission siting policies that 
encourage the use of existing ROW by upgrading existing transmission facilities 
where technically feasible and economically justifiable. The project as proposed 
in the IS/MND, whereby a new 115-kV circuit is constructed along the Cox-
Freedom segment seems inconsistent with prudent transmission planning and 
the Garamendi Principles to maximize use of the existing easement corridor 
where practicable. 
 
Provide complete engineering and design information, a project implementation 
plan (with a detailed timetable) that describes how the project will be constructed, 
a cost estimate that includes the costs of financing, construction, and operation, 
a cost analysis comparing the project with alternatives and including the financial 
impact of the proposed construction, and a design and construction management 
and cost control plan.  
 
Specify a “reasonable and prudent’ maximum cost for the project. 
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Consider undergrounding the project, consistent with the County of Santa Cruz 
General Plan. 
 
Where applicable, set all new poles, and relocate existing poles, back from the 
edge of the existing paved roadway five to ten feet, but not less than five feet, to 
allow a safe shoulder for pedestrians and bicyclists, and to lessen the likelihood 
of motor vehicles striking the poles. 
 
Where applicable, perform at least rough grading and build retaining walls as 
necessary, to allow a safe shoulder for pedestrians and bicyclists. 
 
Where applicable, set all new poles and relocate existing poles so that they do 
not impede drainage, particularly alongside roadways. 
 
The lack of critical information in the MND and the poor quality of the project 
maps provided to date makes it impossible to understand elements of the project 
that will have the greatest impact on people. Provide survey or other data as 
follows: 
 

• Provide a tree schedule and legible maps that identify specific trees that 
are proposed for removal. 

 
• Provide a pole schedule and legible maps that identify the heights and 

specific locations of each pole. 
 

• Provide data and legible maps that show where existing and proposed 
poles are located within the existing easement for utilities. 

 
• Provide a list of specific locations that may require easement expansion. 

 
Meet with Santa Cruz County Public Works to develop a plan acceptable to 
Public Works, to ensure that County roads are left in good condition. Many local 
roads are in poor condition; heavy equipment required for the project will likely 
cause damage. 
 
Consult with Central Water District and private well owners along the project 
corridors. Identify how the project will not affect the delivery of safe and reliable 
drinking water. 
 
Meet with those representing the interests of the farming and ranching 
communities to identify the effects this project will have on their activities. 
 
Please also refer to my previous letter (attached) of December 6, 2013, which 
includes my comments on the Draft IS/MND. 
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Santa Cruz Re inforce ment Proje ct

Jeanne shimizu <jshimizu@charter.net> Sat, Feb 15, 2014 at 11:57 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Hard copy to follow

reinfircement letter 2:14:14.pdf
24K
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Lisa Orsaba
CPUC
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite #740
San Francisco, Ca 94111
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be 
prepared for the proposed Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project by 
PG&E. I am concerned how this project will significantly alter the beautiful 
rural environment, our water quality and our safety.

Central Water District was never notified of the project. They have major 
considerations of the age of the pipes and the problems of contaminants 
entering our water supply. I have the same considerations. How will you 
deal with this and explain it to us? 

My major consideration is the power pole at the right of my road, Sand Hill 
Rd. That pole will be increased by 50 FEET! Who is going to reinforce that 
hill where the depth will have to be increased and what is going to happen 
to the road if/when you start excavating?! Who is going to pay for that 
invasion???The right turn onto Cox Rd is already minimal. If major changes 
which will have to happen if you change the pole, then a right turn off Sand 
Hill Road onto Cox will probably be impossible. The impact on traffic and 
road deterioration from increased traffic on that part of Cox Road will be 
major. This has to be addressed.

There are alternative routes and underground possibilities. Consider them!

Really Is this project necessary for our area? There have been no major 
outages that have  happened in many years, other than from 
accidents, .Why are you really proceeding with this?A major consideration.
Sincerely, Jean Shimizu 

                                                                                                          Jean Shimizu
                                                                            125 Sand Hill RD
                                                                            Aptos, Ca 95003
                                                                           February 14,2014
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                                                                                                          Jean Shimizu
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

PG&E Le tte r

Karell  Reader <readers@cruzio.com> Sat, Feb 15, 2014 at 1:30 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Hello Lisa,

I am attaching my letter to your office and will mail a hard copy, as well.

Thank you for working on this project.  We all hope for a mutual solution.

Karell Reader

PGE Letter  .docx
113K
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P.O. Box 1164 
Idaho Springs, CO  80452 
February 15, 2014 

 
Lisa Orsaba� 
California Public Utilities Commission� 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.� 
1 Embarcadero Center, #740� 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
 
Re:  PG&E 115KV Project 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba: 
 
I am a major landowner in Pleasant Valley where my family has farmed for over 100 years.  I 
was quite disturbed to hear about the proposed project installing a 115KV circuit connecting the 
Green Valley substation in Watsonville with the Rob Roy substation in Aptos.  How PG&E 
attempted to obscure their plans from the public was appalling.     

My family has worked this last century to protect the natural beauty and quality of the 
environment in Pleasant Valley and keep open space for the wildlife to thrive.  Now, it appears 
that PG&E has the ability to cause irreversible harm to everything we have attempted to protect. 
Before PG&E is permitted to move forward with their plans, there needs to be a thorough 
Environmental Impact Report written and reviewed. 
 
The rural area is characterized by pastoral farming operations framed by homes and would be 
completely disrupted by industrial looking steel towers and power lines.  My new tenants are 
spending thousands to restore our family’s vintage barn and repurposing it as a wine tasting 
venue, promoting their wonderful locally produced wines from our grapes.  It would hardly serve 
to have their neighborhood-friendly operation thwarted by the constant hum of wires or the 
degradation of the view scape with massive towers.  Our livelihoods are dependent on the ability 
to farm and market our products in a peaceful, scenic locale. Another alternative needs to be 
seriously considered. 
 
We have encouraged a healthy population of Golden Eagles in the Valley.  They fly freely and 
unhindered from one end of the Valley to the other, hunting the small rodents that live on the 
perimeters of the farms, vineyards and orchards.  These eagles often soar in pairs and on rare 
occasions, in groups, over the Valley.  Five of them circled our home the day that my father was 
buried.  It would be a horrible shame to endanger these magnificent residents of our skies.  There 
would need to be mitigations for these and the other wildlife that live in the Valley.  They are all 
needed to keep a balance of nature. 
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Construction for this kind of project is a temporary inconvenience, but often there are roads built 
and fences and foundations that permanently damage and disrupt the natural contours of the land 
and hydrology.  This can change the ecology of the location and create negative impacts on the 
wildlife habitat and grazing and migration patterns. The construction noise, traffic and dust are 
annoying, but more permanent damage can be created if engineers are thoughtless or contractors 
are careless.  It would be preferable to the towers and overhead lines to explore an underground 
option. 
 
Please, do everything possible to see that the EIR is complete and considers all the ramifications 
of the project and all the alternatives.  The destruction of a beautiful place unnecessarily is 
wasteful.  We are depending on you to protect us, the environment and all we have worked for. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Karell Reader   
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Our neighborhood
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 3:23 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Karlene Dahlmeier >karleneswan@sbcglobal.net<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 3:22 PM
Subject: Our neighborhood
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

February 18 , 2014

Dear Ms. Orsaba,

Please consider these points  with santacruz115kproject.

The proposed line is one and a half mile from the Loma Preita epicenter. The earthquake of 
1989 caused major destruction to the poles. Our soil is sand and the proposed poles are 90-110 
feet tall.  This is a danger of unknown proportion. 

The Central water district has concern  that contamination of our water system is possible 
with the present plan

We have lived in our present home for 27 years.  We have enjoyed our location  because of 
the beautiful trees and natural setting.  We spend  75 percent of our relaxation time outside.  With 
the proposed plan we will have three 90-110 foot poles obstructing our view.  With  that large of 
lines there is a constant noise factor also. Our way of life will be permanently altered for the 
worse.

It is my understanding that underground lines can be requested. I propose that this is a better plan 
for the entire community.  We are in a drought . Underground lines would be better for fire 
hazard.
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Helicopters will be used to install the proposed project. This is an agricultural area with an 
abundance of livestock and wildlife. There are several organic farms.. Fuel spills and noise 
pollution will alter the  environment dramatically.

Our roads are narrow and curved. We still are utilized by many walker and bike riders. Will 
PG&E widen the roads and install walking paths. The proposed line will take away more of the 
area available for these activities.

Over a hundred trees are proposed to be removed. This will disrupt our environment 
dramatically. One of the trees close to the proposed line is over 100 years old. These trees can not 
be replaced. Planting saplings elsewhere is not a viable solution.

I would like to see the actual proposed cost analysis for the proposed plan and one for an 
underground plan.

Thank you for your consideration.

Respectfully ,
KarleneDahlmeier 
214 Ramada Lane
Aptos, Ca. 95003
831-688-0227
831-420-1719
karleneswan@sbcglobal.net
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd:
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 2:54 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Karlene Dahlmeier >karleneswan@sbcglobal.net<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 2:51 PM
Subject: 
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

February 18, 2014

Dear Ms. Orsaba,

I would like to advise the board of several criteria that impact our neighborhood with project 
santacruz115vproject.

We are 1.5 miles from the Loma Preita  earthquake epicenter. Many of the P.G. and E poles 
fell during the 1989 earthquake. The poles are scheduled to be installed are 90- 110 ft tall.  The 
soil that is present in our immediate neighborhood is sand. This is a danger to the people who live 
in the area. 

The Central Water district has mentioned that the infrastructure of  our water district is 
vulnerable to contamination from the present project plan. Many of the pipes are very old and will 
be disturbed. A new infrastructure should be considered .

        It is my understanding that helicopters will be used to install the project. We will be at risk 
for excessive noise and contamination from fuel spills.  This is a farm and agriculture area. The 
horses and livestock will be put at risk. We have an abundance of wildlife. Those animals will 
also have their environment disrupted.

Our roads are very narrow and curved. This is an area that is used by many bikers , walkers 
and nature lovers. How will the new poles impact this usage? Will there be trails installed and a 

widening of the streets?
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We have lived at this address for 27 years.  Our families have been raised and the 
neighborhood has remained consistent. The outdoor living that we have enjoyed will be greatly 
impacted. From our deck we will see three 110 foot poles.  The noise that this amount of power 
creates will change the peacefulness that we presently cherish.  One hundred plus trees are 
scheduled to be removed.  It does not help us to have trees planted elsewhere in the removed trees 
place.  One of the trees that is dangerously close to the proposed line is over 100 years old. 

In the 27 years that we have lived here we have had possibly 3-4 outages from storms.  They 
were usually fixed within a 24 hour  window of time. I understand that PG&E is wanting to 
upgrade the infrastructure.  I believe that all the information concerning this has not been 
disclosed. I would like to have a copy of the intention and purpose of this project. I would also 
like to have a cost analysis of the project as proposed and if it was put underground . I would also 
like to see proposed profit  charts.

It is my understanding that our community  can request that this project be put underground . 
We are in a serious drought in California. Fire danger is very high. I would like to know the 
boards ideas on comparison of fire hazard of the proposed above ground lines and underground 
lines.

Thank you for your time  in considering these issues.  Please feel free to e-mail me your response. 

Respectively,

Karlene Dahlmeier
214 Ramada Ln.
Aptos, Ca. 95003
831-688-0227
831-420-1719 work
e-mail karleneswan@sbcglobal.net
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: EIR
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 9:03 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Katherine Gleaton >aptos_kathy@yahoo.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 8:29 PM
Subject: EIR
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Katherine Gleaton
1703 Cox Rd. Aptos Ca 95003
aptos_kathy@yahoo.com

This is regarding the scoping of the EIR Impact Report to be prepared for the proposed 
Santa Cruz 115kV reinforcement Project by PG&E

1) Are there any Federal agencies or Federal money involved in this project, and if so, 
wouldn't that require a National Environmental Quality Act review process instead of a 
California Environmental Quality Act review process?  

2) If the proposed alternative mitigation of underground portions of the Cox-Freedom 
segment is implemented, how will this impact our underground utilities such as water 
pipes? Can this project avoid those pipes?

3) Perform an atheistic evaluation of the project which was not done in the initial study.
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4) Analysis and determine  the increase of power needs of the Cox R,d Day Valley area 
stipulated by PGE

request that the PUC investigate and address these issues and that my concerns be 
entered into the permanent records.
Thank You, Katherine Gleaton
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Ms.	Lisa	Orsaba	
California	Public	Utilities	Commission	
c/o	Panorama	Environmental,	Inc.	
1	Embarcadero	Center,	Suite	740	
San	Francisco,	C	94111	
Santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com	
	
Dear	Lisa,	
	
This	email	is	regarding	the	scoping	of	the	upcoming	Environmental	Impact	Report	
for	the	proposed	Santa	Cruz	115kV	Reinforcement	Project	by	PG&E.		I	live	
approximately	1	mile	from	the	proposed	section	along	Hames	Road	and	regularly	
commute	the	Freedom	Valley	Road.		Parts	of	these	roads	are	targeted	to	be	part	of	
the	project.	
	
I	have	several	concerns	that	have	the	Environmental	Impact	Report	needs	to	
address	for	this	project.	
	

1. A	study	of	how	aerial	fire	fighting	resources	will	need	to	adapt	to	such	a	tall	
and	long	structure	is	critical	to	all	residents	in	the	region	and	must	be	
addressed	in	the	EIR.		In	other	words,	will	this	tall	and	long	structure	
negatively	affect	the	abilities	of	airplanes	and	helicopters	to	effectively	fight	
fires?		The	fire	control	impacts	on	this	project	for	the	overall	region	must	be	
researched	to	ensure	that	the	community	will	not	have	a	greater	risk	to	their	
homes	and	properties	than	they	currently	have.			The	oak	and	eucalyptus	
forest	did	catch	fire	off	of	highway	1	near	Buena	Vista	road	several	years	ago.		
Several	homes	were	lost	and	homes	several	miles	away	were	on	notice	to	
evacuate.		The	area	where	my	house	is	located	was	on	notice	to	possibly	
evacuate.	This	fire	occurred	when	the	region	wasn’t	in	the	drought	
conditions	it	is	currently	experiencing	and	the	fire	was	located	next	to	a	
highway	where	firefighting	resources	had	excellent	access	to	fight	it.		It	is	
now	mid‐	February	and	we	have	received	about	one	third	of	the	rainfall	that	
we	had	last	year	at	this	time.		This	region	is	bone	dry	and	even	more	at	risk	
than	ever.		

2. The	EIF	must	provide	a	thorough	study	on	how	these	structures	will	
aesthetically	impact	the	region,	not	just	the	ground	underneath	the	power	
lines	and	300	feet	on	both	sides	of	the	poles.		Does	the	structure	reflect	the	
goals	of	the	community	where	it	is	being	placed?		Alternative	shapes	and	
even	underground	placement	of	the	lines	must	be	considered.		

3. The	scope	and	effects	of	the	project	will	physically	extend	farther	than	300	
feet	into	the	community	so	the	EIR	must	reflect	this	fact	and	address	this	
concern.		Only	a	limited	part	of	the	community	(located	within	300	feet	of	
the	project)	has	been	directly	informed	of	the	impacts	they	can	realistically	
expect	to	experience.			

4. It	must	be	documented	in	the	EIR	how	the	project	will	meet	the	goals	of	the	
County	Master	Plan.		This	project	involves	installing	several	miles	of	80‐100	
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foot	high	power	poles	and	multiple	power	lines	that	have	never	been	
installed	anywhere	in	Santa	Cruz	county.		Even	large	homes	being	
considered	for	construction	must	pass	certain	county	requirements	and	this	
project	must	be	brought	up	for	County	approval.		

5. The	EIP	must	address	how	the	construction,	native	vegetation	removal,	and	
subsequent	maintenance	of	the	proposed	system	will	impact	the	diverse	
populations	of	wildlife	and	what	actions	will	be	taken	to	mitigate	the	
impacts.		We	have	diverse	wildlife	in	the	region	that	includes	wild	turkey,	
deer,	coyotes,	bobcats	and	mountain	lions.		These	and	other	animals	will	
have	their	established	habitats	significantly	impacted	and	clearly	taking	all	
measures	to	ensure	we	preserve	the	flora	and	fauna	for	future	generations	is	
appropriate	and	must	be	implemented.		

6. The	need	for	the	project	was	stated	to	eliminate	“rolling”	blackouts	such	as	
in	the	past.		In	my	30	years	in	the	county,	past	experiences	on	power	losses	
were	attributed	to	weather	related	issues	or	vehicle	damage	to	power	lines.		
PG&E	has	not	brought	forward	the	need	to	implement	a	project	of	this	scale	
to	the	public	before	so	it	is	prudent	there	is	a	detailed	justification	to	prove	
their	allegations.	

7. The	construction	of	this	massive	power	line	system	will	be	a	onetime	event	
that	will	have	significant	impacts	on	the	skyline	and	oak	forest	where	it	is	
placed.		Once	installed,	changes	to	the	environment,	topography	and	visual	
panorama	will	be	permanent.		Alternates	to	installation	must	be	investigated	
and	the	justification	of	the	system	must	be	offered	to	the	community	at	large	
for	approval.		

	
I	request	that	my	concerns	are	reviewed	and	added	to	the	public	record.	
	
Sincerely,	
Ken	Stearns	
427	Pleasant	Valley	Road	
Aptos,	CA	95003	
(831)	768‐1776	
jcnken@cruzio.com	
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

com ments for EIR scoping /Santa Cruz 115kv  re inforce ment proje ct

Kristen Totah <studiokkitchens@sbcglobal.net> Sat, Feb 15, 2014 at 1:36 PM
Reply-To: Kristen Totah <studiokkitchens@sbcglobal.net>
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Lisa Orsaba,

Please submit the attached letter for EIR scoping suggestions.  I would appreciate an email response that you
are in receipt.  

thank you,
 
Kristen Totah, ASID
Studio K Kitchens and Design

ph: 831.763.7732
kristen@studiokkitchens.com
www.studiokkitchens.com

PG & E 115kV.pdf
59K
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February 14, 2014 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
This letter is inform you of issues we want included in the scoping process of the 
Environmental impact report for the 115 kV reinforcement project by PG & E in Santa 
Cruz County.  We want the following items addressed: 
 
Helicopter landing pads at Pleasant Valley/Hames road Intersection: 

• Impact on local farms, dust, noise and organic status of local farming 
businesses 

• Impact of removal of bees kept on the staging property for local farmers 
(currently being moved to accommodate PG & E). 

• Impact on local residents who board horses and livestock. There are 
numerous horse boarding and riding facilities up Pleasant Valley Road. 
How will those neighbors be compensated if horses need to be moved or if 
there are riding accidents as a result of the Helicopter noise.  

• Access roads to this area:  these also flank horse boarding facilities, and 
create more traffic and dust in otherwise rural areas. 

• Pleasant valley road north of Hames road is essentially a 1 lane road with 
no shoulder and no center line- large trucks and increase traffic could 
cause car and pedestrian accidents 

• Hames Road is a popular road for cyclists with no shoulder. Large trucks 
and equipment will only cause potential for accidents involving cyclists 

• Dust from Helicopter activity- there are 3 pads planned- why do they  
need so many and how frequent do they anticipate them coming in and 
out? It appears that this staging area is not just for this section of the 
project, but rather for the entire line from Freedom to Green Valley Road- 
this is unacceptable for local residents to be burdened with this intrusion- 
it is like having an airport in our backyard. 

• The effect of ‘Watering down’ the area prior to landing as proposed 
permeating the fuel down into our water supply- 

• Why can they not use the Watsonville airport for refueling?  Bringing fuel 
into this area during an unprecedented drought poses a threat to all 
residents. Watsonville airport is only a few miles away. 

• Potential effect of fuel leakage into our water supply, and surrounding 
wildlife’s limited drinking water- our system is old and vulnerable 

• Effect of the Helicopter noise on local birds and wildlife. There are 
numerous nests in the area, eagles, hawks, and even Great Blue Heron 
who live on that property and eat gophers, voles, etc. Birders come to the 
area to take photos 
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• Pleasant Valley is a natural ampitheater- we can hear dirt bikes from a 
mile away.  The Helicopter activity will create unacceptable noise levels 
for residents and frighten animals 

• We want a more detailed list of ALL vegetation to be removed for this 
entire project- not just the 12” + diameter trees, and this needs to be 
reviewed in the EIR for impact on wildlife, threatened and migratory  
species,  and aesthetic considerations for our view corridors.  

• Most projects take at least twice as long as projected. How long do they 
intend to use this staging/maintenance area and for what sections of work?  
We have been informed that PG & E intends to use this area indefinitely 
as a stop between longer sections of proposed work up and down 
California. They are already contracting/directing work at this staging area 
without final approval- clipping trees, removing bee housing and clearing 
the property. 

• What remediation will occur or be required after the project to remove all 
seepage of fuel, oil, and ‘maintenance’ equipment from the valley?  If this 
project proceeds we want a full evaluation of the property and subsequent 
remediation at PG & E’s expense. 

• When/how do they intend to remove the landing pads, fueling stations, 
access roads, and to what level are they going to bring is back to it’s 
original condition, if ever? 

• Who holds PG & E accountable for excessive noise, trash and pollution 
impact to our area? Workers leaving their lunch trash, human waste 
removal, etc? 

• WE DO NOT BELIEVE THAT THIS IS NECESSARY WORK FOR 
THE ‘BENEFIT’ OR ‘IMPROVEMENT’ OF SERVICE.  WE HAVE 
HAD NO BROWN OUTS, OR BLACK OUTS THAT ARE NOT 
WEATHER RELATED OR ACCIDENT RELATED. THERE IS NO 
SHORTAGE OF POWER TO OUR AREA, ESPECIALLY WITH THE 
INCREASE OF SOLAR POWER USAGE AND TITLE 24 
REGULATIONS. THIS IS FOR PG& E TO INCREASE RATES, AND 
TO LEASE THEIR POLES TO CELLULAR AND CABLE 
COMPANIES IN ORDER TO INCREASE THEIR PROFIT 
SPECIFICALLY SINCE THEY ARE MAKING LESS MONEY DUE TO 
TITLE 24. THIS IS A BIG BUSINESS RAPING THE LOCAL 
ENVIRONMENT. DO NOT BE FOOLED!  WE WANT AN 
INVESTIGATION INTO THE TRUE MOTIVATION BEHIND THIS 
PROJECT! 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Kristen Totah 
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

420 Aptos Ridge  Circle , Aptos Hills, Watsonv ille  and PG&E line

conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 2:51 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Ms. Lisa Orsaba  
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
Fax: (650) 373-1211
 
Dear Lisa (if I may),
 
Thank you for providing the public forum January 29th.  Hopefully through this process as well as the written
questions due by February 18th this project will be reviewed under a microscope and  there will be a better
understanding of how  a project of this magnitude will   negatively affect 100s if not 1000s of people in the path of
the power lines.   I am working on the list of questions for the February 18th deadline.
 
You mentioned that PG&E listed outages as a reason for updating the lines in our area  but as Craig Chatterton
of Halton Ln (off White Road) mentioned to you most of our outages for the past several years were due to cars
hitting poles,  transformers blowing out during storms, and tree limbs hitting the power lines during storms.   In
March 2006 we had an unusual snow storm that left the Aptos Hills without power  for 3 days.  Our home was
one of the last to get reconnected.  The cause of the outage was an unusual lightening storm that hovered over
our subdivision for several hours.   The lightening hit  two transformers in our subdivision.  Our son was home
from Tulane University in New Orleans recovering from an illness he contracted after Hurricane Katrina.  Mato had
a high fever and we had no heat so I am very sensitive to people losing their power and understand the need to
upgrade systems.
 
Thank you for offering  to write  PG&E  and request information about  where the proposed line would be placed
on our property. As you can imagine this is a great concern of mine.  With the 150ft.  ROW and easement on
either side of the power poles it would encompass our home.
 
Kristo & Margaret Kristich 
Parcel # :108-101-15
420 Aptos Ridge Circle
Aptos Hills
Watsonville, CA  95076
(831) 685-8535
 
There are a lot of issues about the project but another very important factor is fire.  Santa Cruz County had 3
major fires in 2008,   two of which were close to our home - one in the Corralitos Hills and the Trabing Fire which
consumed 26 homes, nearly 50 outbuildings. and hundreds of animals.The Trabing Fire included Larkin Valley
Road adjacent to White Road.  We had to evacuate our home during the Trabing Fire.
 
One of the  Panorama documents mentioned workers  were restricted  regarding smoking. The mere fact that this
is mentioned  makes me uneasy because of the  deadly potential  from fires especially now during  our present
drought conditions. Fires can quickly get out of control and they are terrifying.  Unfortunately during the Trabing
Fire we learned that Santa Cruz County  lacks the infrstructure to move people away from the dangerous areas. 
Santa Cruz County was gridlocked for several hours during the Trabing Fire.  At one point the fire spread to the
median on Hwy 1 with cars at a standstill in both northbound and southbound lanes.  You can understand my
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concerns about the PG&E project regarding the fire issue considering high voltage lines and gas lines are
involved.  In fact one of the 3 toed salamander habitats on our property is in a wetland area next to the gas line.
 
I was never as thankful as I am now that the 3 toed salamanders resides on our property. Although I am not
certain what it says about our society when these little creatures are valued more than the humans sharing the
same space.
 
Thank you for your help in obtaining information from PG&E regarding the projected lines across our property.
 
Santa Cruz County Board Supervisor Chairman Zach Friend wrote today  to let me know he had written PG&E for
the list of  roads involved in the Southern Alternative Route.
 
Please forgive this long letter but there is one more point that is important, it was touched upon when Craig and I
spoke with you after the meeting on the 29th - Freedom Blvd  is a  direct and major route from Watsonville to
Aptos,  and has a good infrastructure,  in fact it was the Old Santa Cruz Highway when I was a child.
 
Thank you for your help, I look forward to dealing with you in the future,
Margaret
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Com ments pe rtaining to the  propose d Santa Cruz 115kv  Proje ct

Sean <bluethistle@sbcglobal.net> Sun, Feb 16, 2014 at 11:36 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: Sean <bluethistle@sbcglobal.net>, Leslie.K.Fitinghoff@wellsfargo.com, Lizabeth Morell
<liza@lizabethmorell.com>

Dear CPUC,

 

Presently, the community strongly opposes the proposed changes contained within PG&E’s proposed doubling
of the existing transmission / distribution system.  Among other issues from the community, please address the
following concerns within the Project EIR-

 

1.       Biological Impact

a.       Provide complete analysis of construction and added EMF impacts on all living Flora and
Fauna

 

2.       Economic Impact on the community and individual property owners

a.       Outline reimbursement criteria to all community members that are impacted biologically

                                                               i.      Specifically address how this impact will be evaluated including
proposed reimbursement values for each level of impact

b.      Outline reimbursement criteria to all property owners within the Project view shed addressing
declining property values

                                                               i.      Specifically address how this impact will be evaluated including
proposed reimbursement values for each level of impact

3.       Alternatives to address increased need for power

a.       Explore meeting future electrical demands without the additions proposed by the Project

                                                               i.      Explore adding photovoltaic and other renewable power
generation systems to community homes and businesses where the energy is needed
with the goal of requiring no addition to the existing distribution system and reducing the
demand on the existing petroleum (and other nonrenewable) based energy generation
system

b.      If Alternative a. is found to not meet future energy needs, explore project burial to lessen
present and future biological and economic impact on the community

 

Please confirm receipt of this email.
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Thank you,

Leslie and Sean Fitinghoff

255 Pioneer Road

Corralitos, CA 95076

831.761.9729
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Comments pertaining to the proposed Santa Cruz 115kv Project

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Wed, Feb 19, 2014 at 10:25 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Sean >bluethistle@sbcglobal.net<
Date: Sun, Feb 16, 2014 at 11:36 AM
Subject: Comments pertaining to the proposed Santa Cruz 115kv Project
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: Sean <bluethistle@sbcglobal.net>, Leslie.K.Fitinghoff@wellsfargo.com, Lizabeth Morell 
<liza@lizabethmorell.com>

Dear CPUC,

Presently, the community strongly opposes the proposed changes contained within PG&E’s proposed 
doubling of the existing transmission / distribution system.  Among other issues from the community, 
please address the following concerns within the Project EIR-

1. Biological Impact

a. Provide complete analysis of construction and added EMF impacts on all living Flora 
and Fauna

2. Economic Impact on the community and individual property owners

a. Outline reimbursement criteria to all community members that are impacted 
biologically

i. Specifically address how this impact will be evaluated 
including proposed reimbursement values for each level of impact

b. Outline reimbursement criteria to all property owners within the Project view shed 
addressing declining property values
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i. Specifically address how this impact will be evaluated 
including proposed reimbursement values for each level of impact

3. Alternatives to address increased need for power

a. Explore meeting future electrical demands without the additions proposed by the 
Project

i. Explore adding photovoltaic and other renewable 
power generation systems to community homes and businesses where the energy 
is needed with the goal of requiring no addition to the existing distribution system 
and reducing the demand on the existing petroleum (and other nonrenewable) 
based energy generation system

b. If Alternative a. is found to not meet future energy needs, explore project burial to 
lessen present and future biological and economic impact on the community 

Please confirm receipt of this email.

Thank you,

Leslie and Sean Fitinghoff

255 Pioneer Road

Corralitos, CA 95076

831.761.9729
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Santa Cruz 115V  Reinforce ment proje ct

Linda Ponzini <linda.ponzini@gmail.com> Thu, Feb 13, 2014 at 7:47 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

I am part of this group, and I add my voice to the  opposition to the Santa Cruz 115V Reinforcement project.  we do not want 115 foot
utility poles marring our neighborhood, damaging the watershed and endangering the flora and fauna.
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Comments pertaining to the proposed Santa Cruz 115kv Project

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 10:46 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Lizabeth Morell >liza@lizabethmorell.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 10:17 PM
Subject: Re: Comments pertaining to the proposed Santa Cruz 115kv Project
To: Lizabeth Morell <lizabethmorell@gmail.com>
Cc: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Dear PG&E,

I speak for many in our local Corralitos, Brown Valley and Freedom Boulevard communities to object and 
oppose the proposed changes contained within PG&E’s proposed doubling of the existing transmission / 
distribution system.  There are many concerns and harm that will be caused by the Project EIR with no 
real demonstrated need.

1. Health impacts on wildlife and the impact on local properties ecosystems has not 
been addressed or studied. It must be substantiatively demonstrated that: 

                             a. there is a need for the new transmission system
                             b. That this is the most efficient and effective system 
                            ( exploring alternative energy systems development & underground cables  as 

viable/preferable systems)

2. There are real economic costs to this transmission system that property owners will 
have to be compensated for. 

                               The new transmission lines will not only damage property during construction but damage the 
real estate values of the area and individual properties on an ongoing basis. 
                                These costs will have to be quantified and repaid by PG & E to the property owners facing the 

damage incurred by the transmission system.                                                               

3. Instead of creating an increase in transmission lines with their inefficiencies and 
further use of petroleum based and non-renewable energy, PG&E can assist in the 
development of solar energy produced from homes and excess electricity sold back to 
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the transmission system- put the resources which would be used to build higher 
transmission poles into this kind of production and distribution system.

Many people are concerned about the environmental impacts of this project. It is time to stop making larger 
systems and concentrate on renewable local systems that PG&E can make as much, or more money from- 
and provide sustainable energy for generations to come. 

Yours Sincerely,

Liza Morell
255 Pioneer Rd.
Corralitos, CA 95076

Lizabeth K. Morell, REALTOR
CA DRE License #01891765 
Cell: 831-419-4856
Office: 831-688-7434 Ext 458
Fax: 831-685-6422
Bailey Properties, CA DRE License # 01319514
9119 Soquel Dr., Aptos, CA. 95003

2013 Silver Circle Award, Bailey Properties
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

420 Aptos Ridge  Circle , Aptos Hills, Watsonv ille  and PG&E line

conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> Tue, Feb 4, 2014 at 12:48 PM
To: Kristi Black <kristi.black@panoramaenv.com>

Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com
 
Dear Ms. Black,
 
The purpose of the letter to Lisa Osaba was to give her our parcel # so that she could obtain  from PG&E  the
location  of the proposed  power line  on the Southern Route. Ms. Osaba and I spoke after the public meeting on
January 29th in Corralitos and she offered to contact PG&E and her email address  was  in the  NOP EIR letter of
January 17, 2014.  
 
This is to confirm that you forwarded my email to Ms. Osaba.
 
Thank you,
Margaret Kristich
 
 

----- Original Message -----
From: Kristi Black
To: conaught2
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 3:56 PM
Subject: Re: 420 Aptos Ridge Circle, Aptos Hills, Watsonville and PG&E line

Thank you for your interest in the Santa Cruz 115-kv Reinforcement Project Environmental Impact Report (EIR).
This email confirms that your comment has been received. The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
will review all scoping comments received and will consider them in preparing the EIR.

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 2:51 PM, conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> wrote:
Ms. Lisa Orsaba  
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
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San Francisco, CA 94111
Fax: (650) 373-1211
 
Dear Lisa (if I may),
 
Thank you for providing the public forum January 29th.  Hopefully through this process as well as the written
questions due by February 18th this project will be reviewed under a microscope and  there will be a better
understanding of how  a project of this magnitude will   negatively affect 100s if not 1000s of people in the
path of the power lines.   I am working on the list of questions for the February 18th deadline.
 
You mentioned that PG&E listed outages as a reason for updating the lines in our area  but as Craig
Chatterton of Halton Ln (off White Road) mentioned to you most of our outages for the past several years
were due to cars hitting poles,  transformers blowing out during storms, and tree limbs hitting the power lines
during storms.   In March 2006 we had an unusual snow storm that left the Aptos Hills without power  for 3
days.  Our home was one of the last to get reconnected.  The cause of the outage was an unusual lightening
storm that hovered over our subdivision for several hours.   The lightening hit  two transformers in our
subdivision.  Our son was home from Tulane University in New Orleans recovering from an illness he
contracted after Hurricane Katrina.  Mato had a high fever and we had no heat so I am very sensitive to
people losing their power and understand the need to upgrade systems.
 
Thank you for offering  to write  PG&E  and request information about  where the proposed line would be
placed on our property. As you can imagine this is a great concern of mine.  With the 150ft.  ROW and
easement on either side of the power poles it would encompass our home.
 
Kristo & Margaret Kristich 
Parcel # :108-101-15
420 Aptos Ridge Circle
Aptos Hills
Watsonville, CA  95076
(831) 685-8535
 
There are a lot of issues about the project but another very important factor is fire.  Santa Cruz County had 3
major fires in 2008,   two of which were close to our home - one in the Corralitos Hills and the Trabing Fire
which consumed 26 homes, nearly 50 outbuildings. and hundreds of animals.The Trabing Fire included
Larkin Valley Road adjacent to White Road.  We had to evacuate our home during the Trabing Fire.
 
One of the  Panorama documents mentioned workers  were restricted  regarding smoking. The mere fact
that this is mentioned  makes me uneasy because of the  deadly potential  from fires especially now during 
our present drought conditions. Fires can quickly get out of control and they are terrifying.  Unfortunately
during the Trabing Fire we learned that Santa Cruz County  lacks the infrstructure to move people away from
the dangerous areas.  Santa Cruz County was gridlocked for several hours during the Trabing Fire.  At one
point the fire spread to the median on Hwy 1 with cars at a standstill in both northbound and southbound
lanes.  You can understand my concerns about the PG&E project regarding the fire issue considering high
voltage lines and gas lines are involved.  In fact one of the 3 toed salamander habitats on our property is in a
wetland area next to the gas line.
 
I was never as thankful as I am now that the 3 toed salamanders resides on our property. Although I am not
certain what it says about our society when these little creatures are valued more than the humans sharing
the same space.
 
Thank you for your help in obtaining information from PG&E regarding the projected lines across our
property.
 
Santa Cruz County Board Supervisor Chairman Zach Friend wrote today  to let me know he had written
PG&E for the list of  roads involved in the Southern Alternative Route.
 
Please forgive this long letter but there is one more point that is important, it was touched upon when Craig
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and I spoke with you after the meeting on the 29th - Freedom Blvd  is a  direct and major route from
Watsonville to Aptos,  and has a good infrastructure,  in fact it was the Old Santa Cruz Highway when I was
a child.
 
Thank you for your help, I look forward to dealing with you in the future,
Margaret
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

420 Aptos Ridge  Circle , Aptos Hills, Watsonv ille  and PG&E line

conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> Thu, Feb 6, 2014 at 7:22 PM
To: Kristi Black <kristi.black@panoramaenv.com>

Dear Ms. Black,
 
I understand that a definite route has not been selected, from what I understand that is the purpose of this entire
process but   -   
 
on your website there are various alternative routes.   At the Scoping Meeting held on January 29th in Corralitos
there were several large maps on display showing the various alternative routes and the proposed power lines
were displayed by a thick colored line.  My concern was that it also showed our property and one of the proposed
lines goes through our property.  Lisa said she would write to PG& E about  the placement of this proposed
alternative.  Also we have a gas line that runs underneath the present high voltage line.  Lisa said that it would
probably take approximately a month to receive a response from PG&E.
 
Is it not possible to correspond  directly with Lisa  since she and I spoke about this issue?
 
Thank you,
Margaret

----- Original Message -----
From: Kristi Black
To: conaught2
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 3:41 PM
Subject: Re: 420 Aptos Ridge Circle, Aptos Hills, Watsonville and PG&E line

Ms. Kristich,
We do not know at this time where precisely the potential Southern Alignment would be located. The CPUC
will be submitting data request(s) to PG&E to determine this information during preparation of the CPUC's
Environmental Impact Report. The CPUC will submit the data request(s) to PG&E after the scoping period
closes on February 18. I will note that you have requested this information, and we will respond to your request
when we are able to.
Thank you,
Kristi

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

On Tue, Feb 4, 2014 at 12:48 PM, conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> wrote:

Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
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San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com
 
Dear Ms. Black,
 
The purpose of the letter to Lisa Osaba was to give her our parcel # so that she could obtain  from PG&E 
the location  of the proposed  power line  on the Southern Route. Ms. Osaba and I spoke after the public
meeting on January 29th in Corralitos and she offered to contact PG&E and her email address  was  in the 
NOP EIR letter of January 17, 2014.  
 
This is to confirm that you forwarded my email to Ms. Osaba.
 
Thank you,
Margaret Kristich
 
 

----- Original Message -----
From: Kristi Black
To: conaught2
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 3:56 PM
Subject: Re: 420 Aptos Ridge Circle, Aptos Hills, Watsonville and PG&E line

Thank you for your interest in the Santa Cruz 115-kv Reinforcement Project Environmental Impact Report
(EIR). This email confirms that your comment has been received. The California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) will review all scoping comments received and will consider them in preparing the
EIR.

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 2:51 PM, conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> wrote:
Ms. Lisa Orsaba  
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
Fax: (650) 373-1211
 
Dear Lisa (if I may),
 
Thank you for providing the public forum January 29th.  Hopefully through this process as well as the
written questions due by February 18th this project will be reviewed under a microscope and  there will
be a better understanding of how  a project of this magnitude will   negatively affect 100s if not 1000s of
people in the path of the power lines.   I am working on the list of questions for the February 18th
deadline.
 
You mentioned that PG&E listed outages as a reason for updating the lines in our area  but as Craig
Chatterton of Halton Ln (off White Road) mentioned to you most of our outages for the past several
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years were due to cars hitting poles,  transformers blowing out during storms, and tree limbs hitting the
power lines during storms.   In March 2006 we had an unusual snow storm that left the Aptos Hills
without power  for 3 days.  Our home was one of the last to get reconnected.  The cause of the outage
was an unusual lightening storm that hovered over our subdivision for several hours.   The lightening hit 
two transformers in our subdivision.  Our son was home from Tulane University in New Orleans
recovering from an illness he contracted after Hurricane Katrina.  Mato had a high fever and we had no
heat so I am very sensitive to people losing their power and understand the need to upgrade systems.
 
Thank you for offering  to write  PG&E  and request information about  where the proposed line would be
placed on our property. As you can imagine this is a great concern of mine.  With the 150ft.  ROW and
easement on either side of the power poles it would encompass our home.
 
Kristo & Margaret Kristich 
Parcel # :108-101-15
420 Aptos Ridge Circle
Aptos Hills
Watsonville, CA  95076
(831) 685-8535
 
There are a lot of issues about the project but another very important factor is fire.  Santa Cruz County
had 3 major fires in 2008,   two of which were close to our home - one in the Corralitos Hills and the
Trabing Fire which consumed 26 homes, nearly 50 outbuildings. and hundreds of animals.The Trabing
Fire included Larkin Valley Road adjacent to White Road.  We had to evacuate our home during the
Trabing Fire.
 
One of the  Panorama documents mentioned workers  were restricted  regarding smoking. The mere
fact that this is mentioned  makes me uneasy because of the  deadly potential  from fires especially
now during  our present drought conditions. Fires can quickly get out of control and they are terrifying. 
Unfortunately during the Trabing Fire we learned that Santa Cruz County  lacks the infrstructure to move
people away from the dangerous areas.  Santa Cruz County was gridlocked for several hours during the
Trabing Fire.  At one point the fire spread to the median on Hwy 1 with cars at a standstill in both
northbound and southbound lanes.  You can understand my concerns about the PG&E project regarding
the fire issue considering high voltage lines and gas lines are involved.  In fact one of the 3 toed
salamander habitats on our property is in a wetland area next to the gas line.
 
I was never as thankful as I am now that the 3 toed salamanders resides on our property. Although I am
not certain what it says about our society when these little creatures are valued more than the humans
sharing the same space.
 
Thank you for your help in obtaining information from PG&E regarding the projected lines across our
property.
 
Santa Cruz County Board Supervisor Chairman Zach Friend wrote today  to let me know he had written
PG&E for the list of  roads involved in the Southern Alternative Route.
 
Please forgive this long letter but there is one more point that is important, it was touched upon when
Craig and I spoke with you after the meeting on the 29th - Freedom Blvd  is a  direct and major route
from Watsonville to Aptos,  and has a good infrastructure,  in fact it was the Old Santa Cruz Highway
when I was a child.
 
Thank you for your help, I look forward to dealing with you in the future,
Margaret
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

420 Aptos Ridge  Circle , Aptos Hills, Watsonv ille  and PG&E line

conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> Fri, Feb 7, 2014 at 12:12 PM
To: Kristi Black <kristi.black@panoramaenv.com>

Dear Kristi,
 
Thank you for your quick  response with the clarification regarding the "data request" to PG&E.  I misunderstood
Lisa and thought she was contacting PG&E for a data request for our specific property.
 
I will look forward to receiving the information regarding location of the alternative alignments, specifically the
Southern Alignment  since it is supposedly runs less than 100 feet from our home on Aptos Ridge Cirlce in the
Aptos Hills.
 
Your assistance in this matter is appreciated.
 
Thank you,
Margaret

----- Original Message -----
From: Kristi Black
To: conaught2
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 7:38 PM
Subject: Re: 420 Aptos Ridge Circle, Aptos Hills, Watsonville and PG&E line

Dear Margaret,

The CPUC (who Lisa works for) will be contacting PG&E regarding the location of the alternative alignments,
including the Southern Alignment -- it will be a written "data request" to PG&E. The data request will be sent
after the close of the scoping period, so it may be some time before CPUC receives a response from PG&E.
We will be able to provide you with an answer as to the location of the alignment on your parcel once we
receive the information from PG&E. I have also been keeping Lisa apprised of our communications and have
made a note of your request so that we can provide you with this information when possible. I hope this
addresses your questions; if not, please do feel free to call me at 650-373-1200.

Best regards,
Kristi

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

On Thu, Feb 6, 2014 at 7:22 PM, conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> wrote:
Dear Ms. Black,
 
I understand that a definite route has not been selected, from what I understand that is the purpose of this
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entire process but   -   
 
on your website there are various alternative routes.   At the Scoping Meeting held on January 29th in
Corralitos there were several large maps on display showing the various alternative routes and the proposed
power lines were displayed by a thick colored line.  My concern was that it also showed our property and
one of the proposed lines goes through our property.  Lisa said she would write to PG& E about  the
placement of this proposed alternative.  Also we have a gas line that runs underneath the present high
voltage line.  Lisa said that it would probably take approximately a month to receive a response from PG&E.
 
Is it not possible to correspond  directly with Lisa  since she and I spoke about this issue?
 
Thank you,
Margaret

----- Original Message -----
From: Kristi Black
To: conaught2
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 3:41 PM
Subject: Re: 420 Aptos Ridge Circle, Aptos Hills, Watsonville and PG&E line

Ms. Kristich,
We do not know at this time where precisely the potential Southern Alignment would be located. The
CPUC will be submitting data request(s) to PG&E to determine this information during preparation of the
CPUC's Environmental Impact Report. The CPUC will submit the data request(s) to PG&E after the
scoping period closes on February 18. I will note that you have requested this information, and we will
respond to your request when we are able to.
Thank you,
Kristi

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

On Tue, Feb 4, 2014 at 12:48 PM, conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> wrote:

Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com
 
Dear Ms. Black,
 
The purpose of the letter to Lisa Osaba was to give her our parcel # so that she could obtain  from
PG&E  the location  of the proposed  power line  on the Southern Route. Ms. Osaba and I spoke after
the public meeting on January 29th in Corralitos and she offered to contact PG&E and her email
address  was  in the  NOP EIR letter of January 17, 2014.  
 
This is to confirm that you forwarded my email to Ms. Osaba.
 
Thank you, H-190
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Margaret Kristich
 
 

----- Original Message -----
From: Kristi Black
To: conaught2
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 3:56 PM
Subject: Re: 420 Aptos Ridge Circle, Aptos Hills, Watsonville and PG&E line

Thank you for your interest in the Santa Cruz 115-kv Reinforcement Project Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). This email confirms that your comment has been received. The California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) will review all scoping comments received and will consider them in preparing the
EIR.

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist 
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

On Mon, Feb 3, 2014 at 2:51 PM, conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> wrote:
Ms. Lisa Orsaba  
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
Fax: (650) 373-1211
 
Dear Lisa (if I may),
 
Thank you for providing the public forum January 29th.  Hopefully through this process as well as
the written questions due by February 18th this project will be reviewed under a microscope and 
there will be a better understanding of how  a project of this magnitude will   negatively affect 100s if
not 1000s of people in the path of the power lines.   I am working on the list of questions for the
February 18th deadline.
 
You mentioned that PG&E listed outages as a reason for updating the lines in our area  but as
Craig Chatterton of Halton Ln (off White Road) mentioned to you most of our outages for the past
several years were due to cars hitting poles,  transformers blowing out during storms, and tree limbs
hitting the power lines during storms.   In March 2006 we had an unusual snow storm that left the
Aptos Hills without power  for 3 days.  Our home was one of the last to get reconnected.  The
cause of the outage was an unusual lightening storm that hovered over our subdivision for several
hours.   The lightening hit  two transformers in our subdivision.  Our son was home from Tulane
University in New Orleans recovering from an illness he contracted after Hurricane Katrina.  Mato
had a high fever and we had no heat so I am very sensitive to people losing their power and
understand the need to upgrade systems.
 
Thank you for offering  to write  PG&E  and request information about  where the proposed line
would be placed on our property. As you can imagine this is a great concern of mine.  With the
150ft.  ROW and easement on either side of the power poles it would encompass our home.
 
Kristo & Margaret Kristich 
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Parcel # :108-101-15
420 Aptos Ridge Circle
Aptos Hills
Watsonville, CA  95076
(831) 685-8535
 
There are a lot of issues about the project but another very important factor is fire.  Santa Cruz
County had 3 major fires in 2008,   two of which were close to our home - one in the Corralitos Hills
and the Trabing Fire which consumed 26 homes, nearly 50 outbuildings. and hundreds of
animals.The Trabing Fire included Larkin Valley Road adjacent to White Road.  We had to evacuate
our home during the Trabing Fire.
 
One of the  Panorama documents mentioned workers  were restricted  regarding smoking. The
mere fact that this is mentioned  makes me uneasy because of the  deadly potential  from fires
especially now during  our present drought conditions. Fires can quickly get out of control and they
are terrifying.  Unfortunately during the Trabing Fire we learned that Santa Cruz County  lacks the
infrstructure to move people away from the dangerous areas.  Santa Cruz County was gridlocked for
several hours during the Trabing Fire.  At one point the fire spread to the median on Hwy 1 with cars
at a standstill in both northbound and southbound lanes.  You can understand my concerns about
the PG&E project regarding the fire issue considering high voltage lines and gas lines are involved. 
In fact one of the 3 toed salamander habitats on our property is in a wetland area next to the gas
line.
 
I was never as thankful as I am now that the 3 toed salamanders resides on our property. Although I
am not certain what it says about our society when these little creatures are valued more than the
humans sharing the same space.
 
Thank you for your help in obtaining information from PG&E regarding the projected lines across our
property.
 
Santa Cruz County Board Supervisor Chairman Zach Friend wrote today  to let me know he had
written PG&E for the list of  roads involved in the Southern Alternative Route.
 
Please forgive this long letter but there is one more point that is important, it was touched upon
when Craig and I spoke with you after the meeting on the 29th - Freedom Blvd  is a  direct and
major route from Watsonville to Aptos,  and has a good infrastructure,  in fact it was the Old Santa
Cruz Highway when I was a child.
 
Thank you for your help, I look forward to dealing with you in the future,
Margaret
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

420 Aptos Ridge  Circle , Aptos Hills, Watsonv ille  and PG&E line

conaught2 <conaught2@charter.net> Fri, Feb 14, 2014 at 11:17 AM
To: Kristi Black <kristi.black@panoramaenv.com>

Hi Kristi,
 
I was reading some of the documents online and noticed that PG & E needs more easements for the gas line in
the Southern Alignment Route.  Is this a question I should submit by February with my other questions or can
Lisa Osaba submit a data request for this topic.   At the January 29th Corralitos meeting it was mentioned that
the Southern Alignment Route did require a larger percentage of easements but not specifics were mentioned. 
Since the gas line is just below our home, approx 100 feet this particular easement is troubling and we need to
know the details of what is invovled with the easement regarding the gas line. 
 
Thank you for your assistance,
Margaret
 
 
----- Original Message -----

From: Kristi Black
To: conaught2
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 3:41 PM
[Quoted text hidden]
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Mark & Amy Munger 
1649 Hames Road, Aptos, CA 95003 

(831) 722-1896 home  (831) 345-6937 cell 
 
 
Ms. Lisa Orsaba 
Santa Cruz 115-kV Reinforcement Project 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
Once Embarcadero Center, Suite 740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
 
Dear Ms. Orsaba, 
 
My family has lived at 1649 Hames Road for 15 years.  Our home is approximately 100 yards 
away from the PG&E power line that is part of the PG&E 115-kV Reinforcement Project.  This 
project has raised many concerns for our family and our community.  I would specifically like to 
have the following questions and information included in the Environmental Impact Report being 
prepared for this project. 
 

1. Mt. Hermon June Beetle.  On January 24, 1997, The Mt. Hermon June Beetle 
(Polyphylla barbata) was officially added as an endangered species under the Endangered 
Species Act of 1973.  [Federal Register: January 24, 1997 (volume 62, Number 16)]. At 
the time, it was documented that a cluster of this beetle had been found in the sandy soils 
near Corralitos.  Each summer, we experience a major hatch of these beetles in our yard, 
which is literally 100 yards from the PG&E poles and shares the same sandy soil and 
microenvironment.  We are concerned that the activity required to upgrade the power 
poles, including temporary roads, helicopter pads, storage areas, lights, and human traffic 
could have a devastating impact on this endangered species.  We would specifically 
request that the Polyphylla barbata be included in the Environmental Impact Report (EIR). 
 

2. Golden Eagles.  There are one or more breeding pairs of golden eagles that live in the 
Pleasant Valley region.  They are common sights in our valley and appear to live, breed, 
nest and hunt in the valley.  In fact, the eagles are a common sight perched on top of one 
of the wooden power poles that is in question for upgrades, or in the nearby trees.  The 
Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940 states clearly that the birds, their nests and 
eggs are protected from agitation and disruption of their local habitats.  I am concerned 
about the impact this project will have on our resident golden eagles.  I am requesting that 
our local golden eagles also be included in the EIR. 
 

3. Local Wildlife Habitat.  The field in which the power line runs and the local coastal hills 
on both sides of Pleasant Valley are rich in local native wildlife.  We commonly see deer, 
coyotes, bobcats, wild turkeys, quail, and on one instance a mountain lion.  I am 
concerned the planned construction work, the helicopter pad(s), the intense human 
presence before, during and after this project, and the removal of mature shrubs and trees, 
will have a significant impact on our local wildlife.  Due to the surrounding urban  
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encroachment and intensive agriculture, local wildlife have very few natural corridors to 
move from one location to the other.  I believe that this project will have a major negative 
impact on our local native wildlife. 
 

4. Inconsistent Use of Rural Land.  Pleasant Valley, and the other surrounding valleys and 
coastal hills represent a combination of wild and open space, organic and conventional 
farming operations, and rural homesteads.  PG&E’s proposed “upgrade” of the wires from 
40’ wood poles to 100’ concrete superstructures is wildly inconsistent with the rural and 
natural environment.  The project in itself will require heavy equipment, noisy and 
disturbing helicopter usage, the creation of new roads and access points, and the clear 
cutting of mature and native trees and brush.  This project will leave a long term scar on a 
once wild and rural environment and could permanently impact our bird, mammal and 
reptilian populations.   
 

5. Ultimate Need.  I challenge PG&E to demonstrate a dramatic need for such an intensive 
and harmful project.  I would like for PG&E to demonstrate that this project, as proposed, 
is really necessary. 

a. Has PG&E truly explored other construction alternatives, including keeping the 
current wooden poles, underground construction, or smaller less impactful 
concrete poles? 

b. Has PG&E thoroughly vetted all alternative routes, including routes along major 
highways and urban corridors?  What is the result of those investigations? 

c. Is the significant boost in power really necessary?  How is PG&E justifying this 
need? 

 
I am deeply concerned about the environmental impact of this project and collateral damage that 
upgrading the existing PG&E wires will do to Pleasant Valley and our surrounding 
neighborhoods.  I am requesting that the Public Utility Commission provide complete and 
detailed answers to my concerns and that you make my questions and your answers part of the 
permanent public record. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mark Munger 
markmunger@yahoo.com 
(831) 722-1896 home 
(831) 345-6937 cell 
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project EIR SCOPING Public 
Comment
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 5:00 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: GREGORY AUDINO >gregenina@sbcglobal.net<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 4:57 PM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project EIR SCOPING Public Comment
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Nina Genkin Audino
360 Bollinger Place
Watsonville, CA  95076
November 5, 2013

Dear Ms. Orsaba
California Public Utilities Commission
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
1 Embarcadero Center, #740
San Francisco, CA  94111
RE:   Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project

Dear Ms. Orsaba:

Please find below a copy of the letter sent to each of the CPUC’s five commissioners.
We are also directing this letter to you, as you requested.

Sincerely,
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Nina Genkin Audino

Text of Letter:
To Whom It May Concern:

I am appalled at PG&E’s incomplete, inaccurate, and misleading approaches and 
methods in “planning” the Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project.

I am deeply concerned that this project will significantly alter the beauty of the natural 
landscape of our bucolic neighborhood.  This project adversely affects all area residents, 
the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and our 
community values.

We urge you to complete an accurate Environmental Impact Report that addresses all 
scoping issues identified by any and all concerned citizenry, and we urge you further 
to complete due democratic diligence and notify ALL impacted citizenry and not just 
the landowners living within 300’ of the proposed new PG&E poles, using an 
outdated CPUC “rule.”  It is patently apparent that most if not all of the addresses 
within the Green Valley, Amesti, Pioneer, Corralitos, Day Valley, Hames, Pleasant 
Valley, Valencia, Larkin Valley, and Aptos communities affected by this plan NEED 
and SHOULD be notified.

The Draft IS/MND acknowledged the presence of endangered fauna and flora in 
numerous spots along the proposed project, namely – the Santa Cruz longtoed 
salamander, the whitetailed kite, the bald eagle, bats, the duskyfooted woodrat, the 
Monterey spineflower, the Monterey pine, California oaks.

Yet, the Study then alleged that it will successfully relocate and replant all affected 
species.

Interestingly, in Chapter Five of its PEA, PG&E alleged that the shorter Southern 
Alignment was not a viable route because it had known Santa Cruz longtoed 
salamander breeding pools.  

If the Northern Alignment has the Santa Cruz longtoed salamander living along its 
stretch as well, in wet, creek areas – then this area is also, similarly to the Southern 
Alignment, not a viable option.

The Santa Cruz longtoed salamander cannot be successful relocated and protected 
amidst gross construction related displacements along the Northern Alignment route, 
but then that same salamander protected in similar circumstances along the Southern 
route.
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PG&E also cited the fact that the Southern Alignment disturbs the federally endangered 
robust spineflower, and this makes the route unviable.  Alternatively, how is it more 
acceptable for PG&E to make claims that a threatened plant like the Monterey spine
flower, which occurs along the Northern alignment, is better to disturb?

I request that the EIR address the impact of all proposed routes on all threatened 
and/or endangered flora and fauna.

Another contradiction is the statement that along the Southern Alignment route, there 
would be extensive tree removal.  There is also extensive tree removal along the 
Northern Alignment route. 

In the EIR, please address the impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat in any 
and all of your proposed routes – identify which trees will be removed and how this 
removal will affect the area’s aesthetics, wildlife, and community values.

The original draft of the Study actually included a proposal to relandscape around the 
poles to mitigate their impact on vistas, but then PG&E eliminated this proposal as 
“unfeasible.”

In the EIR, please address the use of alternative materials in any and all of your 
proposed routes, including the use of alternative construction material to the currently 
proposed 100’ tall TSP, and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which 
currently exist in our county and are incongruent with the county plans.

In the EIR, please address the apparent lack of due diligence – in planning for this 
project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E and the CPUC neglected to 
contact Central Water District.

I request that the CPUC ensure that all the required due diligence for this project has 
been performed.

In terms of impacts to the local water supply – I am aware that the Water Department, 
which PG&E and the CPUC did not contact – is concerned about old steel pipes sharing 
setbacks with the new poles, and the possibility of new poles leaching unsafe chemicals 
into the water table.

I request that the CPUC ensure that all impacts to the water supply are identified – 
identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water companies to deliver 
safe and reliable drinking water.
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I am concerned about the 100’ TSP high above the natural tree line becoming a hazard to 
ariel fire fighting resources/equipment in the event of a wild land fire.

I request the the CPUC ensure that all impacts of the tall 89’ and 100’ poles to wild 
land fire fighting conditions are identified.

I am also aware that local organic farms and other farm owners are panicked, knowing 
that this project will negatively affect their efficacy.

I request that the CPUC ensure that all impacts and effects this project will have on 
organic, as well as on nonorganic farms, in and near the affected area, are identified.

Furthermore, the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of more.  I am aware that originally, PG&E had identified 9 alternative routes.

I am requesting that the EIR must consider, explore and include ALL ORIGINAL 9 
ALTERNATIVE ROUTES, including undergrounding and including a NO Alternative 
option.

Furthermore, I am requesting that PG&E/CPUC identify reasons for not utilizing 
existing infrastructure, such as the Northern and Southern Alignments, without the 
need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood poles to 100’ TSP.

Finally, I am aware that recently, only a few days after the deadline to submit comments 
to the CPUC about PG&E’s Draft IS/MND, my neighborhood on Bollinger Place had a 
“power outage.”  I personally witnessed the problem, which was due to gopher activity 
under the neighborhood’s junction box, which caused flooding and shorted the line.

Given the potential ramifications of this project, it is incumbent upon PG&E/CPUC to 
fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a demonstration 
must clarify how many of the local power outages are due to local problems as 
described above and how of them are actually due to infrastructural concerns.  Such a 
demonstration must be included in the EIR for public scrutiny.

Also, the PG&E’s Draft IS/MND Study limited the definition of scenic or aesthetically 
pleasing to what people experience in a car while driving down the road in a given 
number of seconds.

America’s scenic roads are not experienced exclusively in a car or in seconds.  The Study 
acknowledges this by stating that “a scenic vista is a distant public view along or 
through an opening of corridor that is valued for its scenic quality.”  People walk, run, 
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bike, and live daily and nightly looking out across these roads – and measure the quality 
of their life by that inimitable span of quiet, greening, breathing, rising valley.

The valley bordered by Amesti, Pioneer, Corralitos, and Green Valley Roads, as well as 
the valley bordered by Day Valley, Cox, and Valencia Roads, and also the valley along 
Larkin Valley are lovely, quiet places, their apple orchards, berry farms, ranches, 
vineyards, and woodlands interlaced by green row crops and strawberry fields, and 
dotted by old barns and old California ranch homes.

In the summers, green throated hummingbirds crowd the by ways and small lanes.  Red 
tailed hawks perch in the pines.  At night, frog song rolls along the culverts and from out 
the low wet places.  Bats slice up the dark – and the occasional owl.   Among the trees, in 
the apple orchards, coyotes travel, always looking, their voices more prevalent than the 
sound of a passing car.  It is that quiet.

Nothing towers higher here than the occasional stand of rogue eucalyptus or the 
brotherhoods of Monterey pine and California oak.  The eye is drawn up from this 
middle distance to the Santa Cruz mountains beyond.

Yet the study claimed that the 100 foot plus steel poles that would bisect these valleys 
would not significantly change their aesthetics and scenic value.  

And although the 100 foot plus new steel poles would cut up from Green Valley, Amesti, 
Corralitos, Pioneer, Day Valley, Cox, Valencia, and Larkin Valley Roads across the 
distant vistas and the view of the Santa Cruz mountains, the Study claimed that there is 
no view obstruction.

And although only low lying farm buildings dot the landscape, the Study claimed that 
there is other utility infrastructure.

Painters routinely paint the area, trying to make on canvas a poem of the valley’s 
idiosyncratic, peaceful patchwork – but PG&E hired someone to calculate their alleged 
mediocrity.

The Study used a trumped up statement that deconstructed the beauty of the valleys to a 
variegated mix of built up structures, farmland, and open green space that is not uniform 
enough to qualify as “highly” aesthetic.  Uniformity, of course, being high art’s most 
pleasing aesthetic.

I am requesting that the EIR identify all appropriate siting, architectural design and 
landscaping to mitigate the impacts on those visual qualities, in particular wherever 
the Santa Cruz County General Plan Policy 5.10.11 states that “visual qualities worthy 
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of protection” should be “identified” and then appropriate “siting, architectural 
design and landscaping” should be used to “mitigate the impacts on those visual 
qualities.”

I request the CPUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be 
entered into the permanent record.

Sincerely,

Gregory Ross Audino
Nina Genkin Audino
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           17-February-2014 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite #740  
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the proposed Santa 
Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am concerned this project will significantly alter the landscape 
around property that I own.  There are many important issues the EIR must adequately address in each of the 
alternatives for this project to allow us to appropriately comment on the EIR Draft: 

 

 Alternative routes:   the original PTC and MND showed five alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included. 

 
 Alternative materials:   include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ tall steel 

poles and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our county and are 
incongruent with the county plan. 

 
 Current alignments:  identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the Northern and 

Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood poles to 100’ steel poles. 
 

 Due diligence:   in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E and the 
PUC neglected to contact Central Water District, which supplies water to the properties I own.  I 
request the PUC ensure that all the required due diligence for this project has been performed, as the 
water system is in the path of several of the project options. 

 
 Identify which trees will be removed by each alternative proposal. 

 

 Identify all “right-of -ways” that will need to be created by each proposal and what properties will be 
affected.  Document the differences between “overhead” construction right-of-ways and 
“undergrounding” right-of-ways. 

 
I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the permanent 
record. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Patrick Owen Sharp 
860 Day Valley Road 
Aptos, CA  95003 
oz_@sbcglobal.net   831-728-0426 
 
Owner: 105-161-21 and 105-161-40 
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Santa Cruz 115kV  Reinforce ment Proje ct

Paul Schoellhamer <paulschoel@msn.com> Fri, Feb 14, 2014 at 9:57 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

I am writing in re the Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project, and in particular in opposition to the southern
alignment alternative, which crosses and then parallels Old Adobe Rd and then proceeds up the north side of
Larkin Valley.

The southern alignment alternative should not be the alternative selected, for several reasons:

1)  Unlike the northern alignment, the southern alignment contains the two main natural gas transmission
pipelines for Santa Cruz County.  Because of that, doubling the capacity of the existing 115kV power line in that
alignment would necessitate expansion of PG&E's existing property easements on the many properties the
pipeline and power line cross in the Old Adobe/Larkin Valley area.  That would be a huge imposition on those
many property owners, and you can expect most if not all of them to resist strenuously.

2)  The expanded easements would be an attempt to deal with the safety implications of putting electrical power
lines with double the capacity on top of the main natural gas transmission pipelines.  Nevertheless, even with the
expanded easements, there would be great public concern about the safety implications given the high volume
and pressure of the gas in those pipelines.  Public sensitivity to these issues is high, given recent events in San
Bruno.  Bear in mind that these main gas lines cross under the front yards of a number of homes in our area.

3)  On Old Adobe Road, and just a few feet from the existing power line and natural gas transmission pipelines,
is the historic Castro Adobe, a cultural and historic gem that is a California State Park.  The main view from the
Castro Adobe, a large part of its historic purpose, is out toward Monterey, which was then the capital of
California.  The existing power lines are immediately in that view shed.  Increasing the height of the power lines
by 50% and the number of wires by 100% would significantly degrade that view from the Castro Adobe and further
detract from the historical setting the State Park attempts to recreate as much as possible.  There is also the
matter of cultural significance and sensitivity — the Castro Adobe was built in the days when the predominant
culture in California was Hispanic, and the State Park recreates and honors that cultural tradition.

4)  Typically the residents of Old Adobe Rd and Larkin Valley live here because they value its rural atmosphere
and the views that go with that.  A substantial increase in the size of the existing power lines will degrade that
view, reduce the enjoyment of their property, and reduce its value as well.  The existing power lines rise above the
natural tree line here, but the proposed power lines would tower much higher and stand out much more.  There is
no denying the harm that would be done.

For all these reasons I oppose the southern alignment alternative for this project.

                                                                        Yours truly,

                                                                        Paul Schoellhamer
                                                                        250 Old Adobe Rd
                                                                        Watsonville, CA 95076
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: EIR Scoping
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:09 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: >randc@cruzio.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:08 AM
Subject: EIR Scoping
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: zach.friend@co.santa-cruz.ca.us

February 18, 2014

Lisa Orsaba
California Public Utilities Commission
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740
San Francisco, CA 94111
FAX: (650) 373-1211
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be
prepared for the proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.
 This project adversely affects all area residents, the beautiful rural

environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and the community
values. You have already received general scoping issues from others
affected by this project.  We have specific issues that we feel the EIR
should address.
We are the property owners at 97 Aldridge Lane, the site of poles
E-52/C-47. Currently there are three wooden poles 55 feet tall. The site
sits on a ridgeline that on our property reaches 400’ above Corralitos
Road. This road, and its environs, is a designated scenic area by the
County of Santa Cruz.  The 100’ tall TSPs along the ridgeline will have a
dramatic aesthetic impact on this scenic area that has not been presented
by the current wooden poles.  Therefore, the EIR should address measures
to mitigate the height of the TSPs to include reconfiguration of pole
placement, the wire pattern and/or landscaping to conceal the poles.  On a
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related matter, the PEA discusses tangent and angle poles but does not
depict angle poles.  This should be corrected.
On a different matter the EIR should address additional PG&E projects
being considered for Santa Cruz County that are related to this project.
The schematic in Fig 2-4 of the PEA shows two 115 kV lines from Green
Valley Sub Station to Cox Road with one 115 kV line from Cox Road to Rob
Roy Sub Station.  Figure 2-4 shows two additional projects:  Rob Roy Sub
Station to Paul Sweet Sub Station and from Paul Sweet.  Sub Station to
Camp Evers Sub Station.   The sense is that PG&E is taking a piece-meal
approach to introducing 100’ TSPs to Santa Cruz.  This should be included
in the scope of the EIR.

Thank you for your consideration,

Ralph M. Carney
Caroline Cooke Carney
97 Aldridge Lane
Corralitos, CA 95076
randc@cruzio.com

Cc: Zach Friend, Santa Cruz County Supervisor, 2nd District
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Letter re Southern Route
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 7:33 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Richard Klevins >rklevins@charter.net<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 8:19 PM
Subject: Letter re Southern Route
To: lisa pg&e orsaba <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Please confirm receipt, also could you provide me with a copy of the rules re giving notice to homeowners. 

To: Ms. Lisa Orsaba

Re: P. G. & E  

Santa Cruz Company’s Santa Cruz 115-kv reinforcement project

A-12-01-012

February 16, 2014

I live at 415 Aptos Ridge Circle, Watsonville, Ca. 95076

831 .809. 1105
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I strongly object to the proposed Southern Alignment.

The proposed 115 kv line installed on 105 ft. high poles would require an entirely 
new easement. The location of this easement or of the new poles has not been 
disclosed. But if it lies along the existing route it will:

1. The Southern Alignment passes over the “Larkin’s Valley 
Calabasas Refuge” a FEDERALLY protected area to safeguard the 
nearly extinct Long Toed Salamander. As well as the Red Leg Frog, 
also severely endangered. Any work whatsoever in the area will 
disrupt the habitat and may cause the extinction of a rare species. The 
Federal Rules governing the refuge does not even allow people to 
walk through the area. Any accident during the installation or if there is 
ever a failure due to landslide or earthquake which would cause the 
lines to fall into the refuge could end the existence of a species. 

2. Because the Southern Alignment contains a large underground gas 
line PG & E would have to enlarge the easement from 60 ft. to at least 
120 feet.  A brief survey of the route will show you that the line now 
passes both north and south of many homes. No matter which side of 
the existing easement you choose the new line will pass directly over 
several homes. You are not allowed to have an easement through an 
existing home; you would have to buy all the properties affected. This 
would increase the cost of acquiring the easement in our local 
neighborhood alone by at least $5,000,000.00.  The information you 
provided indicates that you would have to destroy at least 2 homes; I 
believe this is grossly underestimated.

3. The new easement and the 105 ft poles would require the removal 
of several hundred large trees including endangered oaks, costal 
redwoods and others. 

4. The trees being removed currently provide nesting areas for Owls, 
Hawks, Eagles and other birds which may be protected. 
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5. The area along the Southern Route near White Rd. Contains 
several other wetland areas which the Federal Environmental 
Protection Laws and State Laws required to be set aside to protect the 
Long Toed Salamanders and others which are endangered. There is 
currently a small population of these inhabiting these areas. These 
areas must be delineated and protected totally. If your project 
continues. 

6. These protected creatures move between the Federal Refuge and 
the other habitats and require an undisturbed environment to survive. 
They can not be moved or relocated. There are simply too few to risk a 
major project such as you propose.

7. The new lines will protrude into the protected VIEW CORRIDOR 
the effected homeowners were forced by law to limit their home size 
and color and plant trees to protect the view. Now PG & E wants to 
install poles and wires the height of an 11 story building and destroy 
all the work that the state and county has been doing for years to 
protect the beauty of this area which is clearly visible from Hwy 1. 

8. There are very delicate groundwater recharge areas along the 
route.

There is a permanent and sever water shortage in the area. Recharge areas 
allow water which travels along shallow clay layers and re enters the aquifer 
in certain spots. If pg & e punctures these shallow layers they can 
permanently destroy the recharge areas.

   9. I believe that a location for this upgrade was selected several years ago 

         which did not have any of the problems listed above. This list does not 
discuss the cost of lawsuits which all of the effected homeowners will file once pg 
& e tries to get the easement. Or the potential lawsuits which will be filed by nearby 
owners will file once they realize their property values have been severely lowered. 
All of these costs will be paid by the customers of PG& E.  You must consider these 
unnecessary expenses.
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10. There a several active slide areas in this area. The White Rd. and Aptos Ridge 
have had to be filled and repaved several times. 

         Please consider the above and please keep in mind that we have only had 2 
weeks to become educated on the issues. Whereas the other route has had 2 years. 
Once the people along the southern Alignment are told by us or by newspaper 
articles which will soon begin appearing I’m sure you will get many more letters. 

Sincerely,

Richard Klevins
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: EIR Concerns
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:52 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: rick ulrick >theflyboy@sbcglobal.net<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:31 AM
Subject: EIR Concerns
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

       The amount of traffic using McDonald and Day Valley Roads 
needs to be documented as it currently exists and compared with 
other potential routes. The existing study is years out of date. The 
tree trimming and removal standards that PG&E will use needs to be 
made public in order to make clear the visual impact on our 
neighborhood.        

                                                   Thank you,      Richard Ulrick
                                                                           830 Day Valley Rd
                                                                           Aptos, CA 95003
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Santa Cruz 115kv project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 10:49 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Ruth Barker >mabarker1@hotmail.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 9:54 PM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115kv project
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

These are the issues that concern me related to the Santa Cruz 115kv  Reinforcement Project.

1. Why is this project being done? The explanation given to date is too simple, broad, not evidence based 
and appears inaccurate.
It is appropriate and fair that all effected be given an evidence based explanation for this project.
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2. Why would PG&E choose a route for this project through a residential country neighborhood when 
alternative routes 
are available and either have existing infrastructure or are more direct ? 

3. What is the revenue projection for PG&E by selling space to other companies (internet,telephone etc) on 
the 115kv project poles? 
Does this revenue projection change if PG&E chooses a route other then the northern alliance?  

4. Why is PG&E allowed to pursue a project that is contrary to the county general plan, not favored by the 
citizens and
the Santa Cruz County supervisors, not supported by the local water district and not 

supported by the Sierra Club ?

5. All alternative routes and options for the project should be honestly considered including 
under ground utilities and the option of not doing this project.

6. Concise information must be shared with all citizens and residents on all possible 
routes regarding  what easements will be taken, 
what private property will be taken, exactly which trees will be removed, exactly where 
and how deep holes will be dug to place large poles, 
exact placement of poles and due diligence mock up drawing accurately 
showing the completed project and the new landscape. 

7. The water district infrastructure in Day Valley is fragile and at risk which should 
disqualify the Day Valley/Freedom alternative.
If it does not then there must be a substantiated reason which takes into consideration a 

disaster occurring to the Day Valley water supply and delivery.

8. Risk  of a natural disaster (such as an earthquake not unheard of in Aptos) to home 
owners and residents with 115kv power lines towering over
neighborhood homes and yards.

9. The continued lack of water and very dry conditions must be seriously address when proposing a large 
scale dangerous project in home owners front yards.

10. I am deeply concerned about the community aesthetics, this project 
will permanently alter our country neighborhood and create an irreversible
negative impact on our neighborhood aesthetics especially visual aesthetics and all 
those elements related to country living. 

11. Negative impact on property values which will be caused by this project is an 
unacceptable consequence the homeowners will be forced to bare.

12. The possible risk of and damage to wildlife including plants and animals related to 
this project is unacceptable. This includes during the construction of such a project,
following the completion of such a project and for the countless years this project will 

be maintenanced. This includes the use of helicopters, large trucks, cement mixers,
other construction equipment, hundreds of men and vehicles all unacceptable is a 
small residential neighborhood.
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13. Safety during & after the project to people, homes, animals, pets, recreational 
users, vehicles, property, livestock, organic farms and gardens, bees and vegetation. 

14. Pollution caused by this project is not appropriate or acceptable in a residential 
neighborhood, noise, air, visual, possible water, land,
dumping and spillage of construction waste and products and people pollution. This is an 
unfair burden placed on residents and neighbors on the project routes.

15. I must question why PG&E would choose the proposed route for the 
northern alignment, is it because the neighborhoods are simple and middle class, 
is this an easy group residents PG&E can force to bare the burden of this inappropriate 
project  ? 

I do not agree with this project, I do not want this project, it does not belong in 
a residential neighborhood, 
it is inappropriate and completely out of place in a country residential area. 
I ask you, would you agree to this project in your neighborhood?

Thank you for taking my questions and comments.

Sincerely, 
Ruth Barker @ 315 McDonald Rd, Aptos 
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

santa cruz 115 kv  proje ct

Scott Schaaf <ssschaaf@sbcglobal.net> Sun, Feb 16, 2014 at 12:46 PM
Reply-To: Scott Schaaf <ssschaaf@sbcglobal.net>
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Dear Ms. Orsaba,

We are very concerned about the safety of this project, both to our rural neighborhood and the wildlife
in the area. Removal of trees would negatively affect the many species of wildlife in the area. Local
farmers could be adversely affected.

Please consider an alternative to the 100 foot tall towers.

Thank you,

Scott and Susan Schaaf
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

“Santa Cruz 115kV  Reinforce ment Proje ct.” 

Susie Courtney <courtneysusie@gmail.com> Tue, Feb 11, 2014 at 8:04 AM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Dear PG and E,

We are writing to officially voice our appeal to the the “Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement Project,” which would
replace and move the existing electrical power poles on our road from 60 to 90ft power poles.

We had two sight on 177 Old Adobe Road (and others south of us on Old Adobe) and we were very hospitable to
the workers and work don (which meant the portable bathrooms in front of our house for a month for 60 or more
workers at different times and damage to the road which we all try to maintain). However, we had to be evacuated
when we had a gas leak (after a worker turned our gas inside our home back on) in the middle of the night; were
told large oak trees would be removed within the year, which we were happy to happen (but never have, even
though many teams continue to wander back and forth surveying, looking at trees…); we continued to have a gas
leak in front of our house (which neighbors and myself called in). PG and E checked it and said it was fine. Then
is had a PG and E man doing routine work knock on our door and said he was checking something on our road
and noticed we had a leak! Then we had more leaks smells on our road but it was questionable where they were
coming from.

Do you really want our neighborhood to go through more? I know this is very upsetting news on our road. We are
extremely concerned about the health risk of having MORE risk to our families and DO NOT welcome having even
more powerful lines (we already have the huge gas line running up our road) and I do not want my family exposed
to these even stronger electrical lines!

Susan Courtney
177 Old Adobe Road
Watsonville, CA 95076
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

PG&E Santa Cruz 115kW Re inforce ment Proje ct

tod w il l iams <bajatoddy@gmail.com> Thu, Feb 13, 2014 at 12:16 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com, tod williams <bajatoddy@gmail.com>

2/13/2014

Dear Ms Orsaba

I have a question with regards to what is termed the Alternate
Southern Alignment Route for this project.

Is you firm doing the environmental study for this so-called Southern
Alignment Route?
If so is there a map-link that I could look at that would show me what
streets or areas are involved in the Southern Route.

Appreciate your help

Tod Williams
831-588-8129
890 and 880 Woodside Drive
Watsonville, CA 95062
APN's 04940109 and 04940101
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Dear Ms. Orsaba,
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 3:25 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Tom B >drpowder@hotmail.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 3:10 PM
Subject: Dear Ms. Orsaba,
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

      I am very concerned about the planned PGE 115 kV reinforcement project in our 
neighborhood. I am relieved that an EIR is in progress, and I feel it is very important that the 
following be addressed:
    1. PGE has given very brief justification or need for this project. I feel it may be unnecessary.

    2. PGE already has 2 transmission lines with similar start and end to the proposed project. I 
feel there should be some overwhelming reason that the proposed project cannot be in one of 
those rights of way in order for it to be appropriate to traverse a neighborhood which is not now 
the route of 115kV transmission lines. Any issues with using existing routes should be mitigated if 
possible rather than making a new route thru a neighborhood. There is the possibilityof a slightly 
longer route using portions of the current “souther alignment” and “northern alignment” with a 
new section much shorter than that proposed and affecting many fewer residents.

    3.State and county law both require undergrounding of new electric lines such as this new 
transmission line.

    4. Other 115kv lines exist at much lower height than the proposed 100t. proposed for our 
neighborhood.  60 ft. poles would have much less visual impact and should be considered

Sent from Surface Pro
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: No Santa Cruz 115 KV Project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 10:10 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Vicki Devine >vicki@devineranch.com<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 10:00 AM
Subject: No Santa Cruz 115 KV Project
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com
Cc: shockedbypge@gmail.com

Dear PG&E,

Upon learning of your plans to put a reinforcement project in Pleasant Valley we would like to express our 
concerns. We are a wedding venue, Devine Ranch, that is at the end of Pleasant Valley Rd. Our guests comes 
from many different parts of California not limited to San Francisco, Los Angeles, and destination. These 
wedding and special event parties come to quant pleasant valley to experience the natural beauty and 
seclusion that the surrounding area brings. They bring in good great economic support to our community by 
visiting our local wineries, shopping at local organic farms, and staying at local hotels. If your reinforcement 
project is put at the corner of hames road it will not only effect our local natural beauty, destroy animal 
habitats, and be an eye soar to our local tourists that visit pleasant valley but it will harm our livelihood. Small 
organic farms will not be able to be certified, wineries will loose their appeal, and brides will be devastated by 
the loss of your perfect little oasis.  

With a growing population of small wineries, organic farms, and wedding venues like us Pleasant Valley must 
work to stay picturesque. The construction will effect both business and traffic. By removing hundreds of trees 
the noise and safety alone is a huge concern. We are a rural neighborhood that wants to stay that way so that 
Santa Cruz county can support our vision of a wine country escape. Deer, birds, horses, and other animals are 
vital to that experience. Our community values Pleasant Valley history and hopes that PG&E considers this 
project in a different location. Thank you for hearing our comments and if you have any questions I would be 
happy to be a representative for our perfect little valley. We have been loyal PG&E costumers and we hope 
that at this time we let our voice be heard. Please do not ruin our quant little valley.

Thank you
Sincerely,
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The Devine Family
Devine Ranch, LLC
www.devineranch.com
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Scoping comments on 115kv project Santa Cruz from a concerned 
resident
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:33 AM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Vijay Char >vijaychar@yahoo.com<
Date: Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 11:31 AM
Subject: Scoping comments on 115kv project Santa Cruz from a concerned resident
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>
Cc: rich <rich@portoftravel.com>, heidi casale <heidi@portoftravel.com>, jeff <jeffsd805@comcast.net>, 
SarahC <catizone@me.com>, Loris Coletta <lbc1920@comcast.net>, vince coletta 
<vhc1919@comcast.net>

To Lisa Orsaba or TO IT MAY CONCERN:

The current towers and lines lie on the border of my property at 200 Marthas Way, Aptos and the access 
trail lies on a steep slope along my property border with easement for right of way to PG&E.
The proposed plan would potentially add new lines, raise the voltages dramatically, increase tower heights 
and widen the access trail.
Please see my comments as a concerned resident who is likely to be very adversely affected by this 
project. 

I am very concerned about the impact of this project due to the following 
- will be an eyesore on the spectacular views currently presented and will reduce my property value due to 
the increased tower heights, the added lines, increased voltages and the widened access trail
- the new construction activity is also going to have a negative impact on our local road, wildlife, vegetation 
which are already in a very fragile state and may never recover or need significant expense to restore.
- harmful effects on my family and pets due to stronger electromagnetic fields, the accompanying crackling 
noise and increased catastrophic risks that go along with the higher voltages proposed
- increased erosion due to the wider access trail proposed. We are already seeing the runoff from even 
occasional showers cause lots of erosion and debris accumulation in drainage channels.
- increased traffic and activity on a wider access trail will have negative impact on the local wildlife and 
vegetation. Previous maintenance activity has left piles of cut brush on my property and these remain a 
huge fire danger. 
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- the current trail lies along a trail used by many local wildlife and the increased activity from maintenance, 
the reduced cover from widening is bound to cause major disruption and further upset the ecological 
balance we currently struggle to maintain.
- in the longer term, the increased power availability is bound to hasten the congestion in the area and the 
faster degradation of this relatively pristine valley today.

I urge the PUC & PGE to factor in these concerns and modify the plan to address or mitigate. 

Please let me know that you received these comments before the 5pm, 2/18/14 deadline. If you should 
have any questions then please do not hesitate to contact me.

Thank You,

Vijay T Char
200 Marthas Way 
Aptos CA 95003
4083681322
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       388 Aptos Ridge Circle, 
Watsonville, CA 95076-8518 

          February 17th, 2014. 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740  
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 
      This is a copy of a similar letter sent to you by residents of the area where the new PG&E 
line is proposed. Please note that the identical arguments apply to the possible alternate route 
proposed across the Aptos Ridge Circle community. Thank you for your consideration.  
 

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the 
proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am concerned this project will 
significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of our bucolic neighborhood.  This project 
adversely affects all area residents, the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, 
wildlife habitats, and the community values. There are many important issues the EIR must 
adequately address: 

 

• Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and 
how this removal will affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values. 

• Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local 
water companies to deliver safe and reliable drinking water. 

• Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as 
non-organic farms, in and near the affected area. 

• Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded 
to the existence of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included. 

• Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently 
proposed 100’ tall TSP, and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which 
currently exist in our county and are incongruent with the county plan. 

• Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the 
Northern and Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ 
wood poles to 100’ TSP. 

• Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, 
PG&E and the PUC neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC 
ensure that all the required due diligence for this project has been performed. 
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• Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon 
the PUC and/or PG&E to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  
Such a demonstration must be included in the EIR for public scrutiny. 

 
I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record. 
 
Sincerely, Alan and Gweneth Brown.   
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2/16/2014 Panorama Environmental Mail - Scope EIR comment

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=cb902d691c&view=pt&search=inbox&msg=1443d22c6e940f81 1/1

Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Scope  EIR com ment

Stanley M Ziegler <s.ziegler@sbcglobal.net> Sun, Feb 16, 2014 at 3:58 PM
Reply-To: Stanley M Ziegler <s.ziegler@sbcglobal.net>
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>
Cc: C McDowell <cmcdowell@sbcglobal.net>

Dear Ms. Orsaba,

 Please see the attached letter regarding our comments to the scope of the proposed EIR.

 Thank you.

Stanley M. Ziegler and Cathy McDowell
127 Apple Lane
Aptos, CA 95003
 

PUC LETTER 21614.pdf
476K
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Name: _Cathy McDowell________________________ 

Address:  __127 Apple Ln_____________________ 

City: ___Aptos________________________ 

Date:  __2‐17‐14________________________ 

 

Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740  
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the proposed 
Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am concerned this project will significantly 
alter the beauty of the natural landscape of our bucolic neighborhood.  This project adversely affects 
all area residents, the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and the 
community values. There are many important issues the EIR must adequately address: 

 

 Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and how 
this removal will affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values. 

 Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water 
companies to deliver safe and reliable drinking water. 

 Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as non-
organic farms, in and near the affected area. 

 Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included. 

 Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ 
tall TSP, and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our 
county and are incongruent with the county plan. 

 Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the 
Northern and Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood 
poles to 100’ TSP. 

 Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E 
and the PUC neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure that all the 
required due diligence for this project has been performed. 

 Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC 
and/or PG&E to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a 
demonstration must be included in the EIR for public scrutiny. 

 
I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record. 
 
Sincerely, 
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Name: _Cathy McDowell________________________ 

Address:  __127 Apple Ln_____________________ 

City: ___Aptos________________________ 

Date:  __2‐17‐14________________________ 

 

Cathy McDowell 
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Environmental Impact report - Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement 
project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 3:51 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Douglas Ronan >douglasronan@msn.com<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 11:56 AM
Subject: Environmental Impact report - Santa Cruz 115kV Reinforcement project
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Lisa Orsaba
California Public Utilities Commission
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
1 Embarcadero Center, Suite #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111

Subject; Santa Cruz115kv Reinforcement Project

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

I am sending this email regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the 
proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  

I am concerned this project will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of our neighborhood.  
This project adversely affects all area residents, the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, 
wildlife habitats, and the community values. I believe there are many important issues that the EIR must 
adequately address:

1. Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and how this 
removal will affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values.

2. Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water 
companies to deliver safe and reliable drinking water.

3. Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as non-organic 
farms, in and near the affected area.

4. Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included.
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5. Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ tall 
TSP, and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our county and are 
incongruent with the county plan.

6. Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the Northern 
and Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood poles to 100’ TSP.

7. Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E and the 
PUC neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure that all the required due 
diligence for this project has been performed.

8. Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC and/or 
PG&E to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a demonstration 
must be included in the EIR for public scrutiny.

I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record.

Sincerely,

Douglas Ronan

190 Ranchitos del Sol
Aptos CA 95003
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Gretchen Werner 
522 Hauer Apple Way 

Aptos, Ca 95003 
831 728-2688 

gretchenlwerner@gmail.com 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740  
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 

I am a concerned resident of the area that will be impacted by the proposed PGE santacruz115kvproject. 
This project will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of our neighborhood.  This project 
adversely affects all area residents, the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, 
and the community values. There are many important issues the EIR must adequately address: 

 
• Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and how this 

removal will affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values. 
• Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water 

companies to deliver safe and reliable drinking water. 
• Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as non-organic farms, 

in and near the affected area. 
• Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the existence 

of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included. 
• Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ tall TSP, 

and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our county and are 
incongruent with the county plan. 

• Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the Northern and 
Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood poles to 100’ TSP. 

• Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E and the 
PUC neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure that all the required due 
diligence for this project has been performed. 

• Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC and/or 
PG&E to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a demonstration must be 
included in the EIR for public scrutiny. 

• Impact of the helicopter flights in and out of the staging area on the wildlife as well as the horses that 
reside on the adjacent property. 

 
I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the permanent 
record. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Gretchen Werner 
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Environmental Impact
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:43 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jeannie Herrick >jeannie.herrick@gmail.com<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 8:07 PM
Subject: Environmental Impact
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the proposed Santa 
Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am concerned this project will significantly alter the beauty 
of the natural landscape of our bucolic neighborhood.  This project adversely affects all area residents, the 
beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and the community values. There 
are many important issues the EIR must adequately address:

Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and how this removal 
will affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values.
Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water companies to 
deliver safe and reliable drinking water.
Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as non-organic farms, in 
and near the affected area.
Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the existence of 
more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included.
Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ tall TSP, and 
the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our county and are incongruent with 
the county plan.
Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the Northern and 
Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood poles to 100’ TSP.
Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E and the PUC 
neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure that all the required due diligence for 
this project has been performed.
Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC and/or PG&E 
to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  

Sincerely,

Jeanne Herrick
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520 calle del sol
Aptos

Jeannie.Herrick@gmail.com
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: Santa Cruz 115 KV Reinforcement Project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 9:42 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Lori West >goldensundesigns@yahoo.com<
Date: Mon, Feb 17, 2014 at 7:20 PM
Subject: Santa Cruz 115 KV Reinforcement Project
To: "santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com" <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

To whom it may concern,  This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared 
for the proposed Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by P G & E.  I am concerned that this project 
will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of our bucolic neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife 
habitats and community values.  There are some important issues that the EIR must adequately address:

Impact of tree removal & wildlife habitat-Trees targeted for removal must be identified and the report shall 
include the affect this will have on wildlife, aesthetics and community values.

Impact to the water supply-will this project affect the ability for local water companies to deliver safe and 
reliable drinking water?

Impact to farmland-Identify the effects this project will have on organic and non organic farms in and near 
the affected area.

Alternative Routes- all alternatives must be considered, explored & included.

Alternative materials-including alternative construction materials not currently existing in our county such as 
100' tall TSP & 89' tall wood transmission poles which are incongruent with the county plan.

Current alignments- Identify reasons for not utilizing the existing infrastructure such as the Northern & 
Southern alignments without the need to upscale from the existing 69' wood poles to 100' TSP.

Due Diligence-In planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG and E and the PUC 
neglected  to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure all required Due Diligence for this 
project be performed.

Need for project-Given the potential ramifications of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC and/or PG 
and E to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a demonstration must be 
included in the EIR for public review.
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I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record.

Sincerely,
Lori West
2010 Pleasant Valley Rd.
Aptos, Ca. 95003

Sent from my iPhone
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Mark Block 
522 Hauer Apple Way 

Aptos, Ca 95003 
831 728-2688 

markablock@gmail.com 
 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740  
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 

I am a concerned resident of the area that will be impacted by the proposed PGE santacruz115kvproject. 
This project will significantly alter the beauty of the natural landscape of our neighborhood.  This project 
adversely affects all area residents, the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, 
and the community values. There are many important issues the EIR must adequately address: 

 

• Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and how this 
removal will affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values. 

• Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water 
companies to deliver safe and reliable drinking water. 

• Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as non-organic farms, 
in and near the affected area. 

• Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the existence 
of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included. 

• Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ tall TSP, 
and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our county and are 
incongruent with the county plan. 

• Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the Northern and 
Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood poles to 100’ TSP. 

• Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E and the 
PUC neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure that all the required due 
diligence for this project has been performed. 

• Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC and/or 
PG&E to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a demonstration must be 
included in the EIR for public scrutiny. 

• Impact of the helicopter flights in and out of the staging area on the wildlife as well as the horses that 
reside on the adjacent property. 

 
I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the permanent 
record. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mark Block 
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

Santa Cruz 115kv  Reinforce ment Proje ct

Monica Meyer <monica8757@gmail.com> Sun, Feb 16, 2014 at 3:33 PM
To: Kristi Black <santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com>

Lisa Orsaba
California Public Utilities Commission
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc.
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740 
San Francisco, CA 94111
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

Dear Lisa Orsaba,

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the proposed Santa Cruz 115
kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  

I have many concerns about this project including permanent alteration our rural community with huge power
poles that are eye sores and are not in keeping with the natural beauty of our area.  This project adversely affects
all area residents, the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and the community
values. 

I’d like to make sure the EIR adequately address these issues including:

• Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water companies to
deliver safe and reliable drinking water.
• Impact on our local water transportation, explicitly review all possibilities for water contamination and
mitigation plans
• Sustained exposure of helicopter noise in Pleasant Valley where all sound is greatly amplified due to the
natural topography of the valley and surrounding hills esp. Impact on residents, dogs, cats and horse riding
facilities in Pleasant Valley. 
• Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and how this removal will
affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values.
• Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as non-organic farms, in
and near the affected area, including home owners gardens.
• Alternative methods – review, explore and consider the possibility of burying the lines underground and on
alternate route in a less rural setting
• Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the existence of
more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included.
• Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ tall TSP, and
the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our county and are incongruent with the
county plan.
• Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the Northern and
Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood poles to 100’ TSP.
• Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E and the PUC
neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure that all the required due diligence for this
project has been performed.
• Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC and/or PG&E
to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a demonstration must be included in the
EIR for public scrutiny.
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I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the permanent
record.

Sincerely,
Monica Meyer
31 Oak Tree Lane
Aptos CA  95003
831-761-0756
monica8757@gmail.com
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Kristi  Black <kristi .black@panoramaenv.com>

PGE opposition

Patricia Meyer <lightwkr@cruzio.com> Sun, Feb 16, 2014 at 5:20 PM
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

 

PGE opposition.doc
28K
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Name: Patricia Meyer___________ 

Address:  371 Possumwood Ridge_ 

City: Aptos____________________ 

Date: 2/16/14 _________________ 

 

Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740  
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the proposed 
Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am concerned this project will significantly 
alter the beauty of the natural landscape of our bucolic neighborhood.  This project adversely affects 
all area residents, the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and the 
community values. There are many important issues the EIR must adequately address: 

 

 Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and how 
this removal will affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values. 

 Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water 
companies to deliver safe and reliable drinking water. 

 Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as non-
organic farms, in and near the affected area. 

 Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included. 

 Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ 
tall TSP, and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our 
county and are incongruent with the county plan. 

 Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the 
Northern and Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood 
poles to 100’ TSP. 

 Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E 
and the PUC neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure that all the 
required due diligence for this project has been performed. 

 Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC 
and/or PG&E to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a 
demonstration must be included in the EIR for public scrutiny. 

 
I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record. 
 
Sincerely, 
Patricia Meyer 
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Susan Brooks 

1680 Day Valley Road 

Aptos, CA 95003 

February 16, 2014 
Lisa Orsaba 
California Public Utilities Commission 
c/o Panorama Environmental, Inc. 
1Embarcadero Center, Suite #740  
San Francisco, CA 94111 
FAX: (650) 373-1211 
santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com 
 
Dear Lisa Orsaba, 
 

This is regarding the scoping of the Environmental Impact Report to be prepared for the proposed 
Santa Cruz 115 kV Reinforcement Project by PG&E.  I am concerned this project will significantly 
alter the beauty of the natural landscape of our bucolic neighborhood.  This project adversely affects 
all area residents, the beautiful rural environment, neighborhood aesthetics, wildlife habitats, and the 
community values. There are many important issues the EIR must adequately address: 

 

 Impact of removing trees and wildlife habitat – identify which trees will be removed and how 
this removal will affect the areas aesthetics, wildlife, and community values. 

 Impact to the water supply – identify how this project will not affect the ability for local water 
companies to deliver safe and reliable drinking water. 

 Impact to farmland – identify the effects this project will have on organic, as well as non-
organic farms, in and near the affected area. 

 Alternative routes – the original PTC and MND showed 5 alternative routes and alluded to the 
existence of more.  All alternatives must be considered, explored, and included. 

 Alternative materials – include alternative construction material to the currently proposed 100’ 
tall TSP, and the 89’ tall wood transmission poles, neither of which currently exist in our 
county and are incongruent with the county plan. 

 Current alignments – identify reasons for not utilizing existing infrastructure, such as the 
Northern and Southern Alignments, without the need to upscale from the existing 69’ wood 
poles to 100’ TSP. 

 Due diligence – in planning for this project, as well as during the CEQA MND phase, PG&E 
and the PUC neglected to contact Central Water District.  I request the PUC ensure that all the 
required due diligence for this project has been performed. 

 Need for project – given the potential ramification of this project it is incumbent upon the PUC 
and/or PG&E to fully and adequately demonstrate the necessity for this project.  Such a 
demonstration must be included in the EIR for public scrutiny. 

 
I request the PUC investigate and address these issues, and that my concerns be entered into the 
permanent record. 
 
Sincerely, 
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Comments Received After the Scoping Period 
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PUBLIC COMMENTS 
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Kimi Worrell < kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com> 

Fwd: 115kv Reinforcement Project
1 message

Kristi Black < kristi.black@panoramaenv.com> Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 2:04 PM 
To: Kimi Worrell <kimi.worrell@panoramaenv.com>, Rita Wilke <rita.wilke@panoramaenv.com> 

-----
Kristi Black, Environmental Scientist
Panorama Environmental, Inc.
One Embarcadero Center, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94111
o. 650.373.1200 ext 108
www.panoramaenv.com

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Ann Homer >mikeann48@gmail.com<
Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 2:02 PM
Subject: 115kv Reinforcement Project
To: santacruz115kvproject@panoramaenv.com

We have just recently found out about this project by PG&E. Most of our neighbor's have not heard about 
the project. We feel that PG&E is ramroding this down our throats. From what we understand, PG&E is 
going to replace 40 foot wood poles with 100 foot metal poles on the northern allignment. We feel that this 
would be extremely unsightly sticking way above the treeline. Our livingroom window faces exactly where 
the poles would be placed. Not only would we have to see the poles, but also the heavier lines stretching 
across the valley. We moved here 36 years ago because of the beauty of the area and this would greatly 
ruin that. We also wonder if blinking airplane lights would also be installed on the poles. We feel that, to 
keep the beauty of the area, it would be better to place the lines underground. Perhaps going up 
underground up Hames Road would be a better option. Perhaps going underground up Highway 1 or 
Freedom Bl would be a better option to connect to Robroy substation. We would be open to paying a fee 
on our taxes to accomplish this. Most of our neighbors would also agree to our opinion on this subject. 

Please don't allow PG&E ruin our beautiful environment. I would like to go on record as being opposed to 
this project. 

Sincerely,

Mike Homer
70 Pleasant Hts Dr
Aptos, CA 95003
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